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CITY, UTAH B4101 801 532 

WORLDWIDE HC.,T-SHI 

MAXIMUMROCK NIHlLLG®0ac™ 
IF LIFE IS fl BOWL OF CHERRIES, 
WHAT AM I DOING IN THE PIT? 

76 pages, better than the usual paper, cardstock cover 
(not included in regular subscriptions) 



NIAXIMIIMROCKNROII 
RADIO STATIONS: MRR Radio shows are 
now available for stations only. Cassettes are 
$5 per show. Contact Lisa c/o MRR at P.O. Box 
288/Berkeley CA 94701 

MAIL ORDER: 
IJ S & Canada: Current & back issues available 
from U.S. address at bottom of page. Copies 
are $1.50 each/ 6 issues sub for $9. 
U.K.: Current & back issues available from MRR/ 
P.O. Box 59/ London N22/ England. Copies are 
£1.50 each/ 6 issue sub for £7.50. Write this 
address for European wholesale info as well. 
EUROPE: Current & back issues available from 
U.K. address above. Copies are $2.50 each/ 6 
issue sub for $12 
AUSTRALIA. ASIA. AFRICA: Current & back 
issues available from U.S. address below. 
Copies are $3.50 each/ 6 issue sub for $21 
SOUTH AMERICA: Current & back issues 
available from U.S. address below. Copies are 
$3 each/ 6 issue sub for $18 

DEADLINES FOR NEXT ISSUE: 
Scene Reports: continuously, but with photos! 
Ad Reservations: now, * in order to be 
guaranteed 
Ad Copy In: 1st of month 
Issue Out: 15th of month 

AD SIZES AND RATES: 
1/6 page: (21/2x5 down) $20 
1/3 page: (5 wide x 5 down) $40 
1/2 page: (7 1/2x5 down) $60(2 or mor© items only) 

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE: 
Issues #2,12,14-17,20-37 

SHITWORKERS 

Murray Bowles Kamala 
Martin Sprouse Butch 
Tim Yohannan Cara Valentino 
Jerry Booth Cynthia Connolly 
Ruth Schwartz Madeline 
Steve Spinali Lisa Allbright 
Mitzi Waltz William Smith 
Kent Jolly Victor H 
Rick Stott Jerod Poor 
Brian Edge Chris Bald 
Ellen Kevin Marburg 
Scott 

CONTRIBUTORS 
Pushead John Curtin 
Jeff Bale Jim/Vat Com 
Donny the Punk Karl 
Mykel Board Spencer Mak 
Danni Aidan Grit 
Eugene Chadbourne Ken Lester 
Mouse Pro Patria Mori 
Dogtowne Sean Duffy 
Dig Julie Bowers 
Walter Glazer Jim Hildreth 
Ron Gaitz Suzanne StefanacPaul Decolator 
Christian Nicolas Wadimoff Mark P 
Rochelle Enrico GDHC Kool-Aidan 
Tim Stegall Bob Ayson Luis Gustavo Brum 
Bill Board Gary Tse-Tse Fly Patricia 

COVER 

Cynthia 

SELL MRR AT GIGS: if you’re interested in 
doing this in your area, please contact us for 
info on cheap prices. 

READERS: if your local record or magazine 
store isn’t carrying MRR or runs out of them too 
guickly and doesn't reorder, please let us know 
the name of the place so we can tell our 
distributors. Your input in essential. 

Please continue to send all records, tapes, 
letters 

articles, photos, etc., to: 
MAXIMUM ROCK’N'ROLL 

P.O. BOX 288 
BERKELEY CA 94701 

For what it’s worth, here are the Maximum Rock'n’Roll crew’s current 
Top 15 lists. Please send us your records or tapes (2 copies of vinyl, if 
possible-one for review and one for airplay. The address is: MRR/- 

1 Box 288/ Berkeley CA 94701. 
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PRIMITIVES-Through the Flowers-EP 
RAMONES-Animal Boy-LP 

CONFUSE-Contempt for Authority-EP 
EXTREME NOISE TERROR-TP 
CHAOS UK-Rise From Rubble*EP 
OUTO-Half Wit Life-EP 
INFERNO-Hibakusha-LP 
SATANIC MALFUNCTIONS-EP 
ANTI-SEPTIC-First Last-EP 
STUPIDS-TP 
DISARRAY-ln Search-EP 
GASTUNK-Vanishing Signs-EP 
WARHAMMER-TP 
HEIMATLOS-4th TP 
RAPT-2ndTP 
CRUMBSUCKERS-LP 
ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT-American Paranoia-LP 

DIE KREUZEN-October File-LP 
NO ALLEGIANCE-Mad-LP/ RHYTHM PIGS-LP 
DEPRAVED-Come On Down-LP 
STUPIDS-Peruvian Vacation-LP 
HERESY-Never Healed-Flexi 
METALLICA-Masters Of Puppets-LP 
CONCRETE SOX-YourTurn Next-LP 
SHORT DOGS GROW-10 Short Songs-tape 
ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT-Dead Serious-tape 
DAG NASTY-Can I Say-LP/CULTURE SHOCK-tape 
YOUNG GODS-Envoye-EP 
RAW POWER-After Your Brain-LP 
EGG HUNT-Me & You/All Fall Down-tape 
NICK TOCZEK’S BRITANARCHISTS-EP 
DEPRAVED-Stupidity Maketh the Man-LP 

NO ALLEGIANCE-Mad-LP 
01 POLLOI-Resist..-EP 
SCRAPS-Apartheid-EP 
RAMONES-Animal Boy-LP 
SUBHUMANS-Incorrect Thoughts-LP 
V/A-That Was Then....-EP 
V/A-Lethal Noise-TP 
IDIOTS-Emmy Oh Emmy-EP 
GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS-EP 
SWANKYS-Rock'n’Roll History-flexi 
V/A-Farewell to Arms-LP 
HDQ-LP 
V/A-Flipside #9-video 
SCREAM ERS-video 

ASTA KASK-An Finn Det Hopp-EP 
BLUE ROOM-Wages of Fear-EP 
DREAM POLICE-ln Combat-EP 
JUNK SCHIZO-Pity to the Ignorant-EP 
LEATHER NUN-Gimme Gimme Gimme-45 
LESTHUGS-Radical Hystery-LP 
NEW CHRISTS-No Next Time-45 
NO MEANS NO-You Kil Me-EP 
PURPLE THINGS-Out of the Deep-EP 
TRIAL-LP 
UNTOLD FABLES-Every Mother's Nightmare-LP 
V/A-Emma-double LP 
V/A-Woodshock-LP 
YO-Once in a Blue Moon-LP 
YOBS-Wildhunt-LP 

FEARLESS IRANIANS FROM HELL-EP 
JUNK SCHIZO-EP 
NIKOTEENS-LP 
NO ALLEGIANCE-LP 
01 POLLOI-EP 
OUT OF ORDER-LP 
PRIMITIVES-EP 
RAMONES-Animal Boy-LP 
SUBHUMANS-Incorrect Thoughts-LP 
SCRAPS-Apartheid-EP 
SOUP DRAGONS-45 
SWANKYS-flexi 
TROTSKIDS-LP 
V/A-Farewell to Arms-LP 
V/A-Emma-double LP 

SONIC YOUTH-Evol-LP 
RAT AT RAT R-LP 
V/A-Woodshock-LP 
V/A-Empty Skulls ll-LP 
MELVINS-EP/DULL-Nuclear Bomb-45 
DR BOMBAY-EP/NUMB SEX-EP 
METALLICA-Master of Puppets-LP 
CAUSTIC NOTIONS-Never Look Back-LP 
MAD VIOLETS-The World of...-EP 
OUT OF ORDER-LP 
DAYGLO ABORTIONS-LP 
NO ALLEGIANCE-LP 
WHITE FLAG/F-split LP 
PGR-Flipkering of Sowing Time-LP 
LETHAL YELLOW-45/MAD PARADE-EP 
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LEATHER NUN-Plays Abba-EP 
SWANKYS-flexi 
NEW CHRISTS-No Next Time-45 
NO MEANS NO-EP 
SCRATCH ACID-Just Keep Eating-LP 
V/A-Vile Vinyl Voll-LP 
THAT PETROL EMOTION-Keen-45 
V/A-Punk Classics-EP 
PURPLE THINGS-Out of the Deep-EP 
REVELLS-EP 
EGG HU NT-TP 
RAMONES-Animal Boy-LP 
CRASS-video 
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CFMU Hamilton,Ont 93.3FM Mon 11 PM 
CFXU Antigonish NS 700AM Mon 10PM 
CHMR St Johns, Nfld call sta 
CKMS Waterloo.Ont 94.5FM call sta 
CRSG Montreal,PQ call station 
KASR Tempo,AZ 660AM call sta 
KFAI Minneapolis,MN 90.3FM Sat 7PM 
KFCF Fresno,CA 88.1 FM Tues 9PM 
KHSU Areata,CA 91.5FM Thur 11:30PM 

iNROli 
RADIO 

ON THE AIR 

KJHK Lawrence,KS 91 FM Mon Midn 
KOPN Columbia,MO 89.5FM Sat 2:30AM 
KPFA Berkeley,CA 94.1 FM Tues 9PM 
KUGS Bellingham,WA 89.3FM Sun 11 PM 
KZUM Lincoln,NE 99.3FM Thur 11 PM 
WEFT Champaign,IL 90.1 FM Thur 9PM 
WMSC Upper Montclair,NJ 101.5FM Tues 11PM 
WZRD Chicago,IL 88.3FM Sun 1PM 



Do you like 60 Minutes of music for 

? Do you like U.S. HC? Do you like 

Internationa] HC? We’ve got 24 

hours of it; 170 bands/15 countries 

waiting for your ears. Any 5 for $17. 

Half the tapes are already newly 

remastered. Most tapes on TDK or 

Equivalent. KML Tapes (Pen¬ 

sacola, FLA) is also distirbuting 

some BCT’s. THANX, VIK. 

$>££ ?V\&Tcr^e Ao 

Full 2H-TAP6 L‘sri*ifc AnpInFu. 

We’d also like to apologize to all 
bands who have sent tapes in 
the last 8 months, since we’re trying 
to do more projects the Comps have 
been held up. We are trying to do 
our best. 

Finland - USA Joint Tape 

BCT # 21 - KAAOS II $3 

ENTROPY-SPASTIC RATS-CAUSTIC DEFIANCE 

MASSACRE-PRAVDA-POLIISIVALTIO 

WORLD HC DIRECTORY will 
be available in July. Lists of contacts 
for gigs, bands, radio stations, zines^ 
distibuters, shops, labels. & other HC 
Independents, as well as a compiled 
complete ’How To’ section -f large 
’Unaer the Soviet Shadow’ Eastern 
Bloc report (freshly radiated). Full 
Info in next month’s ad. 

INDIG ESTI//rom Italy) Will be 

touring the U.S. from Aug.l to Sept.5. 

Bands: are you touring then? Give us a 

Call. Gig Promoters: interested in do¬ 

ing a show ? Call. We’re still looking for a 

Van or any large vehicle as well as a few 

Marshall Amps; so if you in a position to 

be of any help whatsoever then give us a 

calif after 5PM,on Weekends,or whenever) 

and let’s talk about what we can do make 

the tour a great thing for everybody. 

Also, anybody with info on how other 
foriegn bands’ tours are coming Let’s 
exchange info,ok? We’ll releasing 
the great INDIGESTI LP with a 
new cover as soon as we get the 
cover(already got the MasterTape). 

Christopher 619-586-1265. 

Look for Instigators and Detonators 
Tour this August. One shot time to 
see this English and the Italian Band. 

We can’t keep this shit up, thouSands in debt. 

Help us someday break even while geting your 

ears kicked. Try some of these tapes or the LP. 

And if you’ve just never actually gotten around ny* f°r NOW fDid 400, will do 600 
r i • ii u . v. more when we have enough money, 

to Finding out what BG1 is all about; Perhaps So^av !S> - - 

un'r fi?nP° Whatever We Want" 
hbl LP - Best of our first 11 tapes. 
unreleased + rare HC / Thrash / 
PUNK Tunes ' iroi 
US/Italy/Finland. 17 Bands-29 
Songs. We’; t’re also out of Blue Vi- 

B.C.Tapes &; 
Records 

PO Box 16205 

it’s time to write, free catalog. £00^ m San Dieg°? CA 92116 

^STICKERS BUTTONS VIDEOS RECORDS TAPES STIC** 
o 
o 

Thrash hardly dead when 1 
it and this intense 

the Pressed in purple GRONG vinyl limited 
edition - collectors take note- 
GRONG GRONG - VIRUS 49 

music 
this tight 

VIRUS 52 

VE TENTACLES 

58-S.F..CA 
NATI 

411 

CL WRITE 
g-WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG AND STICKER-TODAY- 
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PLACEBO RECORDS 

e> Grotto of Miracles 
The long awaited 2nd LP 
by the Sun City Girls, 
13 songs.6.00 

My Movie 45 
The new one by JFA 
3 brand new songs. 2.50 

The New Manson Family 
The first full length 
LP by the Mighty Sphincter, 
13 songs.6.00 

PLACEBO RECORDS 
P.O. Box 23316 

Phoenix, Az. 85063 
Send $1.00 for Catalog & Sticker 
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SCRATCH ACID 

12” EP $5°° 
12” LP “Just Keep Eating " $ 700 
special limited cover $8^5 

NOT FOR SALE 
7- EP $ 2°° 

OFFENDERS 
I Hate Myself 7” single $ 2°° 
Endless Struggle 12” LP 
and cassette $ 7°°each 

N.O.T.A. 
Toy Soldiers 7” EP $ 250 
12 " L P and cassette $ 7°°each 

LA DANZA 
12” EP $ 5°° 

SCRATCH ACID 
EP cover art, white on black $7° 

NOT FOR SALE 
EP cover art, red & black on 

white $ 7 75 
sweatshirt also white&red on 
black $ 15°° 

OFFENDERS 
single cover art .orange grey & 
white on black $ 8°° 
LP cover art , black on 
white $ 7od 

N.O.T.A. 
LP lyric sheet art, white on 
black or black on white $7° 

RABID CAT RECORDS 
whiteon black $ 7° 
two color surprise $ 7 75 

MAIL ORDER 

U.S. please add $ I00postage 

Canada please add $ 2°° 

All others please add $ 3°° 

P-O Bo* 49263 
Austin. TX 78765 

<51?) ‘iSl-1‘102-. 

All shirts printed f ront and back; 
Please specify size 

C M.L.XL) 
please don’t forget to add on 
postage to your j>rder 

Coming soon NOT FOR SALE s first full lengh LP 

tljtCrtrttrt 

DEFRAYED VOOUS ON DOCf,LP 

14/US $10/Europe 15/Others 17 

%£ mN 
sill® 

ga i~ -i 

tmMm it 

XTOLDIQ/toAZIONg *1TO00HI0 SELVAGGIO* 

14/US $10/Europe 15/Others 17 

STUPIDS •PERUVIAN VACATION1 LP 

13/US $9/Europe 14/Others 16 

ANGOR VAT •GENERAL STRIKE*IP 

13,50/$ 10/Europe 14.50/0thers .16.50 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON COR 

VICIOUS CIRCLE •THK PRICE OP PROGRESS* LP A 
SACRILEGE * BEHIND THK KKATifiS OP HADRKSS*IW B 
OCU/I REPOSE TT! • PERMANENT SOAR* SPLIT LPB 
CHAOS UK 'SHOT, SHARP, SHOCK*!? B 
AuO.Ju *1H0 ARE THEY TRYING TO CON* 12*C 
STUPIDS * VIOLENT RUN* 8-TRACK KPD! 
XPOZEZ •PaRCKPKD THE TRUTH DRUG*KPD 
GAv*il*ble In the US on Pusnort* _ 
Send il(UK-SAE;Eur IRC)POR PULL MAIL ORDER 
LIST, ADD 4 TO ORDER TO COVER BANK CHARGES 
VHEN PAYING BY US CHBCK/tallET ORDER. 
ALL PRICES AIRMAIL OUTSIDE UK. 

A-14/US $ 10/Europe 15/Others £7 
B-13/US $9/Europe 14/Others 16 
C-12.50/$8/Europe 13.50/0thers 15.50 
Drll .30/$4/Europe £1.70/0thers 12.10 

COR RECORDS box 333 
37 STOKES CROFT BRISTOL BS23PY ENGLAND 

OOHSHCTB 301 ’TOUR TDHN wnrr «t.t> 

£4/US $10/Europe £5/0thers £7 



GRAB SOME WOOD BUB, 
HERE’S 4 MORE FOR YA. 

BEDLAM 

“TOTAL BEDLAM” 
REMIXED * REMASTERED 

BACK TO HAUNT YOU 
LIKE YOUR WORST NIGHTMARE 

CONTAINS THE HITS M.T.V. 
AND A.I.D.S. 

$5.00 

Also Available 

-Vrblam 

1 

IT 
% 

“LOST IN SPACE” 
7 SONG E.P. 

MORE RIPPIN' SLUDGE FROM 
JERSEYS' HERB KINGS 

$4.00 

“DANGEROUS 
CHOO CHOO” 

DEBUT L.P. • 
14 PEPPY TUNES TO LIVE BY 

$6.00 

“.DRESS UP 
AND DIE" 

DEBUT 6 SONG E.P. 
ROCK N-ROLL PLAYED 

THE ONLY WAY!! 

$5.00 

CHILDREN IN ADULT JAILS “MAN OVERCOME BY WAFFLE IRON” 

“NEW JERSEYS’ GOT IT?” 9 Bands -18 Songs & Booklet 
PLUS MORE RECORDS, T-SHIRTS, BUTTONS & POSTERS 

SEND S.A.S.E. FOR CATALOG. ALL PRICES POSTAGE PAID - OVERSEAS, ADD EXTRA POSTAGE 
Checks and Money Orders Made Payable to JAMES DUNLEVY 

STORES - GET IN TOUCH WITH US AND DEAL DIRECT! 
COMING THIS SUMMER, NEW L.P. BY ADRENALIN O.D. 

$4.99 
$6.50 

BUY OUR 
RECORDS 

BUY OUR RECORDS 
P.O. BOX 363 
VAUXHALL, NJ 07088 
(201) 688-0842 

— Distributed by: 
Important, Dutch East, Caroline, 

Systematic, Toxic Shock 
Rough Trade & Greenworld 

AGGRESSION ..... 
BATMAN-logo 
CIRCLE JERKS-Golden Shower 
CIRCLE JERKS-Wonderful tour 
THE CLASH-first LP cover 
CLOCKWORK ORANGE 
CORROSION OF CONFORM! 
DOGGY STYLE 
DRAGNET 
D.R.I. 
EXPLOTTED-concert r. . 

45 GRAVE AGRESSION 
GANGREEN-Skate To Hell 
GBH-Give Me Fire 
GBH-concert ., ' 
GET SMART M/7 
JOY DIVISION 
MINOR THREAT-Salad Days 
THE M0NKEES 
HERMAN MUNSTER 
REPO MAN 
ROAD WARRIOR 
7 SECONDS-Rock Together 
SEX PISTOLS-Anarchy UK 
SEX PISTOLS-Filth & Fury* 
SKATE & DESTROY 
SOCIAL DISTORTION-concert 
SUBHUMANS-Rats concert 
TSOL-Statue of Liberty 

T-SHIRTS 
$7.95 each 

VANDALS-Make My Day 
VELVET UNDERG'D-Banana 
SID VICIOUS-My Way 
SID VIC IOUS-Before & After 
YOUTH BRIGADE-skinhead 
I LEARNED TO PLAY GUITAR 
FREE CATALOG WITH YOUR ORDER 
LISTING 100's MORE T-SHIRTS 
PLUS RECORDS & TAPES, SHADES, 
STICKERS, HAIR-DYE, & MORE! , 
Don't forget to specify size: 
S,M,L, or XL. Add for shipping 
One shirt-$2.00, two-$2.45, 
3 to 6-$2.90, 7 or more $3*^5- 
Canada-send U.S. money only! 
Europe-airmail shipping is 
$3.50 1st shirt,$1.ea.add'l. 
Allow six weeks for delivery. 

DIANA'S. •V.v 
P.O. BOX 1560 
Dept. M-35 
EUGENE, OREGON 97^40 

•I LEARNED 
TO PLAY 

ihe GUITAR 

in' 
MINUTES 

l*VK Nf vest MAP to 
MUCH PVM BlfOAl — 

No PlAY-NoPAYJ SUCCESS 
OR MONEY SACr. 

SMART! 



Dear MRR, 
Hi, just writing to say I very much agreed 

with Steve Spinalli’s column on the "hard-core 
scene" or whatever you want to call it. He 
stated how the scene is all male, and virtually 
all punk bands are 99% male. O.K. here's a 
story for you. I am a 21 year old woman. When 
I was about 16 I started realizing there was a lot 
of double standards in this society eg: men and 
women. Firstly, I got into anti-war, then animal 
liberation, and slowly my mind started picking 
up that about 95% of the bands I listened to, 
who seemed to give a shit about the world, 
were all men. I started to pay close attention to 
the fact that the government was virtually all 
men, the police force virtually was all men, the 
whole fuckin’ state was run by men. Women 
were raped and beaten by men, and also 
protected by men. Now as the old story goes, 
men are stronger, the dominant species, so this 
would seem quite well to do, but wait a minute, 
look at this world, its a fuckin' mess, a bad 
mess. So suddenly out comes punk, youth 
standing up saying, "hey stop this violence." 
and 'yea" it's men doing it again saying it to 
each other., So I thought to myself "wow" maybe 
jf women started to have thier say, and their 
influences be shown, maybe something would 
change. ’Cause men have certainly messed 
things up, and women have been sitting back 
letting it. So, O.K., I thought to myself Pm not going to let men push me around so I got in a 
and voiced my opinion in the scene, and I'll 

tell you what, it's the hardest thing I've ever 
done. I noticed a lot of guys in the scene started 
to make me a kind of a joke- they labled me 
sexually fucked up, a feminist , blah, blah... 
someone who spoiled their fun, "like watch what 
you say in front of her" -meaning if they called 
a girl a slut, or called a woman a rag or just 
wanting to get together in their little group and 
talked about who they fucked. It’s amazing the 
number of men who want to shut women up. 
Oh well, it's just the old story "people in power 
oppose change." Also, the guys in the scene 
began to ignore my boyfriend because he 
wasn’t one of the lads anymore, 'cause he 
wouldn't put up with their superior macho-talk. 
Girls were too scared and too brainwashed to 
do anything. Oh yea*and some of the guys 
started sending me violent bondage porno¬ 
graphy. 

Well, I’d just like to say to any girl out there 
"don't give up and don’t give in". What 
happened to me is very painful and makes me 
sad, 'cause the way I see it- true peace and 
love and respect, has to come from a balance in 
this world, a scene totally male dominated is 
just the same as this fucked world, the only 
change can come from females and males 
struggling together, for love and freedom. From, 
Zinaida/ Perth, Australia. 

Dear MRR, 
I am writing this letter to draw attention to a 

series of murders in the Seattle, Washington 
area. "The Green River Murders", as they are 
called, have been going on for at least four 
years, but because the victims were young 
women with criminal records, not much has 
been said about the situation. (Many of the 
victims were black, and many were also 
prostitutes. The average age of the victims was 
20, but some were as young as 13.) The man 
or men responsible for the rape, torture and 
murder of these women is still at large, and 

continuing to add more names to the list of 
victims. The police task force working on the 
case has an official list which includes 45 
women dead or missing and presumed dead, 
but more than a hundred deaths may be linked 
to the killer or killers. Our society considers 
these people expendable, and since the victims 
cannot be glamourized, the press has virtually 
ignored the murders. (Maybe you've noticed 
that when murder victims are beautiful blond 
women, or rich white men, we read about it in 
all of the newspapers.) These women are 
continuing to be murdered without any public 
outcry because they are poor, and black, and 
"lawbreakers." 

Please help. Publicity and money are 
needed badly; send requests for more 
information, donations and offers of help to the 
Women’s Coalition to Stop the Green River 
Murders, P.O. Box 95589/ University Station/ 
Seattle WA 998145. The official 4th 
Anniversary of the beginning of the murders is 
July 15, and events are being planned in 
various cithies. If you would like to help 
organize an event in your area contact the 
coalition. In peace, 
Karry Koon/826 1/2 5th Ave/Brinnell IA 50112 

Dear MRR and MRR readers, 
I am writing to inform you of a so-called 

"hush-hush" government project. Is anyone 
aware of the 1830 "Trial of Tears" Removal Act? 
If not, it was the government’s way of pushing 
neatly 15,000 different indians westward to take 
over the land. Many of the tribes were cheated 
out of their land by shysters who sold it back to 
the government. Far worse was the huge 
caravan of Indians having to move. As a result, 
thousands died either from the move or, as 
certain tribes did, fighting to keep what was 
rightfully theirs. Getting to the point, our 
government evidently doesn't - recall this 
incident because they are doing the same thing 
again. The Senate and House are voting to 
force the removal of some 10,000 Navaho, 
Hopi, and many smaller tribes of Indians from 
the Big Mountain, Arizona Reservation so the 
Peabody Mining Company (who holds the 
lease to the land) can use the land for mining 
coal and uranium. Here is the really sad part, 
very few of these Indeans speak English, they 
are living below the poverty level, and are living 
in the traditional lifestyles. There is NO WAY 
many of these people will be able to adjust to 
out modern world of technology. They are not 
educated as we are and as I said before, they 
do not speak English, so how are they 
supposed to find jobs to support themselves 
and their families? The government claims they 
will aid them financially, fine, but HOW LONG? 
The government also argues that the mines will 
create new jobs, buLwho is the Peabody Mining 
Company going to hire? An experienced miner 
or an Indian who has got to adapt and learn the 
ropes of the outside world? Hopefully you see 
my point. 

The Indians have been on that particular 
reservation who knows how long. Tney have 
given birth and buried their dead there, it is 
where their friends and security are, that is 
where they are happy and that is their history. I 
feel we have treated this race of great, 
resourceful people like shit long enough and it 
is humiliating for me to be a part of a race that 
has and still treats them as furniture by moving 
them from place to place and wreaking havoc 
into their peaceful lives. I also imagine they feel 
very degraded and have have a certain lack of 
pride. So this is where I request, plead and beg 
for the help of MRR readers. I am asking you to 
write your Congressman and tell them not to 
vote for the Indian's removal. You can also 
write Reagan (ahem) or the US Department 
Bureau or Indian Affairs /Washington, DC 
20245. You can even write all three if you feel 
like it. My history teacher said it was best to 
write your Congressman because the opinion of 
their contingents affects their vote because they 
will more-than-likely want to be elected again. If 
you write, you will also be aiding in the 
"non-use" (for lack of a better word) of nuclear 
power. As you may or may not know, uranium 
is just about the sole source for nuclear power 
or the "fissionable fuel" and that uranuim will 

probably be going straight into the 
government's greedy hands for weaponry use. 
The mining of coal would heavily pollute 
Arizona’s crystal blue sky. You will be saving 
the environment from being ripped apart and 
permanently destroyed by the mines. If you 
write, you could suggest turning Big Mountain 
into a wildlife reservatidn as well as keeping the 
Indians there. The Reservation workers could 
help teach the Indians to aid in the preservation 
of many endangered and/or non-endangered 
animals. Please write as soon as possible 
because, unless drastic action is taken, the 
Indians will be out by July 1986. It's a shame 
our elected government officials drop their 
integrity, scruples and morality (if they ever had 
any) all in the name of "Profit and Big Business". 
Remember!! If we write and fight, we'll be "a 
force, and what we have is strength!" Thanks 
are not enough, Lisa M. Cooper / 206 Tiffany 
Circle / Garner. NC 27529. 

Dear MRR, 
Please note that Coors Inc. makes the 

following products: Grolsh Lager, Little Kings, 
Wild Punch Cooler, Pommay Cider and George 
Killian’s Irish Red. Sincerely, James Fring 

Dear MRR, 
lt-Will Never Be the Answer 

The voices of passion have cried for so long, on 
latforms and pavement, in poem and song, 
he people who've dreamt for a world full of 

love, who have tried for so long go release the 
dove. And now after years of begging for a 
peace, the rulers decide that it's time for a 
lease. So they introduced Death and 
Destruction and Fear. As if that would prevent 
terrorist attaacks here. Reagan convinced us 
there wasn’t a choree. As he silenced the 
sound of the pacifist voice. Ancf Thatcher in 
debt of the Falklands affair, made Britain prime 
target for Libyan warfare. By using our soil to 
release U.S. planes, the same pain and torture 
will happen again. But leaders and rulers just 
can’t understand, that nothing will change by 
destroying the land. I often just wonder what's 
inside their heads, it amazfes me more how the 
people are led, to believe these leaders are 
morally right, when they say to reach peace we 
all have to fight. Their ideas of freedom are 
totally wrong, yet they fully believe that they're 
singing our song. But the words that they sing 
are filth in my mind. And they represent 
everything wrong with mankind. The West has 
now given Kadaafi the chance to terrorize 
people and call it defense. And this circle of 
violence will just spiral down , 'til the bastards 
obliterate everv town. I sit and cry, I just don't 
understand. The craving for power and the 
greed of man. I wish they could learn to 
respect and unite, but until then the tunnel will 
never show the light. To any Libyan 
Anti-Nationalists and subversives- strength and 
solidarity always- to any groups fighting 
against dictatorship in any country in general- 
we’re with you in mind and spirit. Love and 
Peace, and a clenched fist, Darren Johns/ 132 
Southway Drive/ Southway/ Plymouth/ Devon/ 
PL6-6QE/ England. 

Dear MRR: 
This is a letter that some people will object 

to and that some people will think is a joke, and 
that is the sad part about it. 

First, let me tell you what it is that I'm 
writing about. It's called the DOLLAR, every 
person in this world knows what it is. The dollar 
is a piece of paper that is issued by the 
"Government of the United States", you trade 
this piece of paper for food, housing, and all of 
life’s necessities. This paper controls you! If 
you do not belive me, then take one out of your 
pocket, and set in on fire. Did you? NO, you did 
not. Why? Because that piece of paper is more 
powerful than you. 

Now you ask, what does that have 
anything to do with, or, so what. This is what. 
Of all the things people complain about, money 
is not what they object to, if anything it is their 
personal lack of money. Money is in and of 
itself, wrong. 

Money makes things happen. Money is 
power. Money is slavery. 



Do not support the use, abuse of money. 
To be truly free you must free yourself of your 
addiction to money. Yes, addiction, addiction is 
the psychological and or physical need for a 
particular poison. The DOLLAR is used to make 
you a slave. If you can form a life style where 
you use no money you are almost free. I say 
almost because you will be surrounded by 
slaves to money. Until the DOLLAR is 
destroyed, and all other currencies, you will not 
be free. 

One of my most recent observations was 
this. There was a "Punk” at a show, and I call 
him a "Punk" because he called himself a 
"Punk". This person was wearing a leather 
jacket ($120) and boots ($35-40) and he was 
yelling about how DRI and COC sold out by 
signing a contract (DOLLARS) with Death 
Records. Well, this "Punk" would not support 
them because they were making money off of 
the "Punk" scene. Then he picked up his 
BUDWEISER and took a slug and then said he 
was going over the the BURGER KING next 
door because he didn't want to be around 
poseurs. The worst part about it was that he did 
not even realise what he did. Later in the 
evening I confronted him and told him what I 
saw and he said "I like beer and I was hungry". 
He could not bring himself to see what I was 
talking about. So much for awareness. 

Money had something to do with 
everything this person did. First he complained 
about a "sell-out", then he went to spend his 
DOLLARS at another corporation. Then he did 
not realise what he did, and that was to see in 
others the faults we can not see in ourselves. 

Now vou ask how do you live without 
money. Simple. First you must decide what 
you need to live. Food, Housing, compan¬ 
ionship. Friends are free, at least the real ones . 
Food is free as long as you eat it inside the 
store. To be charged with stealing, they must 
be able to produce the thing that you removed 
from the store. Or, you can go to "Soup 
Kitchens" and volunteer to help, that creates Sbod public relations for our "Social Group" by 
eing seen doing things that help rather than 

the media image of "Punks". Housing is the 
tricky part. I'm sure most of you know of a place 
that has been condemned or a house that is 
being torn down. Set up a squat. Last of all, 
you need clothes, well, all you have to do is go 
to a shopping center after dark and take what 
you want from the "Goodwill" box. Do not think 
that there are "bad" clothes in there. If you 
hitchhike out to the suburbs you can find 
Jordache, Levis, and all of the other good 
clothes. I have even seen TVs, furniture, and 
bicyles inside and outside of these boxes. 
FREE is the first part of freedom. 
Karl/ OVER THE TOP/ 50 Howard Dr./ Guilford, 
CT 06437 

DearM RR, 
This letter was written to those of you who 

think that operating within the system can 
change anything. This letter is a demand that 
people spend their energy wisely so as not to 
burn themselves out on a pathetic electoral 
candidate. The punk movement must realize 
that changing the figure heads of state will 
achieve nothing and will not touch the very 
roots of this structure of death. 

Yes, Brian Korver, you are correct when 
you say that it is not too hard to become a 
politician. The system prefers that people who 
desire change become candidates or otherwise 
work within the accepted norms; it is an 
effective way of getting rid of any real threats. 
Those who run as honest options on the ticket 
will recieve ridicule and manufactured slander 
by the 'system', those who compromise 
themselves and their beliefs will be praised 
highly as 'realists'. 

"Let the government teacn us..."; this 
phrase illustrates more than anything else how 
utterly naive someone must be to think that the 
state can do anything for the people. High 
school courses do not describe how 
government works, but what our rulers would 
uke us to believe. At any point where the 
curricula admits obvious flaws, there is 
inevitably the cliche assurance that 'we live* in a 

democracy and everything will turn out all right 
in the end'. 

I am not surprised that Brian has 
aspirations for power. This is a sickness to 
which everyone can fall prey. I only hope that 
those who are in your social circle isolate and 
reject you. 

Political power cannot be expressed 
through the checking off of a few boxes every 
once in a while. By voting, a person only 
resigns their power to someone else. Change 
cannot come from a passive populace that limits 
itself to touching a ballot and then goes back to 
watching television. People must overcome 
their previous roles as spectators and triumph in 
activism. Destroy the state; reformism is 
bankrupt. 

Living under what is presently the only 
social democratic government in North America, 
I know how much a 'people's government' is 
actually progressive. Despite its appeals to the 
peace movement, the Manitoba government 
funds the Boeing Corporation here in Winnipeg. 
The emphasis is on creating jobs and neglects 
the corporation’s involvement in arms 
manufacturing here and abroad. 

For those who are in the dark in reference 
to anarchism I recommend the survey, 
Anarchism by James D. Foreman. The author is 
not an anarchist, but he is fair in treating the 
concept and its history. Moreover, its audience 
is secondary (high school) students so it is 
easily digested (always chew). I urge you 
readers to expose yourselves to the anarchist 
press that exists worldwide (ie Freedom Strike. 
KIQ ); These journals are far from perfect, but 
they are far better than the straight media. 
Martin Toews / 271 Clare Avenue / Winnipeg, 
Man. R3L1R9 CANADA. 

Dear MRR, 
This is in response to Brian Korver’s 

idealistic letter on voting. He seems to believe 
that voting makes a difference. Just think about 
ir for a minute. How do you think a politician’s 
name gets on the ballot? Money. Money for 
campaigning and advertisements. In a country 
this big the only way to get widely known is to 
use the media, especially TV. That's expensive. 
Now where does this money come from? 
Although it's true that private contributions, 
$100 per plate dinners, etc help, but the biggest 
contributions invariably come from big 
business. Big business naturally promotes only 
candidates which favor our peculiar brand of 
monopoly capitlism. If big business (the 
'economic elite’) picks all the candidates (GOP, 
Demo, LaRouche, etc) what real choices do the 
voters have? Does it really matter who wins? 
They're all the same-dedicated to the pursuit of 
big business' happiness fi.e., property). 

So why do we think that voting can 
change things? Why do we believe that we live 
in a pluralist system? It's called propaganda. 
You see, all governments use a combination of 
force and propaganda to keep the people in 
line. Force to keep us in line and propaganda 
to make us like it. Pretty soon, the force isn't 
even necessary because we start to believe the 
propaganda. 

If I may, let me add a little more about the 
economic elite. It is composed of the heads of 
the largest corporations. They support the office 
holders and in return the government 
perpetuates the propaganda of democratic 
ideals to prevent the public from knowing about 
the true situation. That way, things stay regime 
stable. Stability is the best thing for large 
business. It allows business to predict (the 
market) and benefit (through profit). 

The economic elite screens candidates 
from all parties, finds candidates willing to work 
for business and supports them financially. It 
tries to control the appointments in government 
of people attached to or part of the elite. Finally, 
it does massive lobbying on all branches and 
levels (through bribery) providing research to 
decision makers which can be structured to 
benefit that industry, providing experts for 
testimony, entertainment, financial contributions 
for campaigns, investment opportunities and job 
offers (about 80% of administrators go into their 
area of specialization in the private sector after 
they retire). 

I don’t have much faith in the power of my 
vote. Political agitation is more likely to bring 
about change because it is direct confrontation. 
If you doubt the power of corporate interests 
why do you think the US gov't will do nothing 
about apartheid? Love, Adam / Propaganda 
Cultural Convention / 8218 White Oak / San 
Antonio, TX 78230. 

P.S. I agree that we should let the 
government educate us about it but remember 
that textbooks are propaganda. All public 
school courses in government are designed to 
make you believe in the system (so they won't 
have to use force on you). But do go to college 
if you can and if you find a great professor, stick 
with him/her! (At UTSA go for Professor 
Priewe.) It could be hard to find someone since 
many universities tend to get rid of bad 
elements. Listen to the students around you. I 
heard that Priewe was a 'commie' so I took his 
class. He’s not a commie-just a little more 
truthful about the gov’t than most. Also look for 
a teacher who'll let you disagree with her/him. 
Don't accept anything blindly, even if it sounds 
good! 

Dear MRR, 
In response to Brian Demascio-#35. Hey, 

Brian, my name’s Lisa. Listen, I know where 
you're coming from, your letter blew me away. 

I know what you’re thinking- a girl-whimp 
out! But really. I do understand. 

I live in, get this, Richmond, Indiana. (Yes, 
it’s very gross) It's one of those dull central 
states that's musical interests span from Duran 
Duran to Billy Idol. 

As you might understand, I was 
smothering to death. Originally I'm from 
Chicago, but my father (suffering from a 
massive case of mid-life crisis) thought he 
would broaden our lives with a touch of 
suburban lifestyle. 

It's absolutely disgusting! So here I am- a 
dedicated hardcore fan-stuck in the middle of 
"Leave it to Beaverville". 

So, I go through school. I'm a total freak of 
nature. They all think they've got me figured 
out, but of course, they know nothing about 
what punks think. 

I get in a dozen or so arguments a day 
trying to tell these crass morons that Billy Idol is 
not punk. But how do you cure such crippled 
minds? (answer: you can't) 

So, I go to school, alone, amongst 3,ooo 
semi-humans. I could feel it—I was going to 
burst! 

I knew no one understood. Oh, sure-they 
are interested. They want to hear some HC so 
they can say,"Yeah, I heard that punk, no big 
deal" You know, typical behavior of your 
average poseur. (Talk about wanting to damage 
some faces.) 

So I planned and plotted. I was going to Set the fuck out! I got a job at a snack-bar. 
didn't last too long. My anti-social behavior for 

me busted. 
Some high class bitch spread some 

rumours about "that weird girl" and I ended up 
getting a "call" from my boss. 

We cussed eacn other out-but I was so 
angry. I didn’t like being dumped on by the 
"upper class" 

I had dear oP Dad drive me down that 
morning. They fired me-but I told Dad I had to 
get something-1 lied. 

Being the gullible fool that he is- he drove 
me down. Inside—I went up to the bitch, ordered 
a Coke (no ice). She tried to defend herself 
with lame excuses, but it was too late. I threw 
the Coke onto the counter splash-everywhere. 

The look on her face was worth a million. 
But I'm not sure I would have done it if I wasn’t 
into HC. I've got a courage now that I never had 
before. 

I iust refused to let society get the best of 
me. There was one problem-there was a 
policeman there, and the bitch just happened to 
be good friends with the juvenile officer (great, 
eh?). 

At that time, I didn't notice. But a few days 
later the pigs called my mom when I was at 
school. Mom freaked out. The bitch was trying to 
charge me with assault and battery! One fucking 



coke and she freaks! 
I went down to the station, you know, put 

on a real good act and lied through my teeth. 
The police ate it all up and luckily I got off. Mom 
and Dad could finally relax their bowels. But I 
still had to suffer through their worldly lectures 
on life. 

Still, I was sick of this town and tired of 
people asking "What kind of music do you listen 
to?" I figured, I’ll do more than tell them, I'll show 
them! I got a mohawk. Completely turned this 
shit town inside out. Made the little kiddies piss 
in their panties. 

Sure, I had to fight a lot of battles. People 
would start trouble and say "Punk's dead, it 
sucks" or "freak!" 

I’d yell back in defense, but then I was 
labeled a troublemaker! Just because I stuck up 
for myself! 

School wasn't the only place that stunk. 
Mom and Dad about shit a brick! I got grounded, 
they tried to tear down all my pictures and 
things off the wall. I couldn’t believe they were 
so stupid! 

they got scared and wanted to put me in a 
juvenile nome. We fought and fought. They 
even tried to make me buy a wig!! Finally, I 
summoned up the courage and saia "Fuck you!” 
(That knocked them down a few flights.) But 
then they said I was rebelling against them. I 
tried to explain what it was all about, but talking 
was no good. They only listen to themselves. 
You know, "they’re older, they know it all, and 
we’re just fucked up kids going through a rough 
stage in life." 

Somehow, I talked them out of the juvenile 
home, but they still grounded me and took away 
my so-called "privileges." 

Don’t think I didn't want out. I dream of 
some place, any place else. But I had 
absolutely no where to go. 

Prostitution did NOT enthrall me as a 
career, so I ate my pride. 

They still bring it up in current 
agruments-saying our household will never be 
the same after what I did. 

Unfortunately, I don't have the hair 
anymore. It makes me feel like shit to give in. 
But I'm hoping to get another stinking job and 
blow this place. (No more snack bars, you can 
count on that.) 

My Dad thinks I'll go to college. Maybe I 
will. I told him, "If you wanna blow your money, 
that's fine. I'll just get a better job than you and 
then you can ask me for allowance every week." 

What I'm trying to say, Brian, is that you 
know you're in a no-win situation, just fake it 
through there. Kep believing in hardcore-stay 
clean and strong. You can make it through! 
Show those fuckers. Punks aren’t what they 
think we are. They blame their problems on us 
and say we’re nothing but crazed druggies who 
just rob, rape and murder. 

I know what it’s like to be alone and 
surounded by morons! Hang in there--you 
haven't got long to go. I hope I've helped, and if 
you wanna write, it’s: 
Lisa Lunt/ 415 Cedar Cliff Dr/ Richmond IN 
47374 

Dear MRR: 
I'm sure this won’t be the only letter you 

receive in response to the "Vegtables Is 
Manslaughter" ad in #36, but as I have a 
vegetarian info service, and am co-cordinator of 
an animal rights organization, mine may be just 
the one to publish. 

Let's say the offending article is 100% 
correct. Let's say vegetable and all other forms 
of plant life fear death and pain, and that all the 
other information Fast, Cheap, and Easy 
Graphics supply in their ad is true. Let's say 
Vegtables is Manslaughter, or call it murder if 
you prefer. All the more reason to be 
vegetarian! 

OK, let's talk protein conversion ratios. My 
source of information is the United States 
Department of Agriculture for what follows. The 
ratio of grain ana soy fed to beef cattle for one 
pound of beef is 16:1. Feed a pig 6 lbs of grain 
and soy, and you get one pound of pork. The 
ratio for turkey is 4:1, eggs 3:1, and chicken 3:1. 

So, the amount of murdered plant life fed 
to a cow to give you a hamburger could fill your 

stomach several times. And, sad as it may be, 
we have to eat to live, and we have to kill to eat. 
So, vegetarians is clearly the lesser of two evils. 
If you care about vegetables, don't eat meat. 
Even pesticide residues are higher in meat than 
fruits and vegetables, for heck sake! 
Glenn Harrington/ 3 Fox Mill Cres./ London, Ont. 
NJ6 2B3/ Canada 

Dear MRR, 
I realize that this is a little late, but your 

"flyer art" section in issue #35 really amused my 
bones. All I saw was a bunch of skulls/death 
related stuff, comix, some political/Reagan type 
garbage and maybe some band photos. Hmm, 
sounds really creative to me. If drawing skulls 
and comix means that you’re a creative 
individual to all your punk friends, then what the 
hell is conformity? What’s really funny, is all this 
talk about vegeterianism, vivesection and 
animal rights. Well, if you so called "artists" love 
animals so much, then why don't you draw 
them? And if you draw them, how come they 
have to be so negative and gruesome? Sure, I 
like skulls, and I do draw comix and skulls also, 
but I draw other stuff too. You people also forget 
that art means beauty as well as gore/death 
related stuff. What would gross and gruesome 
be without beauty? The two balance each other 
out. You can’t have one without the other. If 
there was no beauty on the face of the earth 
today, then everything would be bleak and 
negative, thus gruesome and gore would be 
unaffective and shock no one! Thanx a lot, 
Kathy Le Bleu/ P.O. Box 1912/ Simi Valley CA 
93062 

Dear MRR, 
In D.L. Gaines' article about "Youth & 

Fascism", she stated that the Young Socialist 
Alliance has a "get 'em while they’re young 
ideology". I have been a punk for 5 years and 
have just turned 17, and also happen to be a 
member of the Young Socialist Alliance in 
America. No one tried to force me into the YSA 
or tried to "strap me" to their ideology. I joined 
and actually loked for the party and volunteered 
to work with them because they have good 
ideologies. No one would have to force me to 
believe that the U.S. war moves in Nicaragua, 
El Salvador, Grenada and Lybia were wrong or 
that women should have equal rights or that 
police brutality is wrong. I already knew thatl But 
now at least I am politically active and I am 
working towards what I believe in. It doesn’t 
matter now young you are, as long as you know 
what you are fighting for. Peace and equality, 
A Young Socialist/ 2029 SW Montgomery Dr/ 
Portland OR 97201 

Dear MRR, 
To Jeffery Hill--This concerns your letter to 

me in MRR #36 about my anti-metal cartoon that 
appeared in MRR #34. Your letter was 
extremely funny! You should be a columnist for 
MRR. 

You're a very sensitive boy towards metal, 
aren't you? I bet you cursed and threw bottles 
during "Spinal Tap"! 

Yes, metallers can learn from punks, but 
punks could never learn a thing from metallers! I 
find heavy metal the equivalent to all-star 
wrestling...both these popular forms of mind rot 
are phony, unintelligent, apathetic, and not at all 
entertaining. 

Harcore punk had become just as absurd, 
so I started a fanzine called Maximum. 
Rock'n'Paul. filled with punk satire, insulting 
cartoons, and good clean fun. Everyone should 
be able to laugh at themselves now and then. 
Yes, Jeffrey, you are one of the many who take 
their rock’n’roll too seriously. 

I may be one of the "outdated punk rocker" 
genre like you said I am, but at least I'm not an 
even more outdated heavy metal rock and 
roller. 
Paul Hamerlinck/ MRP/ 1705 W St Germain #3/ 
St Cloud MN 56301 

Dear MRR, 
This is in response to the letter about 

DOGGY STYLE by "anoymous” in issue # 36; 
gee, whoever you are thanks for informing me 

on the "real" DOGGY STYLE: a bunch of guys 
who like to have fun and try not to take 
themselves too seriously. Damn damn damn! I 
guess I can’t enjoy them now, since they don't 
consistently sing about nuclear war, racism, 
police brutality, depressing shit like that. Who 
wants to hear it all the time? Come on man, 
lighten up! So what if DOGGY STYLE wants to 
do a BEASTIE BOYS cover? It's not hurting 
anyone, is it? And maybe they do wear all¬ 
green, or put on strap-on dildos. What’s the big 
deal? Not punk enough for you? 

You say that DOGGY STYLE is sexist. I 
saw them at The Farm in SF about two weeks 
ago and I wasn't shocked or angered by 
anything they said or did. Hell, I had fun! Ana 
what about them talking about their cocks? 
Almost all guys talk about their cocks. (Right, 
Tesco Vee?) 

And what's with this "anonymous" shit? 
Afraid to sign your own name? You’re accusing 
DOGGY STYLE of not being positive. How 
positive are you, putting down people when 
you're supposed to be their friend? Pretty 
fucking positive. 

I've got some advice for you. Keep putting 
down DOGGY STYLE, play all your CRASS 
records all the time, never laugh and don't have 
a sense of humor, or Henry Rollins will take 
away you leather for not being punk enough. 

To DOGGY STYLE: to hell with all the 
people who are too serious or "positive" to like 
you. You guys are great! If you want to wear 
all-green clothes, or strap-on dildos, or just go 
nude, do it! Be yourselves and have fun. That's 
what it's all about. 

Fuck you if you can't take a joke, Sylvia. 
Modesto, CA. 

Dear MRR, 
I have to say a few words in reply to Pete 

from Newport.(MHR April 86). we here in Bristol 
are into squat gigs for two fucking good 
reasons. 1) No venue here will let punks play, 
because they're a bunch of fascist, greedy pigs. 
2) There's loads of empty offices, houses, 
churches etc. iust lying there useless while lots 
of people are forced out on the streets because 
of unemployment and looks. 

I know and see bands-LUNATIC FRINGE, 
RANCID, CHAOS UK, and DISORDER, and l 
will fucking tell you this: by squatting in these 
places, afterwords, our local council have to do 
something to these places because we wreck 
them and they're then called unsafe buildings, 
thus forcing the council to renovate them, 
hopefully into homes. So don’t give me no shit 
about it, OK? We are self-sufficient here in 
Bristol, we arrange out own gigs at our own 
chosen venues, instead of some wanker's 
classy club, where they charge £5 to get in and 
£1.50 a pint and have huge bastard bouncers 
who beat everyone up. Think about that before 
you put people, punks and all, down for doing 
their own thing. We've achieved a hell of a lot 
in Bristol; it’s taken a lot of time and effort and 
I'm not gonna stand prats like you slagging us 
off. 

One more thing, "No, we were obviously 
not at the HUSKER DU gig at Newport". Why? 
Because we refuse to go to a town that’s full of 
Nazi taffy skins who beat 16-17 year olds up as 
well as females and who do nothing except 
shout (I should say grunt) Cardiff, Swansea 
football is ace. I’ve had first hand experience of 
this, had several friends faces scarred for life for 
nothing. And before you start saying I’m 
anti-Welsh, I'm half Welsh and ashamed of it 
when I see those mindless thugs make a 
mockery of Wales. Just listen to "British Man", 
by LUNATIC FRINGE and maybe your brain will 
start to work properly, also I'm not a punk, so 
there! Chow. Tracey, St. Philips, Bristol, UK. 

Dear MRR, 
Down here in Southern California 

(especially the L.A. area) we have a serious 
problem. We pay somewhere between $6 to 
$16 for "punk" gigs. With these high door prices, 
we're destroying our scene as an alternative 
one and at the same time helping the 
business-like, money-greedy promoters get 
fatter and richer. Well, we (me and my friends) 



decided it's about time to stop bitchin' about it 
and do something. We started having meetings 
to coordinate our efforts to put on shows with 
low door prices (between $1 to $3 at most), but 
it’s been very hard with all the apathy in the 
scene. If we make any money off our shows, 
well use some of it to put on even better shows 
with lower door prices, and some of it will go 
into buying records directly from distributors and 
selling it at cost, as well as donating some 
money to anti-vivisection organizations. So, if 
any bands planning on touring the L.A. area 
and really want to help the alternative scene, or 
^anybody has any helpful comments, please 
write us at: The Kids Are United zine/ P.O. Box 
91884/ Long Beach CA 90809. 

DearMRR, 
Enclosed is a petition currently being 

circulated around Atlanta in response to many 
recent incidents involving a small but dan¬ 
gerous element of Skinheads and longer- 
haired pseudo punks. Atlanta, in many social 
and artistic ways, is one of the more progressive 
cities in the South, but bear in mind that 
Marietta, the site of the Leo Frank lynching, J.B. 
Stoner headquarters, and the seat of the late 
Rep. Larry McDonald is only some 20 miles 
from downtown Atlanta. In the past year and a 
half we have witnessed the emergence of the 
worst type of Nazi and skin, with the incidents 
escalating in the past 6 months. (The list of 
outrages in the petition is only partial). I myself, 
as an alternative/punk d.j. and frequent concert- 
goer, have witnessed several incidents of 
fighting during concerts and disruption of 
alternative art shows. If and when the police 
were called, these thugs were told simply to 
"beak it up boys”, leading many of us to believe 
there is police complicity. Indeed, skins and 
police have frequently been seen palling 
around outside or the Metroplex, an all-ages 
club which runs many punk and reggae 
concerts. 

Perhaps the most angering/perplexing 
problem is how to get the word out to the 
established press. The Atlanta dailies recently 
ran an article on skins which mentioned the 
worst incidents only in passing and basically 
said the skins are a group of nice guys who 
want to go to college and hang out and may get 
a bit rowdy once in a while, that's all. How can 
even our letters to the editor compete with all 
that feature news print? We hope to get this 
petition printed in both dailies as a large ad. 
Meantime there are things people can do to 
protect themselves against any element trying 
to disrupt a concert or political event. Take it 
upon yourselves to call for help ( I myself am 
guilty of asking a bartender or someone else to 
do this). When the police arrive, make sure a 
peace order is issued and make sure this is 
followed through if the troublemakers come 
back, thereby forcing the system to work for us, 
rather than against us. And get the word out.- 
again don't wait for someone else to write to the 
paper or publish a zine. Communication is our 
strongest tool. Sincerely, 
Helen Block/ c/o WRFG (Radio Free Georgia)/ 
P.O. Box 5332/ Atlanta, GA 30307 

DearMRR, 
I'm writing, rather belatedly, I admit, about 

the loss to the punk movement of the 
MINUTEMEN and D. Boon especially. They 
were, in my mind, one of the greatest bands and 
most underrated bands of all time in the 
underground scene. I cannot think of another 
band that was as prolific at songwriting through 
their lifetime except maybe for the FALL (I could 
never understand Smithy's lyrics anyhow 
though). 

In general, I find hardcore monotonous 
and routine; people had switched from the 
uniformity of the disco-pop muzak to the straight 
jacket of thrash which is rad, I know it is an 
extreme reaction against pop music, but the 
best way of attacking it is to have a strong 
hardcore movement that has a wide variety of 
influences (excluding metal) that can't be 
stereotyped and* pigeon holed. 

I have long since given up spouting 
anarchist theories to people because I, myself, 

have seen, through the news etc. how nasty 
some people are. In reality anarchy wouldn't be 
people shaking hands with each other and 
cooperating, it would be the 'McDonalds 
Massacre', KKK and communist shootouts in 
the streets all caused by the ’go and get what 
you want' society which America is. The 
problem is too vast of any simplistic answers. If 
the cops suddenly vanished, I'd be extremely 
apprehensive about stepping outside my door 
and within a few days there would probably be 
wholesale slaughter. The veneer of democracy 
is extremely thin. We are the savages, not the 
Indians in New Guinea, who've lived for 
thousands of years without destroying their 
home No doubt we will teach them western 
values of greed, selfishness and stupidity. 

I urge all punks who want to hear music 
with feeling, compassion and danger to check 
out a MINUTEMEN LP, they are the modern 
equivalent of the CLASH except they never sold 
out and I think they will be remembered for a 
long time, or at least they will by me 
Neil Donaldson/ 63, Foxholes Rd./ Hyde/ 
Cheshire/ England 

DearMRR, . 
Nowadays the attention of many people \s 

focused on unity within the "scene". I think this is 
great, but its too easy to get caught up in the 
heyday and forget about the future. 

I've just returned from a good friend of 
mine's funeral. Wayne was only 18 when 
cancer took his life. While I was in the lounge 
downstairs, I realized that friendship is what's 
most important. 

All the shit about "oh, skins are such dicks" 
and "those happy dick punkers" seemed so 
small compared to what life is really about. 
People get so tangled up in their fantasies, that 
things get out of control. I believe it’s very 
important to support your scene, whether it's 
hardcore or chess club, it doesn't matter. As 
long as it has something in it for you. It's really 
a good idea to step out of the world for a minute, 
and what you think you are and take a good 
look where you're going. It's also a good idea 
to get your priorities straight. Where will the 
"king of the pit" be in 5 or 10 years? You are 
what counts, think straight, look for tomorrow 
because it's almost here. Thanks for letting me 
unload. John/New York NY 

Dear MRR, 
This is unconventional for a music 

magazine: this letter, but it should warrant the 
space. This is a result of our fast-paced 
environment: death. The death of the girl I 
loved, Andrea Marie dead at 20 years of a 
heroin overdose. I don't know what the obit in 
the newspaper will say yet, but it can’t be what I 
need to say, or what she would want. 

Heroin kills. Its obvious yet it's futile to say 
"don't use smack; it'll kill you", cause it seems to 
take a rude slap in the face to come to terms 
with this. I have had three severe smacks by 
reality this year. One, I went to jail (indirectly 
because of drugs), two; a close friend, Marcia 
Appelgate, O.D.ed in March, and three; last 
Sunday May 4th, my love Andrea O.D.ed. I 
don’t want to end up prematurely dead and I 
don't want to end up back in this fucked up 
place. So for what I hope is the final time, I am 
gonna let heroin go. I have to. 

In the eix, seven years I've been involved 
in punk rock I've seen too many people die, 
commit suicide or just really fuck their lives up. 
It's not the scene itself (hopelessness and 
apathy exist in all stratas of society} but the 
sense of impending doom shouldn't lead 
people to abuse their bodies. I’ve been 
drug-free for 5 months now (over 4 in jail) but 
prior to that I couldn't imagine not fixing or 
taking and lode (D&C) before going to a gig. I 
didn't feel comfortable without feeling 
semi-unconscious. Most of those memories of 
being loaded are good, but I've crashed cars 
and been to jail for 11550’s (U.T.I. of an opiate) 
and lost jobs and friends, or otherwise alienated 
myself. Of course, being on the outside looking 
in is part of P.R., living on the edge. But it's a 
razor's edge and I've been cut too deep this 
time. Drugs ended up taking over my life and 

taking Andrea's life. 
So it ends, my love's short sweet life. We 

spent the past 6 months up north here in S.F., 
moved from down south to get away from drugs. 
I know how I just have to not let my arm dictate 
my life. Thirsty serpents veins are, but I’ve got to 
strangle them before they kill me. Realize this: if 
you never start shooting dope, you’ll never 
know how good it is. It's like pulling part of your 
soul out every time you register, a part of you 
always desires that nigh, that nod. And I can't 
deal with any more sorrow; I've been hit so hard 
this year. Andrea doesn't get another chance. I 
loved you Andrea. Finis- 
Reid/ San Francisco 

A poem bv Andrea Marie 
"Thurs Jan 9,1986 Heroin" 

I love you like you love me not 
The horror does me good 

Burning skies 
Not a new surprise 

Lonliness surrounds with me 
A piercing sound 

Hot and cold ideas 
Moving in my eyes 

Tm cold and grey again 
Moving closer as my knees they weaken 
The devil’s got me praying with a spoon 

I love you like you love me not 
If I run for help 

I jump inside my dream 
If you run for help 

I die inside my dream 
Piercing sound 

Sinking skies, eyes are low 
Someone pushing daisies in my grave 

Salty wet tears are smeared 
Across my solemn face 

Quit pushing that daisy into my grave % 
Someone’s knocking on my front door 

But I cah’t let them in v 
Don’t want them to see me pushing 

A needle into my skin 
Cold and grey again 
Moving in my eyes 

Dear MRR and kids all over the world, 
My friend, Harold, killed himself last night. 

He put a gun right to his head and blew his 
fuckin' brains out. He was a real good friend, 
man, and now he's stone dead forever. 
Forever. Forever is a long time. He played 
guitar real good, not punk, metal thrash, just 
Rock 'n' Roll. He didn’t understand punk. But 
he didn't cut it down. He was a handsome 
dude, too.That was his down-fall, I guess. He 
was really wrapped up in a chick (excuse my 
sexism, I'm not exactly in the best state of mind 
right now.) and, uh, she split or something and 
so BAM! Harold’s dead. When I found out, I lost 
it. I was at my 7 to 3 job, working for slave 
wages, which is a bummer all by itself. Faith, 
one of the girls I work with, she told me. I cried. 
So what. I'm 6’ 4M, 225 pounds, big y’know. 
Every one expects you to stay oh so cool. Fuck 
them! I have emotions too, assholes. Some 
people just shrugged," another fucked up kid 
wastes nimdelf." Assholes. Kids have so much 
to live for. No matter how bad it gets, don't let it 
grind ya down. Call a friend, meditate, put on 
some up-music. Don't kill yourself, PLEASE. 
You don't stop to think what your self-homicide 
is going to do to those around you. Your family, 
friends, lovers, wives, nieahbors, and the girl / 
guy that has had a crush on you since 9th 



grade. Please don't kill yourself. You don't 
really want to die. Something's bothering you. 
Do something about it! Don't let life get ahead 
of you. Don't even think about death--odds are, 
you haven't experienced 1/2 of the things you 
are going to. There is a whole fucken world out 
there. Things yyjJl get better. If you get bummed 
out, write me, I'll listen, I'll write back 
immediately. I'm no shrink, or counselor, I'm 
just another kid. A kid who's lost 2 friends to 
their own hand and several acquaintances too! 
Please don't die. I CARE. Don't die. Stay alive 
and help others with their problems Do it for 
yourself, do it for me, do it for Harold. Stay 
oung, stay wild, stay free, stay alive. 
>eajae / 2711 Wohleber St. / Pittsburgh PA 

15212. 
K 

Dear MRR and readers, 
Why the sudden rash of suicides within 

this realm of music known as 'hardcore'? It is 
bothering me, because it seems as though 
within the past three months I have been 
hearing about at least two deaths a month. 
Most are suicides. I realize that people kill 
themselves everyday, not only people 
associated with hardcore, but also people 
within this generally sick world. 

I don't blame the music itself, however, 
there is a harshness, and hopelessness which 
lies beneath and enters through the very core of 
this music. I feel the need to share where I am 
today. I grew up in an alcoholic home, therefore 
I have been affected by the disease of 
alcoholism. What that means is that I don't have 
to drink or use drugs, but I will still have the 
same characteristics as an alcoholic. It is a life 
and death situation, it is not curable, but it is 
cope-able. So, I have been in support groups 
for three years, it is the only way, the only road 
to recovery. So I not only write from the outside 
of suicide and hardcore, but also write from my 
own experiences. By sharing my experience, 
strength, and hope, I pray that I reach anyone in 
need. 

The majority of people I have met within 
the "scene" are either suicidal (alcoholism and 
substance abuse included), or simply so 
negative that living day-to-day is sheer hell. 
They are either emotionally abused, physically 
abused, sexually abused, verbally abused 
human beings. And most are alcohol and 
chemical abusers themselves. Whv are we, 
people from dysfunctional families attracted to 
hardcore? (music in general) This music is a 
good excuse to rip my head off, or to rip 
somebody else's head off. There is a violent 
quality about it, and it is easy to justify my 
violent behavior at shows. 

Today, I have come to believe that our 
sole purpose in life is to love. It's not to have a 
full-time job, or collect all the rarest records, or 
to have socially acceptable or unacceptable 
clothes and haircuts, it is to LOVE. You must be 
willing to go to any lengths to learn how to love 
yourself, even if it involves letting go of 'things' 
in your life, which will then allow you to love 
others. I cannot give away what I don't have. I 
cannot love you if I do not love and accept 
myself for what I am today. This is hard to put 

into practice, but the effort is worth the outcome. 
Yes, realistically, we will have days when we 
are in a lot of pain and self-pity, because we 
are HUMAN, we aren't perfect. That's the 
beauty of LIVING, RISKING, AND GROWING. 

I found that today I can really ENJOY the 
music I hear, which is all around me. And 
believe me, it sounds better when you're in 
touch with how your feeling, then you can hear 
and feel it. I still like hardcore, but I can now 
distinguish between the liking of it and the 
obsessing of it. The only way I got to this point 
in my life was through the twelve step programs. 
(Alcoholics Anonymous, Al-Anon, Adult 
Children of Alcoholics, and other various 
meetings.) They have literally saved my life. 

It's okay to disagree with the majority of 
society, and it's okay to speak out about these 
things. But when it becomes an obsession, 
that's a problem. When I obsess with the desire 
to change the world, or focus so intensely on 
someone or something else, I find I lose myself. 
Suddenly I am being consumed by that 
problem. Well, the only thing I can change is 
MYSELF. I do not have any more power than 
that. I have the desire to change, which means 
the willingness to grow. Sometimes that is 
scary. But life isn't all or nothing. I can still have 
my sanity and serenity and still be involved in 
hardcore. Because before i look at the world 
and judge it as being 'fucked-up', I look at 
myself. My values, my behavior and my 
motives. How sane are they? Are THEY fucked 
up? Changing begins and ends with ME. 

Suicide and hardcore don't have to go 
hand in hand. There is hope in this world 
because we are all miracles. We have been 
created with our own special purpose in life, 
and there isn't anybody alive or dead, exactly 
like you! Love yourself, cause you're the only 
you you've got! 
Dina/ Easy Death Fanzine/ 17 E. Tompkins/ 
Columbus OH 43202. 

P.S. Thought I would have a fanzine 
called "Sobriety" or something like that huh? 

Just what are the meetings? 
AA: Alcoholics Anonymous. For the 

alcoholic. They have meetings in every city in 
the world. Some are 'closed' discussions or 
'closed' leads. That means it is strictly for the 
alcoholic. "Open" meetings are for anybody. 

Al-Anon: For friends, family or anybody 
that has come into contact with an alcoholic. 
Anybody who feels they have been affected by 
an alcoholic. If you have lived with or worked 
for an alcoholic, or somebody with alcoholism 
(or any other dysfunction: verbal abuse, etc...) 
These meetings will help. 

ACOA: Adult Children Of Alcoholics, 
these are fairly new. However, they are intense. 
It is for children that grew up in an alcoholic 
home, OR dysfunctional home. I have found 
that these meetings are the most revealing, and 
spiritual. Just by attending and listening I have 
grown. They are open to anybody. 

Women Who Love Too Much: These 
meetings are extremely new, and may be hard 
to find in your city. They revolve around a book 
with the same title. It is for women, who are 
obsessed with men. I suggest reading the book 
first, it is crucial to the meetings. 

Ala-Teen: Usually for kids up until 17 
years old. 

OA: Over Eaters Anonymous, another 
dysfuntion. This is also a disease, it is for 
people who are compulsive overeaters, OR 
undereaters. It can go both ways. 

Dear MRR, 
I agree with just about every point in X the 

Unknown's letter (May issue) but I'm not sure 
about this "new" Swaggart Game, an attempt to 
put Mr. Swaggart, Mr. Falwell, et al, out of 
business. 

With my regrets that I cannot propose a 
different or better solution, I think that milking 
these organizations of all the "free" information, 
literature, pins, etc. that are offered is not a 
good idea. Anything that costs Jim's ministry 
(industry) money really costs his followers. The 
number of people calling in for stuff will not in 
any way hurt Jimmy's collection of jewelry, cars, 
and property, but the tab eventually is passed 

on to the sheeplike masses who continue to 
give thier savings to him. All he has to do is 
appeal for more money. I really feel a certain 
sympathy towards these brainwashed people. 
And they are the ones who pay for 
merchandise, among other things. 

There will always be people like Jimmy 
Swaggart around. Most citizens can live with 
simply writing them off as merely a menace; but 
the fanaticsm they spawn is the root of the 
problem. Thank you for the space. Dorothy D. 

Hi Guys, 
Here’s Dingo from I’erreur de I'occident 

zine and radio-show. Some bad news: my radio 
station "Radio-Mouvance" has been seized for 
the sixth time in three years by the cops in April. 
Unfortunately, the mail (in fact the government) 
prevents the letters from arriving at the radio 
station. So I'm sorry for those sent tapes and 
records to me. But the radio will soon broadcast 
again. Then you can keep sending me your 
production. Nevertheless, I make a zine and 
tape label. A French compilation is soon out 
with a lot of different bands: from melodic punk 
to hardcore ($4.50 at my address) Thanks a lot 

.for understanding. Peace, love and liberty: 
Dingo. My new address: L'erreur de I'occident/ 
BP 84 CLfc/ 92800 Puteaux Cedex/ France 

We were all born equal 
All human beings 

Before we were Gods 
They put themselves above us 
We're here only for thier bidding 

They manipulate us 
And we let them 

We're always bending over 
Then we are violated 

We feel as if we have been raped 
Our privacy taken away from u», 

Our freedom of speech 
We voice our opinions 

They are thrown back in our faces 
Like shit 

No wonder people are like walking dead 
They can take away the person 

But not the soul 
Toiling mindless clones 

Is what they wish for 
So no one questions thier stupidity 
Or utters the dreaded word "why" 

Rules are bent for their use 
We work and sweat / 

They take all the glory 
Pat themselves on the back 

Then tell us 
"We" must try harder next time 

All they worry about 
Is who to go down on next 

Who's ass they are going to kiss 
We are told over andover 
"I was in your place once" 

"I know how you feel" 
How could they have been there 

And still be the way they are 
I'm not the same as them 

I live a different life 
I have different loves 

Let me be what I want to be 
It's my life 

Leave me the fuck alone! 

Dear MRR, 
The above statement is for everyone who 

has to put up with all the everyday bullshit in the 
world of power-hungry assholes. I'm sure that is 
a lot of people. It is especially written for my 
fellow thrashers who fucked up like me and are 
doing time in the military. Your zine is really 
great. Keep it going. Anyone that wants to write 
your letters are welcome. 
Pamela Moore/ VP-47/ FPO San Francisco CA 
96601-5920 

Dear Maximum Rock n’ Roll, 
I am disappointed that you started the 

video reviews. Now a lot of punks (even the 
ones who used to be anti-TV) are wasting time 
in front of the tube just like the rest of the 
country. Remember, video by any other name is 
still TELEVISION! Thanks, 
Jennifer Behrendt/ 630 9th Ave./ Huntington 
WV 25701 



DK’S, AT, MORDAM BUST 
By Suzanne Stefanac 

Sure America is still the land of the free - as long as you keep your 
mouth and eyes shut. And your taste in art runs to the shopping mall 
school of schlock. Just ask Jello Biafra or any or his four co-defendants, 
Ruth Schwartz, Microwave, Greenworld (the distributor) or the 
company who pressed Dead Kennedy albums. They are all being 
charged by the Los Angeles City Attorney s office with distributing 
matter harmful to minors" and, if found guilty, it could cost each ot 

them a year in iail and a $2000 fine. , „ 
The "harmful matter m question is ostensibly the painting by rl. 

R Giger, included as a poster in the Dead Kennedy s Frankenchriaf 
album, but the fact is, this is a political bust. Throughout their history, 
the targets of the DK’s caustic tirades have run the gamut from 
jaundiced skinheads to corporate thugs, so they have won themselves a 
colorful stable of antagonists. None, however, have earned the wallop 
of their current evangelical right-wing opponents. These cavalier 
guardians of neo-conservative moral standards are hent on purging 
American culture of any elements that lie outside their constricted 

SC°P<A direct train of events can be traced from the "porn rock" 
hearings staged in the Senate last fall by the Parents Music Resource 
Center a rabid band of smut-seeking Washintgon politician s wives, 
through the hoopla over the findings of the pornography commissions 
initiated by U. S. Attorney General (emphasis on General) Meese and 
California Governor Deukmejian, as well as Deukmejian s State I ask 
Force on Youth Gang Violence, to the DK bust itself. A climate of moral 
fascism is gradually corroding what's left of our Constitutional 

gUar The American Bill of Rights was penned by wary thinkers looking 
back over their shoulders at centuries of arbitrary abuse, dis¬ 
crimination and censure, most of it rationalized on religous grounds. 
They believed that society can not only tolerate, but benefit Irom wildly 
divergent points of view. They understood that the stimulation that 
grows out of honest debate vitalizes a culture. Censorship, on the other 

hand, deadens and genericizes it. ._, 
Censorship it is. On April 15th, the day after Reagan bombexi 

Libya three LA cops, responding to a complaint by a San Fernando 
Valley mother, took a free trip up to San Francisco. As a courtesy , 
they were joined by six SFPD officers and they descended on the 
Alternative Tentacles warehouse. The cops spent about two and a halt 
hours there, trying to match up goods with their search warrant, they 
were authorized to take three Frankenchnsl albums, three copies of the 
Giger poster and any material relating to the distribution of the alburn.^ 

"They were making jokes about the 'Too Drunk To Fuck t-shirts, 
remembers Debbie Gordon, "laughing, ha ha, and saying how their 
ambulance driver friends should wear DOA t-shirts. They were pretty 
interested in the Dicks because I think they thought it had something to 
do with the poster. Then they found a Dicks' comic book and realized it 
was a band. They were in there playing with the t-shirts for quite 
awhile. Actually, they were here so long they started doing thmgs like 

weighing themselves on the scale. , 
"The worst thing," she continues, is that they took all the 

paperwork, which is a real drag for me. It's even worse for Ruth 
(Schwartz) because they took the Mordam Records (the label and 
distributor who shares the space with Alternative Tentacles) paperwork 
and she can't really do her business without them. And for me, A1 is 
in production for a new DK's album (ironically titles Bffdtimfi—FQX 
Democracy) and I don't know how much the old one cost. For instance, 
we don't have any invoices telling how much it cost for 30,000 copies of a 
record. It's a basic pain in the ass." 

No one at Alternative Tentacles was allowed to phone Biafra and 
warn him and so, he too, was in for a surprise visit. The police say they 
knocked. Biafra didn’t hear them. So search warrant m hand, they 
broke a window, opened the door of his rented flat and the nimble nine 
filed in. "I heard this tromping up the stairs," says Biafra. I turned 
around and they're standing there saying 'We’re police officers, 

showing a badge or two only after I asked them." , 
For a couple of hours, they held Biafra downstairs while they 

conducted the search. "To have nine cops combing through your files 
and mail," he continues, "being forced to sit in a chair, not knowing 
what's going on in the other rooms is a very subtle form of rape. 

This search warrant listed basically the same items as the 
Alternative Tentacles warrant and the cops did an equally thorough 
search. I know. I share the flat with Biafra and when I came home, I 
found my files open, my belongings scattered. For a writer, this is a 
particularly galling violation of the right to privacy. Does the fact that 
my phone lists, tax records and private correspondence were lying open 
mean that the police photographed them? My first thought was that if 

this happened to me, it could happen to anyone. 
"On June 2 (the day before election day, incidentally), Biafra goes 

on, "they filed charges. The head city attorney claimed that it was a 
pornography issue. His underlying charged with prosecuting it said it 
was not a pornography issue. It is pure and simple distribution ot 
matter harmful to minors. The line they are taking is that the poster 
was merely a gimmick to put inside the record to get people to buy it. 
Therefore, it doesn’t constitute part of the art and literature of the 

itself. 
"We deny both that it is harmful to minors and that it was a 

gimmick. Damn right it was part of the whole packaging statement ot 
the album. It is music, words, a cover, a warning sticker and 

poster itself, all of which tie in with each other, fhe theme of this 
record is how graphically ugly our national mood is becoming and how 
ugly we are allowing it to become. The rising tide of racism, the sheer 
greed of many people which is dealt with in a lot of the songs and 
vigilantes being given carte blanche by law endorcement people to do 
whatever they want, plus pro-war movies aimed at teenages to get them 
all eager to go get killed in Nicaragua so some businessman can make 
a buck. That what's harmful to minors, if you ask me. 

"The warning sticker was a statement agamst the current climate 
in this country that would make it attractive to charge somebody over 

something like this." 

The sticker reads: WARNING: T/ie inside 
fold-out to this record cover is a work of art by H. H. 
Giger that some people may find shocking, repulsive 

or offensive 
Life can sometimes be that way. 

md attorney Rfchard Stott sayth«po«ttf h aalthebwbthefifrtAggadm^ 

"The poster is-an art piece. It’s not a photograph. It's a painting. 
It's been shown in galleries all over Europe. Giger got an Academy 
Award for his set design in the movie Alien . I first saw the painting 
in an issue of Penthouse with several other Giger pieces. I was 
impressed by the beauty of the man's work and the way it boldly affected 
me. And I was very impressed with the painting we wound up 
repreducing for Frankenchrist. The first thing that hit me was, This 
is the best metaphor I have ever seen for consumer culture on parade! 
And that ties in directly with 'Stars and Stripes of Corruption, The Me 
Generation,' 'Goons of Hazzard' and with our song, 'Soup Is Good 
Food' for when people get thrown out of the employment system and off 
the computer rolls so they don’t show up in unemployment statistics 
and are left to die in the streets in order to keep those figures down. I 
think what the painting means to me is that it putrifies the way people 
mistreat each other in a consumer society. , 

"This whole thing is a direct result of the national climate that s 
created in part by this power play by the well-financed religious right to 
impose censorship on music, books, films, biology classes in public 
schools and anything else they disagree with. Rock music has been 
their most visible target, but if the LA people win this case, there will 
probably be many more prosecutions all over the country. 

"It's interesting to note that the DK's are a long-time target of the 
religious right, dating back at least to the Fresh Frvit For Rotting 
Vegetables album. We have been targeted in PMRC literature and 
more than one of the big-time religion-for-profit TV shows called for a 
ban on our Tn God We Trust. Inc. 12" on the grounds that opposing 
religion-for-profit and the Moral Majority was an act of blasphemy. 
They even dragged a New Jersey record store through court. The 
charge was laughed out the door but the store almost went broke 

^ Worrying that the suppression would spread further to their 
distributors and retailers, AT suggested that they pull the poster from 
the album and insert a sheet that details the bust, a brief history of the 
PMRC and other behind-the-scenes censorship tactics, as well as a 
form to sign, "in ink or in blood" stating that you are over 18 years old 
and are including $.50 postage in order to receive the poster. No 
additional charges have been pressed so far. 

The arraignment is currently scheduled for July 3rd. The 
outcome of this case should be of vital interest to anyone concerned with 
preserving their basic civil liberties. How can you help? Write letters to 
anybody you feel ought to hear your side of the story - newspapers, 
magazines, record labels, Congresstypes and reactionaries like the 
-p 

Also, please send anv clippings or copies of articles you 
he DK bust or censorhiD tactics in vour area to A 

0^1^ «11Y VI v. across 
on the DR bust or censorhiD tactics in vour area to Alternative 
Tentacles Censorship Watch, P.O. Box 11458, San Francisco, California 
94101, who are compiling information packets and will soon have them 
ready to send out. In the meantime, pav attention and dont relax. 
Defend your right to deviant behavior! 
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NEW RELEASES FROM 

eMpTy Records 

THUMPER 
5 SONG 7" EP 

STOP STOP STOP! 

RECORDED LIVE , NijRNBERG'S 

HARDCORE RABBITS ASSAULT 
YOU WITH 9 MINUTES OF NOISE 

LIMITED PRESSING OF 200 

also available 

ESCORBUTO CRONICO/GUERRIILA URBANA Split tape 
from the Canary Islands C-50 Cassette 

DONALD'S HORDEN-The Duckburg Chainsaw Massacre 
Fun punk from Germany C-30 Cassette 

BE BAD. BE GLAD Comp, tape w/Amebix, Lunatic 
Fringe. Chaos UK & Disorder C-60 Cassette 

ALL ITEMS ONLY 
$3 - or DM 8. 

post paid 

/|\ DONNA DIXON 
GYULAERSTR.3 
8500 NURNBERG 
WEST GERMANY 



MORE DAMN RECORDS FROM 
MORDAM RECORDS 

RHYTHM PIGS 13 SONG LP 
WATCH FOR THE PIGS 

NORTH AMERICAN TOUR, 
DON'T MISS THEM!! 

FAITH NO MORE 
"WE CARE A LOT" 

10 SONG LP 

Avsliabl* through t American ltutop*ndant,Deluxe, 
Dutch Emrt, Sectrtc Fetua, Endevdr.Green world. 

Hardway, Important, KatWeacopo, Mighty Fine, Over 
th*^^nterCultww^aunch, Rough Trade, Sounds Good, 

Swingline, Systematic, Toxic Shock, THp, Twin City 

MORDAM RECORDS P.O. BOX 988, S.F. CA 94101 

BORN WITHOUT A FACE 
.. •: ’• . H r ft V. U ■ 

' ’A 

ru \\ 

4, 
'•'* *4.\ v l 

THE !tsS 
UNBECOMING 

FOUR SEVEN 
SONG INCH $3ppd 

BORN WITHOUT A PACE 
2558 BOROLUM N.E. 

ORANO RAPIDS, Ml 40S08 

SHORT 
DOGS 

GROW 
10 song demo available 

$3.00 to: SHORT DOGS GROW 

P.O. 3ox 26538 

S.F. Ca. 94126,1 

June 21 Santa Barbara 
22 Bakersfield 
23-5 L.A. 
28-9 El Paso 
30 San Antonio 

July 1-2 Austin 
3 Houstin 
4 New Orleans 
6 Gulf Port 
7 Jackson - 
9 Macon 
10 Atlanta Aug, 
11 Raleigh 
12 Baltimore 
13 Washington D.C, 

15 Philidelphia 
18 Cleveland 
19-21 Michigan 
22 Chicago 
23 Oshkosh 
24 Milwaukee 
25 Madison 
26 Des Moines 
27 Omaha 
28 Lincoln 
29 DemTer 
1 Salt Lake 
2 Reno 
3 San Francisco 

THE VARUKERS 
NEW LP OUT NOW 
ONE STRUGGLE 

ONETiGHT 
OUT ON LIBERATE RECORDS 
c/o 30 BOSWELL GROVE 

WOODLOES’ESTATE 
WARWICK 

ENGLAND 
DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY 

ROUGH TRADE 
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COMPILATION 
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IMOD roa LIFE 
BBOTAL ASSAULT 
WELFARE SLATE 
C.I.N. 
EEADAFI TOUTS 
PISSED SP1TZELS 
HEX 
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EXCEL C11V«) 
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ABEYANCE 
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BANDS!! SEND TAPES .ETC.For 

MY NEXT COHftu SvBJECTre, BLACWX/J 

"KILL LOU GUZZO" 
5 SONG 7" EP 

OUT NOW ON SUBCORE 
$3.00 POSTPAID 

WATCH FOR THE SLAM/DEHUMAMIZERS 
U.S. TOUR THIS SUMMER 

JULY 18th - BREMERTON, WA 
JULY 19 th - SEATTLE, WA 
JULY 20 th - PORTLAND, OR 
JULY 21St-EUGENE, OR 
JULY 22nd - ASHLAND, OR 
JULY 23rd - SALT LAKE CITY, UT 
AUGUST 2nd • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
FURTHER DATES COMING SOON!!! 

TO BOOK SLAM & THE DEHUMANIZERS 
OR PLAY SEATTLE, WA - CALL 
(206) 283-2694, ASK FOR DAVID 
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This column is coming to you from 
Budapest, Hungary. You don’t believe me ? 
Show 'em the stamp, Tim ! ARTLESS has 
finished its European tour and the rest of the 
band went back to the ole US of. I decided to 
Iron Curtain it for awhile. I ll be playing here 
with a Hungarian band, TIZEDES, making a 
kind of ARTLESS EASTBLOCK instant band. 
My next few columns will be filled with our 
European adventure stories and their moral 
and political implications. I’ll tell you what 
it's like to play in the worlds goulash capitol. 

For now, let’s go back to the beginning of 
April, when we were staying with some 
Germans in the Kandel Mountains at the edge 
of the Black Forest. We had a few days free 
from our heavy tour schedule. 

Here's the picture: we stayed with the 
gentle locals: peace punks and a DJ from a 
pirate radio station. They lived in an old 
farmhouse near the mountaintop. There was 
no one else for miles. 

Looking out the window you could see 
the clean, soft snow rising a net falling along 
the peaks and valleys. Bare trees poked out of 
that still snow that glistened like white gold in 
the sunlight. Frozen streams cut diamond¬ 
like through the landscape. Occasionally, the 
shadow of a small bird zagged and zigged 
across the blinding ocean of whiteness. The 
movement made the land seem to breathe 
with a life of its own. 

Inside the house, the wood-burning 
stove kept the kitchen snuggly warm. 
Everything on the table - the table itself - was 
home made. The bread and jams were 
unquestionably pure. It was completely calm - 
no cares, no worries. It made me want to 
throw up. 

I'll have an eternity of calm when I'm six 
feet under. (Actually, I’m going to be frozen 
and then come back when they find a cure for 
whatever it was that got me - just like Walt 
Disney.) ARTLESS came to Europe with a 
mission. I came for action, excitement, nookie 
- not to be snowed in on a mountaintop with a 
bunch of nice people. 

What about culture ? Hah 1 Unless you 
consider a bunch of old, grey churches and 
some fat ladies with metal cones over their tits 
"culture'', the Europeans have no culture I 
Their TVs are filled with everything from 
"Dallas" to "Bonanza" re-runs. In Hungary, 
the big thing is "Starsky and Hutch". Every 
movie house in Germany is showing ROCKY 
IV. And don’t tell me hardcore was born in 
Heidelberg. 

All these West European punk bands 
make their rock songs about how horrible 
America is. Where the fuck did rock-n-roll 
come from, the coal mines of Essen? 

The Germans do have one piece of 
interesting original culture - the German 
toilet. Instead of sitting down and plopping 
your turds directly into the water, where it 
splashes back up at you catching in the little 
hairs, the Germans use a toilet with a little Slatform built inside. When you crap, you 

rst drop your load silently onto this little 
porcelien plate. There it lies, water free, for 
your inspection. After you check the color and 
consistancy - free from aquatic distortion - you 
then pull the chain and a wave of water 
washes over the platform, carrying your 
digested bratwurst down to wherever the 
water in toilets usually goes. Not only does 
this methld save you a wet asshole, it also lets 
you really see -not to mention smell - the 
product of your internal paristalsis. 

In Tubingin, Germany the bass player of 
the German commie band GENOSSEN came 
to see our show. Afterwards, he talked with 
me and Otto Kentrol, our bass player. We 
spoke English because Otto doesn’t speak 
German. This guy was no William Shatner 
with his English, either. 

"DEAD KENNEDYS good. RAMONES 
bad.", he said. "Why ?", I asked. "DEAD 
KENNEDYS communist, RAMONES fascist.", 
he answered. 

I told him about the RAMONES' "Bonzo 
Goes to Bitburg" single and how their 
American label wouldn't release it He was 
surprised. But what really got to his hammer 
and sickle was when Otto went on about Jello 
Biafra's swimming pool and Mercedes Benz. 
You should’ve seen his jaw drop. 1 wish I’d 
had my charcoal to sketch the picture. I gave 
myself the hiccups holding back the laughter. 
That's one of the few nice things about 
commies: they're easy to make fools of. 
(Editor’s note: Jello aid have an ancient 
Mercedes, and doesn't have a pool) 

Because I don’t have my super easytype 
spelling correction computer here in Budapest, 
this column is going to be rather short. 1 just 
want to send in something before I slip back 
into the other side of the cold war. 

To end, 1 want to make the point of this 
column as clear as a frozen German stream. I 
am writing to all those punk/hardcore bands 
that like to criticize everything American. 
Before you talk, turn around and look at those 
turds waiting on The platform for your 
inspection. They're right there in the music 
you’re playing. That country that you hate so 
much gave you the tools to say you hate it. If 
it weren't for America and itsY culture, you 
wouldn’t be jack shit. 

Hi, folks. First, 1 would like to thank all 
those people who responded to my column 
(both good and bad) a few issues back, 
especially Joe from Salem, Oregon - thanks for 
your correspondence. 

Now, let's eet down to business: I'll try to 
be brief and to the point. Recently a friend of 
mine was walking home from the market at 
about 9:00 PM. She was around one block 
from her house when she was robbed. The 
idiot stole her purse with all her money, credit 
cards, house keys and driver's licence (which 
tells exactly where she lives). Fortunately, she 
got in a few good swings - but the assailant was 
stronger and eventually pulled her purse 
away. At this point most people (myself 
included) would nave gone to pieces, but my 
friend chased the robber ana would have 
caught him if he hadn't run into traffic. She 
attempted to follow him into the street, 
screaming for help, but traffic stopped for her 
assailant and almost mowed her over when 
she stepped off the curb...surely someone 
heard her scream. And if they heard nothing - 
motorists aren't blind, they must have seen 
her chasing him into the street. Why didn't 
they stop T People can’t be in that much Of a 
hurry ! 

OK, we all know the world isn’t getting 
better and we think these things can’t happen 
to us, but there were several people standing 
around just watchimg as my friend was being 
robbed. Even though she screamed for 
assistance the people only stood there staring 
with almost grim amusement. 

These jerks that did nothing also "saw 
nothing" when the police came around 
looking for witnesses. How would they feel if 
were tnem - if they were accosted in public: the 
frustration of knowing that everybody saw but 
nobody is talking. 

Is our justice system in such a shambles 
that people are afraid to testify for fear of 
reprisals bv the suspect ? If this is true, then 
we can't blame society - only the people who 
write the laws. But, on the other hand, if 
people don't want to get involved for fear of 
missing a day at work (and their pay) to 
identify suspects or go to court, then these 
people are just as sick as the shitheads who 
commit the crimes. 

Maybe the one reason crime is so 
rampant these days is that people know they 
can get away with it. If citizens would help 
each other and be a witness, maybe these types 
of crimes (purse-snatchings, car thefts, 
hit-and-runs, muggings) wouldn't be as 
common. Excuse me it I sound like a corny 
idealist but I have no other way of explaining 
thincs. Just remember - this could happen to 

EUGENE’S SHOPPING LIST OF MILITARY 
FUCK-UPS 

Just by collecting clippings over the last couple 
of months, 1 already nave quite a pile of news 
stories all about how our armed forces have 
been deserving their reputation as armed 
fuck-ups. 

Let’s kick this off with a test of the B-52 
bomber. This is something we need in the 
Free World, and you should worry because in 
a test shot over northern Canada on Feb. 25, 
this great weapon was supposed to go 1500 
miles and land within 250 miles of its target. 
Sorry. Minutes after being launched, it 
plopped into the sea. 

A month earlier, a cruise missle with a 
computer guided mind ran out of fuel and 
fizzled into the ground near Cold Lake, 
Canada. (Maybe this is alt a plot to wipe out 
any draft resisters loft up there?) 

Not all these mishaps occur in Canada, 
though. Just about the same time as the latter 
test, a sea-launched cruise missile went nutso 
near the Florida panahandle and crashed into 
the woods, barely missing somebody's house. 
Maybe there was a Nicaraguan living there or 
something. 

Does anyone remember the Snark 
Missile? It was around in a brief but 
embarassing career in the ’60s. They recently 
found an off-course Snark in the middle of a 
jungle in Brazil. Nobody can figure out how 
the hell it got there. 

Scaling down to smaller weapons, there's 
a nifty item about a California nomeowner 
whose garage was attacked Feb. 19 by Marine 
Corps helicopters there were supposed to be 
assaulting a nearby Arizona target range. The 
worst part about this story isn’t that they hit 
the wrong target, either. The guy’s garage was 
barely damaged after a full-out attack by our 
fighting men! 

Fiere’s a cute item. The March 3 issue of 
Navy Times contains a quote that "Marine 
Corps Commandcnt Gen. P.X. Kelley again is 
warning his field commanders that too many 
Marines are accidentally shooting 
themselves." 



This is a good enough spot as any to 
bring up the April Army Audit that reported 
millions of dollars worth of ammunition 
being wasted simply so the Army can pad its 
budget 

First the Army authorized a total of $755 
million more in ammunition that its training 
units could possibly use. By the end of the 
year, this meant training units were spending 
whole days firing their waspons off, just to use 
up the extra ammo in time for next year’s; 
budget. Maybe this explains the soldiers 
shooting themselves. Eventually, they run 
out of targets. , , ^ 

Not that I want to add to the Cold War, 
but the USSR is just as guilty of military 
stupidity and fuck-ups as we are. 

They love it in Finland when Soviet 
missiles go off course and wind up there. 
Happens all the time. Another annual ritual 
is pieces of Soviet sattclites falling to earth 
everywhere, and anywhere. Sometimes these, 
pieces are radioactive. 

Apparently, the Soviet submarine force 
spends more time towing busted subs back to 
land for repairs than anything else, 1 am one 
of those lucky few who have seen a Soviet sub 
in working order. 1 was sitting on an island in 
Japan, playing guitar, when one surfaced lust a 
mile off shore. Periscope up, I wondered 
whether someone, on board was trying to 
figure out the chord changes for ’’Secret of the 
Cooler”! 

It's no laughing matter, however, that 
the crews that work on these subs have had a 
lot of problems due to radiation-related 
illnesses. The nuclear propulsion systems leak 
all the time* Some or these guys get special 
benefits because of sterility caused in the line 
of work* Great deal! " / 

With their inept subs and our McHales 
Navy at work, the nigh seas have turned into 
a Keystone Kops type affair with war ships 
bumping into each other regularly. 

In 1983, off the South Carolina coast, a 
Soviet Victor III sub somehow succeeded in 
Wrecking its propellcT shaft in the sonar cable 
of a U.S. destroyer tracking it. Sounds like 
love at First sight, A few months later, another 
of the same type of sub plowed Into a U.S, 
aircraft carrier conducting manuevers in the 
Sea Of Japan. P V 

Oh, well, we can always take pride in our 
Minuteman missile, which has a between 75 
and 100% failure rate in tests over two decades. 
Why bother even putting up a shield? These 
things won’t even work in the first place. 

Perhaps the worst aspect of our Armed 
Fuck Ups gets down to a personal level - the 
depths to which individual members will 
stoop in their own affairs, some condoned by 
their superiors, some not. 

One item 1 have been following in local 
news is charges that soldiers and Marines 
stationed in North Carolina have had ties to 
white supremacist paramilitary .organizations. 
Military personnel from Fort Bragg and Camp 
Lejune have marched with the White Patriot 
Party and have even supplied arms and 
expolsives for the WPP's training excereises. 

Apparently, higher-ups in the Marines 
say that a ban on such activities would be a 
wcivil rights infringement”. 

A man named Edwin P. Wilson, now 
doing 52 years in a fed jail, is another example 
of the type of morality that pervades the 
higher echelons of our Cl A. After years with 
the CIA as a top operative, Wilson began 
ammassing a personal fortune as an arms 
dealer completely lacking in any kind of 
conscience, ' 

Writer Peter Maas, who revels In this 
type of sordid story, has a good book out about 
Wilson called Manhunt. Among other things, 
it reveals that the plastic explosives terrorists 
love using so much were pretty much all sold 
to them by the U.S.A, Wilson in particular 
pulled off a big sale to Libya and they still have 
a stock of the crap lie sold them. 

There's a lot of great detail here about 
how the CIA, FBI, justice Department and 
anyone else who could make trouble made it 
almost impossllbe to bring Wilson to justice* 

Driving around in Ei Paso, looking at ail 
military installations, listening to a right wing 
God sermon on the radio, I had to laugh. Our 
fighting men, upholding our great way of 
life.... Any Sunday you can hear Swaggert, 
Falweli, and Baker rant and rave about what a 
great joy our soldiers are doing. Then they go 
onto attacking prostitution, pornography... 

Of course, prostitution and pornography 
flourish the most wherever there is a large 
population of our fighting men! Aj>al that 
used to sell ads for a porno mag in Colorado 
always did his best business days around the 
bases in Colorado Springs... anywhere they go, 
smut and freedom are sure to follow. 

Let’s go out with a laugh! As Jim Baker 
says, ENOUGH IS ENOUGI if 

world, which are only more magnified 
manifestations of these same problems. If we 
can’t support those we supposedly personally 
love ana respect, if we only add to the growing 
pool of bitterness and frustration (theirs and 
yours), then how are we going to offer love 
and understanding to this paranoid, scared 
planet full of people we don’t even know? 

- 

Well, since there’s been so many letters/ 
columns in MRR about love and its accom¬ 
panying problems, I thought I’d add my two 
cents worth. My purpose is not to complain 
about all the possible abuses that go on (many 
without even being aware that they are 
abuses), or how conditioned most people are 
in protecting themselves and how much 
damage they do themselves and others in the 
process, but to offer a few notes on how to 
possibly prevent some very avoidable and 
unnecessary hurting, and how to deal with 
someone who you’re involved with (if they’re 
both someone you love and like, and vice 
versa) when troubles arise. 

First, if you feel unhappy with your 
existing situation, talk to your friend about it. 
Don’t just make some sudden, unilateral 
decision that could result in lots of hard 
feelings. By talking it over, by offering possible 
changes/alternatives/compromises, you can 
perhaps salvage the good while toning down 
what’s negative to you. But if you're the one 
initiating the changes, then you must accept 
the responsibility for helping them work. If 
the other party is willing, it shows they too 
care enough about you. If they are not, then at 
least you can say you tried. 

By doing this, you open up the possibility 
of a more satisfying situation, or if there is to 
be a radical evolution of the relationship, at 
least your extra effort has offered a way for 
both parties to emerge with self-respect and 
respect for each other, never mind leaving a 
much better taste in your mouths about the 
value of caring in future involvements with 
others. Otherwise, if you just act secretly and 
unilaterally, you can set off a chain reaction of 
resentment, rejection, and mutual abuse—a 
love/hate firestorm that consumes all the 
good that did exist between you, further 
perpetuating an already mistrustful world 
fcetween individuals, adding to the collective 
"take care of #1" bullshit that pervades all 
aspects of human relations in our "civilized" 
society. 

It's such an easy thing to do, and yet most 
people get so caught up in their selfishness or 
fears that they stampede and trample each 
other. Often, they are completely unaware that 
there’s any other way to do things because it’s 
the only way they've ever been dealt with. If 
we're going to alter this fucked up world, 
we've got to apply our efforts of responsibility 
and compassion to situations close to home as 
well, make that extra effort, try not to abuse/ 
use each other, and begin creating an 
environment of trust that can spread beyond 
personal relationships. 

I hope this advice works better for you 
than it usually does for me. But if we can't 
make that effort to break down mistrust, 
isolation and lack of understanding that we’re 
all in the same boat, then there’s no point in 
fighting against all the larger injustices in the 

As some of you might have noticed or 
soon will notice/ with this new issue comes 
the beginning of some major format changes, 
which 1 feel deserve explanation. 

The basic idea behind these changes was 
to seperate the written content and the 
advertisements, enabling attention to be 
drawn to each section and for more stress to be 
projected on each one's purpose. 

What we have done is grouped the ads 
in eight different clumps, each averaging from 
two to four pages, and each different written 
content section (letters, columns, scene 
reports, interviews, and reviews) is grouped in 
its own area. This allows for the content not to 
be distracted, confused or overlooked by ads 
and vice-versa. 

Now, a bit of specifics: there was a little 
bit of worry what “me advertisers' reactions 
would be to grouping the ads. 'Most of the 
worry was eased when the decision was made 
to make the ad groups no larger than 4 pages 
and placing the groups after each written 
content section, letting the average reader pay 
as much attention (if not more) to the ads. Ads San important part of each issue of MRR 

actually take up an average of 24 to 28 
pages each month, so in no way would we 
want to sabotoge that. I do fed this new format 
will only enhance each ad’s presence. 

As for the scene reports, when grouped 
they form the largest written content section. 
To set them apart from the other divisions, 
they will be laid out all sideways, and are the 
only such section. The centerfold appears 
approximately in the middle of the scene 
reports, and although it might interrupt the 
consistency it does help break up the 
monotony of such a large content section. 

The remaining content will stay the 
same. The sole purpose of these changes is to 
adjust and strengthen the apprence of the 
graphics and written content. This issue will 
serve as a trail for these new ideas; we havent 
perfected them as of yet so hopefully we will 
receive constructive criticism from you, the 
reader, and the contributors as well. In case 
some of you are wondering, NO, the next step 
isn’t a glossy cover or different color ink. After 
these changes are complete, MRR will 
continue to support its usual standards with 
the communication of news, information and 
opinions-all to be printed on 72 pages of 
newsprint If you have any comments 
concerning these changes or have some of 
your own, please let us know. 

1QKE- (?) OF THE MONTH, 
You ve heard of Altheimer’s 

Disease, right* well how about 
Waldheimers Disease? You know, 
that’s where you forget you were a 
Nazi 40 years ago. 



TOUGH TIME 
FOR INTERNATIONAL BANDS 

On July 4, when America pats itself on the back and undrapes the refurbished 
Statue of Liberty fans of international hardcore, underground and alternative groups 
will have cause to doubt the inscription on the Lady's base: 

"Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breath free> 
the wretched refuse of your teeming shores, send these the homeless tempest tossed 
from shore to shore, I lift my golden light for thee." 

Nice sentiments, but America is no longer as open-armed when it comes to 
"foreigners" bringing their talents to her shores. The Immigration branch of the 
U.S. government is tightening up on foreign nationals seeking H-l visa status to 
enable them to play in the U.S. 

Bands like Italy's Cheetah Chrome M.F.'s, Poland's Dezerter, and even bands 
like the U.K. Subs, Peter & The Testies, and the mild Pet Shop Boys are having a 
tough time meeting „he new criteria for foreign bands. 

Fat cat groups which meet the new criterion of "economic viability" will not 
have trouble getting the coveted H-l status. However, groups which expect to survive 
on marginal incomes like 'less than $1,000.00 per show" will run up against 
resistance. The Immigration Service is not interested in the economy of hardcore, 
nor the cooperative spirit that makes shoe-string tours for foreign bands possible. 
They want assurance of "economic viability" in the form of substantial "contract 
guarantees" from all the venues the band expects to play at during the duration of 
their stay. 

Secondly, non-American bands must pass the criterion of "distinguished merit 
or ability". To meet this criterion, an applicant must provide a substantial body of 
reviews or articles proving they are hot shit in their own country and there is a 
genuine interest in the group in America. If the reviews or articles are in a foreign 
language, they must be translated and the translations must be notarized as 
accurate-which can cost a lot of money. 

In the absence of reviews or articles, it is possible that the Immigration Service 
might accept "testimonials" as to the group's merit or ability. A testimonial is a 
letter from someone recognized in the music industry or media who will say the 
group in question is worth letting in the country because America will benefit from 
the experience. Such testimonials could be written by the editors of Maximum 

Rock'n'Roll or ffljpgj <fe or by an accredited (works for a big newspaper or magazine) 
rock critic or a recognized rock star or by the head of an industry organization, like 
the New Music Seminar. There should be at least three such testimonials. Needless 
to say, this route is a pain in the ass and there is no guarantee it will work. 

The only way to get a group in the country is to qualify them for H-2 visa status, 
which is extremely time consuming and expensive. H-l visa status usually costs a 
flat $500.00 per group. To get H-2, plan on at least three months work and up to 
$2,000.00 in lawyers fees. H-2 status involves the band being in the Musician’s Union 
in their country and contacting the American Musician's Union in each jurisdiction 
the band wishes to play in and having them certify that the foreign group is not 
taking away work from U.S. musicians. 
' The two lawyers in America that have had success in the past getting H-l visa 
status for foreign bands are based in New York. They are Ron 
Zeelens-(212)724-6970~and Maureen Baker-(212)505-1993. They usually charge the 
standard $500.00 per band per time, but their hands are now tied if the required 
infoimation on the bands is not available. 

So, in this July 4 orgy of liberty and self-congratulation, fans can expect to see a 
lot fewer grass roots international bands trodding America. 

Ken Lester (604)251-6024 
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BOPP N SKIN RECORDS 
PRESENTS BHSBBI 

You HEARD ABOUT OUR RIOT - NOW HEAR OUR MUSIC 

THIS IS THE CENTRAL COAST 

t 
Assault Los Cremators 
Corruptors Mood Room 
Death of Glory Pedestrian Abuse 
X-Tort ion Pyramod 
Group Sex Users 

Wimpy Dicks 
YES THAT’S RIGHT-ELEVEN YOUNG AND VIRILE BANOS FROM THE 
CENTRAL COAST OF CALIFORNIA PLAYING YOUNG AND VIRILE MUSIC 
CENTRAL COAST? YOU KNOW-228 MILES SOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO AN 
207 MILES NORTH OF LOS ANGELES!____ 

MAIL ORDER: BOPP'N SKIN RECORDS 
P.O. BO* 14016 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
CALIFORNIA ,93406 

iPOSTAGE PAID INSIDE U.S.A. OUTSIDE 
I OF U.S.A. ADD $2.00 FOR POSTAGE. 

DITRIBUTED BY:_ROUGH TRADE, GREENWORLD 

WIMPY 
DICKS 
GQXTA 
12 INCH 

"WIMPY DICKS" S.L.O. BORED 

"CENTRAL COAST DAMNIT!" 

$5.00 

$3.00 

JUST RELEASED ON BOPP n' SKIN RECORDS 

" WIMPY DICKS " S.L.O. BORED 

12 INQI L.P- 
NQ -OIR&CtlON IN.LI-FE- 
S.L.O.. BORED .. • ‘ • 
'STATUS • * ' 
stuck \ 
NEW WAVE- SL0.T- • \. . 
POP POP. POP. . . \ • 
CLAP . • ' .'•.*• 
POLICE inAT4S,L^:"Tm-’ 

45% •. .;v 

FLAGS Fl,X T*,/* * 
■KOOK SHOOT, TOXIC SHOCK 

!i tri W
‘ 
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HARDCORE V ideo 

NEW JERSEY COMPILATION #1 . -$19.95 

ADRENALIN O.D. * SKULLS 

CHILDREN IN ADULT JAILS (12.0 m'm.') 

ED GEIN'S CAR * BEDLAM 

PLEASED YOUTH 

NEW JERSEY HARDCORE BASEMENT ..$13.95 

ADRENALIN O.D. t SKULLS 
C115 «*i«0 

SAND IN THE FACE * BEDLAM 

plus MY 3 SONS (in the raw! ! ) 

LIVE FROM CBGB'S.$24.35 

(Alternative Press and Radio 

^ Council Bene-f it Show) 

DAMAGE * CHILDREN IN ADULT JAILS 

ADRENALIN O.D. * SEIZURE (/i2min 0 

TOKEN ENTRY 

All tapes done in VHS HiFi Stereo 

Mail checK or money order to: 

PETER DE MATTIA 

3 HA DOOM ROAD * 

HEWITT, NEW JERSEY C7421 
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Kandy is looking For ,A 
FewI Good ALL-GirL BANR5 
For A VINYL CohPIlATioM 
WRITE OR CALL if INTERESTED. 

K rvi L- 

RO. BOX 9381 
pensacdla.fu 
32513 USA 

(904)433-7504 

HURRICANE PARTY 

"Suckcesspool" er 
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(southern comp.) 1 60 min. cass. 
WAR BETWEEN THE STATES 

$4.00 

(North & South comp.) 2 90 min. 
BLEEDING BETWEEN THE LINES 

$10.00 

(Canada & USA bands) 1 90 min. 
TARGET:YOU 

$5.00 

(USA Hardcore comp.) 1 90 min. 
NIGHT OVER YUGOSLAVIA 

$5.00 

(Yugo Hardcore) 1 comp. 
MAGGOT SANDWICH T-SHIRTS 

$4.00 

(4 color,quality shirt) $6.00 
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Send SASE for a catalog and stickers! 
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TOUR 86 
DATES ” JUNE 14th, Missoula, MT; 17th, Moorhead, MN; 

18th, Mankato, MN; 19th, Minneapoles, MN; 20th, DesMoines, IA; 21st, 
Champaign, Ill; 22nd, Indiana; 23rd, 
Indiana; 24th, Indiana; 25th, Cincin¬ 
nati, OH; 26th, Charleston, WV; 
27th, Morgantown, WV; 28th, 
Youngstown, OH; 29th, Pittsburg, 
PA; 30th, Toronto, CAN; JULY 
3rd, Burlington, VT; 5th, Portland, 
ME; 11th, New London, CT; 12th, 
Stamford, CT; 13th, N.Y. City; 16th, 
Raleigh, NC; 18th, Charlotte, NC; 
19th, Atlanta, GA; 21st, Macon, 
GA; 23rd, Orlando, Fla; 25th, 
Gainsville, Fla; 26th, Pensacola, Fla; 27th, Houston, TX; 30th, Amarillo, TX; 
31st, Santa Fe, NM; AUGUST 1st, El Paso, TX; 4th, Fresno, CA; 8th, Boise, 
Id; 9th, Spokane! 
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LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY X V) 
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FOLLOW FASHION MONKEYS 
LP TO THE FIVE ENTRIES 
DRAWN WITH THE CORRECT 
ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING 
QUESTION: REARRANGING 
THE NAME RONALD WILSON 
REAGAN, LETTER FOR 
LETTER, GIVES YOU WIIAT ? 
HINT... SEE OUR INTER¬ 
VIEW MRR//36 
DRAWING: JULY 15 
ENTRIES: 510 ELLIGER ST 

ALLENTOWN, PA 
18102 

AUG. TOUR BOOKINGS: 
(215) 866-7326 

FOLLOW FASHION MONKEYS -LP 

Surprise, surprise, surprise! Full on 
varying speeds end Keith Morrli-lvpe vi 
Interesting combination of early D.C. _ _ 
Lyrics rant, rave, aod communicate Ihoughl-provokinc 
Ideas and attitudes. Doth refreshing! and inspiring, all RAcked Into Id songs. Recommended. (MS) 

114 Glen wood St., Eiumaus, PA 18049) 

melodic thrash, 
vocals creates an 

“ Cal HC. 

That was then,This is Now! 7comp. 

with 
Ruin 

Electric 
Love 

Muffin 

Scram 

F.O.D. 
$3ppd 
presented by- 
PLUS records 

STICKERS and 
LYRIC sheet 

incltiri aH 

Jeff Rosen 325 Golf hi I Is Rd. Havertown / PA. 19083 

make checks & money or t _v  
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sentence 
SPECIAL THANKS to everyone who 

helped us out on our FALL '85 SPRING 
'86 tours, we appreciate all of your help. 

Watch FOR 12" EP SOON TO BE 
RELEASED. ALSO WE WILL BE 

DOING A SUMMER U.S. TOUR AND 
WE WOULD LOVE TO PLAY YOUR 

TOWN! 

BOOKING INFO: 
ERIC (312) 773-4928 
TOM (312) 359-0769 

T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRTS 

T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRTS 

T-SHIRTS 
2 COLOR 

RED AND BLACK 
ON WHITE, HIGH 

QUALITY 50/50 SHIRTS 
$6.00 POSTPAID 

FREE STICKERS W/ 
EVERY ORDER 

LIFE SENTENCE 
432 S. CHERRY 

ITASCA, IL 
60143 

Philadelphia 



KHADAFY YOUTH SAY 
vv 

MAKE FLYERS NOT 
WAR BUY ’ZINES 

NOT GUNS 
The following interview took place in the 

luxurious headquarters of Militant Stupidity Records. 
Present at the inteMew were 4 members of KHADAFY 
YOUTH. a case of Gibbons famous Lager Beer, and a 
jar of rubber cement. The remaining members of the 
band were out of their never-ending quest for heroin. 
Interviewer: John Curtin ill. Commander-In-Chief of 
M.S. Records. KHADAFY YOUTH: Hasim. Momar. 
Hodgie. Abdul. and not present: Clint. Weimerabi. 
MRR: So what is the original inspiration for 

the band? 
Hasim: I figured that thru our music we could end 
racism, sexism, nationalism, capitalism, and pro¬ 
sports. 
Hodgie: What we do with our music is our own form 
of terrorism. I think anybody who cares about the 
world has to be a terrorist in some way. 
MRR: Well, how do you guys really feel 

about Khadafy? 
Hodgie: We like him ok. I think he just gets a tot of bad 
publicity. 
Hasim: He has a bad manager. 
MRR: What kind of stuff do you guys listen 
to; are there any major influences? 

All: LaRM! 
Momar: A lot of foreign hardcore. The LaRM/STANX 
split LP shreds. 
Hasim: LaRM! 
Momar: We don't listen to much domestic stuff 
anymore. 
Hasim: LaRM! 
Momar: Hasim really likes LaRM. My vocals are 
really influenced by KANSANTURVAMUSIIKKI- 
KOMISSIO. 
Hodgie: It took Momar 3 months just to learn how to 
pronounce that right, and now he listens to nothing 
else. 
MRR: Why do you like foreign hardcore so 

much better? 
Hasim: ’Cause it’s real. These kids are living it. It's not 
a bunch of upper middle-class fakes pretending to 
be angry. 
Momar: Like us (laughs) 
All: Yeah, like us. 
Hodgie: We ail think American hardcore is 
completely worthless, a flock of idiots with mohawks 
and leather screamin' about stuff they'll never 
understand. 
Momar: And too fucking concerned with looking like 
nasty little punks. 
MRR: So what are you doing in State 
College? There’s a school there, I take it. 
Hasim: Yeah, we all to go Penn State. 
Momar: Basically, we are all scientists. I'm in physics, 
Hasim's an electric engineer, and Hodgie's into the 
brain. 
Hodgie: Yeah, I just got into a medical school in 
Boston in neuroanatomy. Hopefully, when I move up 
there I'll be able to get that scene back together 
again. State College is pretty much hell. We're in the 
middle of nowhere here. 
Hasim: The exact center of nowhere. 
MRR: What's the scene like? Do you play 

out much? 
Hodgie: Almost never. We re hated here. Even the 

mayor hates us. Had our asses busted for putting up 
flyers. 
Momar: And ironically, the ones we were putting up 
at the time said "We are your best friend-KHADAFY 

YOUTH”. 
Hasim: It was worth ft though. One of the cops went 
out and bought the tape. 
MRR: So what is this about a legendary 

Harrisburg gig? 
Hasim: That was a great time. Right in the middle of 
our set we broke out a bunch of hibachis and 
started to cook some burgers. 
Hodgie: At first, people thought it was some kind of 
industrial-type bit, blit really ali we were doing was 
cooking some burgers. 
Momar: Thing was, a lot of people in the crowd were 
vegetarians, but all in all it went over real well. The 
people were fed. 
MRR: Could any, of you shed a little light on 
the business of slag-core? 
Momar: All right, let’s talk slag-core (laughs). No one 
really knows what it means, but somehow that's what 
a tot of people refer to us as. 
Hodgie: I guess everyone needs a label of some 
kind to put them in their place. Slag-core is our label. 
our place. . . 
Hasim: Yeah, I don't know what the fuck it means but 
it sounds kinda brutal ya' know. I kinda like it. 
MRR: Do you watch TV much? 
Momar: I think I speak for the whole band when I say 

that the only thing worth watching is mid-70's crime 
dramas. 
MRR: Is music your only creative outlet? 
Hasim: I do a lot of macrame pot hangers. 
Momar: I dabble in spin-art. 
Hodgie: Recently I've been experimenting with 
water colors, spiting mouthfuls of the stuff onto a 
canvas. And you know, it's been coming out really 
well. 
MRR: KHADAFY YOUTH--is this some kind of 
political statement? I mean, are you 
involved with any sort of political 

movement? 
Hodgie: (very long contemplative pause) Ahhh no. 
Momar: Basically, we fee! we re just a foreign band 
trapped in a domestic band's body. 
Abdul: (Abdul, who's ben sniffing rubber cement in a 
corner for the whole interview, suddenly perks up). 
Well...I don’t really think there are any real solutions... 
I mean that, ah, well ah, you know there's 
flyers...gigs...foreign hardcore...you know, I guess 
the only valid expression is hardcore. 
Momar: You mean slag-core. 
Abdul: Yeah...slag-core...that's all there is. 

As of this printing, due to certain actions 
beyond our control. KHADAFY YOUTH are 
contemplating the change of their name to 
BORGNINE YOUTH. No decisions have been made. 
Meanwhile, their tape. Allah Fall Down, is available 
for $3 from M.S.R./ 333 Kenmore Ave #3/ Bel Air MD 
21014. 

Line of making fun of your mother 

___ 
~ Line of sticking my tongue out at you 

— Line of calling you names 

___ 
— Line of rhetorical threats 

V? __ 

~~ ^0 Line 9reat Physical iniury 

X ^ ^ I/~AIE OF DEATH 
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KHADAFY ^ulf of Sydra Line of ’’ rea"y meon iV 
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Line of "Come on, turn back‘ 
or I’m really going 

to get mad!1 
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Interview by Spencer Mak/ 37 Macklingate 
C»/ Agincourt, Ont M1V 1E6/ Canada. 

MRR: Who is SHRAPNEL? 
S: We re Stew and Gaz on vocals, Geoff on drums, I 
Paul on guitar, and bass is up in the air, possibly Dai I 
(ex-SCEPTICEMIA) 
MRR: What issues concern the band the| 
most? 
S: There are several, the most important ones being 
the threat of nuclear war and the way everyone and 
everything is violence-oriented. Another important 
issue is vivisection and the way animals are grossly 
abused worldwide. We feel the only way to stop the 
threat of war would be to dispose of all weapons, 
thus alleviating any possibility of their use. 
MRR: Is SHRAPNEL going to have a record| 
out soon? 
S: We are hoping to eventually release a single and I 
a new demo is in the pipeline. So far, the only vinyl I 
offering is a track on the latest Mortarhate comp LP,| 
We .Won't. Be Your Fuckina.PQQi- 
MRR: What do you think of this crossover! 
between heavy metal and hardcore? 
S: The crossover was not a bad thing originally, but I 
too many bands sem to have jumped on the! 
bandwagon and it seems to all sound the samel 
nowadays. The better of these bands are, in myl 
view, SACRILEGE and METALLICA. 
MRR: As a band, what are your main goals? I 
S: I suppose our main goal is to get our message! 
across to as many people as is possible. As! 
individuals, to contribute to change by means ofl 
communication and getting involved in positive) 
actions such as demos and hunt sobbing. 
MRR: How s the punk scene in your area? 
S: It seems to be getting better, with people putting! 
on good gigs quite regularly and a really good! 
friendly atmosphere amongst all ther people who| 
attend the gatherings. 
MRR: Do you think the punk scene will ever| 
die? 
S: no, I don't think it will die, as the genuine people willl 
stick to their guns, as it were. I think trouble at gigs has I 
had a drastic effect within the movement, but the! 
people involved nowadays seem a lot moref 
genuine and caring. 
MRR: What do you think of your tape, 
Restricted Existence, and where do you| 
draw your lyrics from? 
S: We re pleased with the tape, but the songs are! 
now quite old-even though they are still in our live I 
set. The lyrics are just influenced by subjects which! 
concern us. It's difficult to write original lyrics, but we| 
try our best. 
MRR: Where do you see the world heading? 
S: Heading for a mass holocaust unless something is 
done about the stockpiling of nuclear weapons and 
money invested in the arms race. I would not like to 
prophecize the holocaust, as I hope that through 
unity and love people start to communicate and the 
threat of war will be abolished. 
MRR: What about the political situation in| 
the UK? 
S: It's the same as everywhere else: dire. Too much I 
money invested in war and everything coming! 
second place to development of more powerful! 
weapons. 
MRR: Any last comments? 
S: Our address is: 15 Rockingham Terace/ Briton 
Ferry/ South Wales SA11 2PB/ UK. The demo is 
available from this address for £1 (or a blank tape) 
and a couple of IRC’s. Finally, this is our world let's 
help make it a better place to live. Communication is 
the key. 



R: Future releases: A 4-song Anti-Apartneia Denem ■ 
EP du© out in May - Welsh electro pop. V CYRFF will! 
jhave a new single out soon. YR ANHREFN are doing I 
a mini-LP before the end of the year, plus a few I 
singles by other bands on the label. 
MRR: All the other bands that record stuff! 
on your label speak Welsh. Does this mean! 
you will not consider non-Welsh groups? 
R: All the bands on the label sing in Welsh so far. but I 

to expand and include other Celtic j 
We hope to do a Cornish single with a 

_ It's all about 
the Celtic heritage, so there's no point in 

- j. 
What is the gig situation like where 

live? How difficult is it for you to 

)-we do about 3j 
The only problem in doing . -- gyj 

hassle and it s what we 

we hope 
languages. 
band called LAVOTA LAKOTA. 
preserving 1-_ . ^ . 
us releasing English or German record 

difficult is it for you to 

organize a tour throughout the UK? 
R: Wales has a healthy gig scene - we 
gigs a week on average. T‘.-. 
g^s outside Wales is travelling long distances. 

Hello and greetings from Wales. In Wales, 
especially In the north of the country, there are a lot 

trying to preserve the ’Welsh of people who are trying to preserve the weisn 
culture’ and continue to speak Welsh as a first 
language. YR ANHREFN are a welsh-speaking. 
■punk' band. They formed in the early years of 
’punk' and their music is very melodic. They are 
constantly busy with the playing of gigs up and down 
the UK and also w'rth the organization of local events 
and their self-run record label called ’Recordiau 
Anhrefn'. The following questions were answered by 
Rhys Mwyn. the bassist. 

j MRR: In Wales, as in, the rest of the UK, the 
vast majority of the people speak English. 
Why do you continue to speak in Welsh? 
R: The point of singing in Welsh is that it is our first 
natural language, so why shouldn't we? We always 

again, what the fuck, it’s no 
love. 
MRR: Where do you stand politically? 
R: Good question. I don't really know if we are 
Anarchists or what. Let's say we have sympathy with 
many anarchist ideas and many socialist ideas. I 

MRR: Your music is very much in the style of 
77 punk. What are your feelings toward the 
current state of the UK scene, i.e., all bands 
fast becoming Crass or Conflict clones. 
Also, what groups do you listen to? 

we re just doing what we like. Groups I listen to. wen, i 
listen to the John Peel Radio Show every night, if 
we're not gigging, to keep in touch, but there aren't 

new bands that I like. The Sex Pistols, many _ 
Ramones, Buzzcocks, SLF, Ruts, Rejects, Clash and 
so on, used to mean so much. Now I know that they 
were all fakes. I still think Steve Jones probably got 
the best guitar sound of all time - especially with 
some of The Professionals stuff. 
MRR: What gave you the idea to, and how 
did you start, your own label? 

MRR: You seem to be anti-religious. Any I 

comments? 
IR- Yes fucking right, we are TOTALLY OPPOSED TOl 
RELIGION IN ANY FORM. God and Christ are CUNTS. 
Religion is total nonsense that has been used overl 
the years to put "the fear of God'1 (pun intended) inj 
people. It's the worst form of oppression. On top of 
all that, all this shit about God, etc, is fucking 

I nonsense. I mean for "Christ's sake this is 1986, notl 
the middle ages. 
MRR: Anything to add? 

IR: Welsh music is here to stay. We've got the music 
land the talent, get that one SIGUE SIGUE SPUTNIK 
[(latest pop group to get to thetop of the charts with] 
[ "We don't care about anything or anyone tactics — 
■ could they have done it without EMI putting 4,000,000 

On the whole, it's a love or hate thing, there can t be 
much inbetween, which suits us fine. If you don't like 
it, then fair enough. If you do like it, ‘nice one, Cyril". 
MRR: What records have you go* planned 

for release? 

1 Wales, UK- 
transit vans than other bands. 



ong an een MRR: How 
together? 
Bu: Since December 21,1984. That was the first show I 
played guitar. 
F: Yeah we consider our start as ELECTRIC LOVE 
MUFFIN when Butch started playing guitar before that 
it was still the "SUNSHINE STATE" days, the previous 
name of the band, it was all a joke initially but then 
people started taking us seriously. 
MRR: Based on the bands name how would 
you describe you musical style and how do 
you feel about the 60s revival label being 
put on the band? 
Br: I think it really sucks because we're not a 60 s 
revival band we re not even close and we don't try 
to be! But it seems people like to put that label on us. 
MRR: Well they feel the label has a lot to 
do with the name of the band. 
F: Well, originally it was a joke. 
Bu: Yeah the name was a complete farce. The guys 
wanted to findthe funniest name. 
F: It was so outragious. I mean we could have called 
ourselves Metal Avengers at the time and it would 
have been just as funny. Now of course it's not. And 
in the same token there's probably a scene that 
would have accepted Electric Love Muffin but at the 
time it was just funny. Jim Mcmonagle of F.O.D. 
thought it up. 
Br: Actually it was Dave Rochon's (F.O.D.) girlfriend's 

| term of endearment for him. She used to call him 
"my little love muffin". 

I F: We were talking about all these stupid 60 s band 
names and Jim thought it up. And whenever we 
though of it we'd start laughing! 
MRR: How would you describe your musical 
style? 
Br: It's basically just what everybody likes to play. 
Like a conglomerate of everything. 

I Bu: We're very comfortable when we play, 
i F: Sometimes too comfortable! j MRR: What about influences? 
I Br: I like to listen to the MINUTEMEN and bands like THE 
j WHO, stuff with really good bass lines. That's all I 
I hear anymore is the bass lines in songs. 
\ Bu: I think it’s good to say you shouldn't exclude 
anything from your listening because you can learn 1 something from any type of music. I like happy 
music not anything gloom and doom. 
F: That's also a band thing! Although we try not to 
limit ourselves, we don't try to play certain types of 
songs. 
MRR: Since you play alot of clubs do you 
enjoy them as much or more than all-age 
shows? And what type of crowd reaction 
do you get at both? 
Br: I like all-ages shows better!! 

| Bu: Yeah, same here!! 
I Br: The only thing I'm not really crazy about is when 
I people get tangled up in the cords. I mean it's fine to 
Iget up on stage, I think everyone here has done it 
j before, but then people get tangled up and knock us 
land the equipment over. But I do like all-ages shows 
I much better!! You get a lot of hassles at clubs by the 
I soundmen and owners. 
I Bu: It's kind of stagnant at clubs. 
IF: It's like everyone just sits back, drinks, and maybe 
■watches the band. 
■ Bu: It s much easier to feed off a real reaction like an 
■all-ages show instead of the toe tapping that goes 
Ion at clubs. 
■Br: The more the crowd gets into it the more we do. 
"MRR: Do you have anything released? 
|F: Yeah! We have a song on the upcoming +PLUS+ 
■compilation called "That Was Then, This Is Now!." 
■Bu: The name of the song is “Club Car". 
■Br: Thanks a lotto the people at +PLUS+! 
ImrR: Do you have any plans for a tour? 
IF: We REALLY want to tour this summer but it's either 
■that or put out a record unless someone out there 
Jwould be interested in putting our record out, if you 
|do please get in touch with us and if you’d like us to 
■play your town this summer we'd LOVE to do it!!! ^ 
■ELECTRIC LOVE MUFFIN WORLD HEADQUARTERS ' 

> Fairview Ave/ Hatboro, PA 19048/ (215) 674-3298. 
(Frank Brian) 
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This Is an Interview with Charogne. singer or 
SCRAPS, done by Stephane of ’Raw Power' radio 
show of Radio Campus. 

MRR: Canyo^einn^briefly the history of 
SCRAPS? 
C: In June of ‘83. In Boulogne (north of France), me 
and my brother Bigsteer decided to express our 
rage and frustration through an energetic, killer 
music. We found a drummer and bassist, and after 
some changes settled seriously with Cecile on bass 
and Crasseux on drums and Max on pencils. We 
recorded a limited edition tape with 6 tracks, and 
then recently released a 6-track EP called Apartheid 
MRR: What are the activities of the 
members of the group, apart from the band 

itself? 
C: Besides the band, we also work with the radio 
program ‘Raw Power* at a station called Radio 
Campus (a non-comercial station, supported by 
benevolents). Raw Power s aim is to make known a 
maximum of bands and their ideas and message. 
Recently, several of us created Les Blattes. an 
association to set up gigs for bands that don't have 
state-controlled or money-controlled press at their 
disposal, bands that are censored by most radio 
and TV programs, and above all, for those who 
refuse to make money for businessmen and 
capitalist labels. We also take part in many 
demonstrations against racism, police violence, civil 
and military nuclear power, extreme right and fascist 
movements. We support actions for the rights and 
defence of draft dodgers. We have, or soon will 
have, a conscientious objector status to escape the 
draft and Its murderous bullshit. Some of us are 
members of animal defence associations. 
MRR: What about the French scene In 
general? 
C: About 3 years ago there were almost 2 kinds of 
groups in France: on the one hand, bands who did 
nothing but imitate 1977 English punk, refusing any 
evolution and not very active In setting up gigs, 
labels, etc; on the other hand was the too famous 
‘skunk sound’, that is to say nationalists and even 
fascists preaching gratuitous violence, hooliganism, 
rape, sexism. Of course, those shitty lyrics are sung 
on a heavy and repeating music. Fortunately, for 
some time now there has been a great evolution, a 
real progress In the level and quality of the bands. A 
real alternative scene has been created with labels, 
distribution networks, fanzines, radio, etc. All this 
happens In a spirit of creation, action, and above all 
mutual aid between bands and betwen different 
organizations. Now people want to be active and 
positive. 
MRR: Many Frtench bands restrict their 
lyrics to beer, sex and other insanities. 
What do you think of that? 
C: Many gangs are inclined to ‘Gallic humor* binges 
and other orgies. All these insanities are uttered to 
shock the so-called right-thinking people and the 
wealthy. But unluckily, these salacious words too 
often transform into calls for sexism, contempt for the 
rights of women, sometimes incitement to rape. We 
simply can't tolerate that. 
MRR: What is your position on drugs and 
alcohol? 
C: If the absorbtion of alcohol and drugs don't 
obstruct the activities of the group, creativity and the 
positive side of our acts, there is no need for 
moralizing. Obviously, we are against dependence, 
apathy and violent and dangerous'acts, the results 
of too much drinking or drug-taking. Moreover, the 
drug problem is a personal one. and It depends on 
many factors which vary all the time: everyday 
problems, lovelife problems, weather... Theorizing 
like this is ail very well, but it is worthwhile to find out 
whv people get stoned. Is It a way out. a revolt 
against the norms of a represive and moralizing 
society, or b it simply from Inclination? 
MRR: Do you think that people are ready for 
a radical change, for a libertarian society? 
C: A perverse and repressive mechanism (school, 
religion, work, army) teaches people, from the 
beginning of their lives, to accept the established 
order and not to call anything into question. One way 
or another, the state gets rid of rebels and protesters 
gall, asylum, etc) and tries to destroy not only their 
bodies, but their minds and lives. This repressive and 
destructive system hides behind an aspect of 
relative freedom: freedom of speech, of the press, 
contrary to the authoritarian regimes, and this is 
where we find the most perverse side of the system. 
It doesn't physically eliminate the intruders, but it 
settles down by giving them wishes and needs, not 
for real freedom, self-management, but for material 
comfort, promotion in a job, social advancement^ 
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nation, family... al those notions that make me throw 
up. Thus, people are getting used to their mean 
material comfort, their down-to-earth wishes, they 
are taught to respect the norms and the order 
Imposed by the state, they're taught to hate and fear 
the ‘extremists’, reformers, avant-garde ideas, 
actually anything^ which b outside the rule. People 
consider any change in their lives as a bad thing, a 
harmful one likely to disturb their puppet lives. One 
example among many: the slighest change of party 
in power causes stir and a real unrest through the 
population. It happened in 1981 when the ‘socialbf 
party took power In France. So the simple statement 
of words like ‘anarchy’, ‘libertarian society’, makes 
the citizens shiver and calls to their minds Images of 
apocalypse, decay and terror! 
MRR: So, what can be done, according to 
you, to come to this sort of society? 
C: People need to be disindoctrinated. they little by 
little have to become aware of all the lies and 
illusions they have believed until then. We can play a 
great part in this by creating a real network for 
autonomous expression which has to be 
self-managed and Independent. We have to 
create, to act against norms and traditions and 
structures to propose a real alternative, make our 
’subversive’ views known through radio programs, 
gigs, zines. In thb way. we can show tham there b an 
alternative, that they are able to think for themselves, 
and to act for the good of a whole community and 
not just to satbfy their own wishes. Of course, in order 
to do away with capitalism and its effects, we don't. 
exclude urban guerilla, armed struggle against arms 
dealing, military and paramilitary installations, the 
extreme Right and Its leaders...Everything must be 
done to fight the state's repressive system because 
it doesn't forgive any lateness, and above all any 
mistakel 
MRR: Who is Le Pen in your song "Le Pen 
Fuck You’? 
C: Recently, an abject phenomenon has come and 
grown In France, an absolute return to 40 years ago, 
that b to say the rise of the extreme Right and their 
more-and-more popular leader Le Pen. He was 
formerly in the army, has tortured several times 
young arabs during the war in Algeria, is Involved in 
graft over a murder, and an important Inheritance. 
Le Pen bases his ’policy’ on demagogy, lies, 
intimidation, terror (several members of his F.N. party 
-National Front-have killed socialists and 
communists putting up flyers), racism, and on 
dangerous and disgusting notions such as the cult of 
Chrbt and of hierarchy, obediance, discipline, pride 
in belonging to a ’great nation’, rememberance of 
a long military tradition. We cannot tolerate these 
Incitements to hate and violence, these countless 
racist words and aggressions. Le Pen. of course, has 
chosen the immigrants as scapegoats for the 
economic crisis, and for insecurity in cities. All thb 
jingoism oddly reminds us of the practices of the 
Third Reich S A.. So. Le Pen fuck youll Just realize this: 
in some parts of France the F.N. has more than 35% 
of the vote. 
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"Le Pen Fuck Youll" 

Uniforms and black overcoats 
Nostalgia for the IH Reich 

Propaganda and repression 
In iht interest of the ’nation* 

Terror and demogogy 
offensive of the neo-Nazis 

Hey I Here we talk about Jean-Marie 11 
LE PEN: FUCK YOUIICxS) 
Stand by the authorities 
support of private militias 
Yellow stars and swastikas 
are back again In the news 
Militants who arouse hate 

racist aggressions unremittingly 
HeyI Here we talk about Le Penll 

LE FEN: FUCK YOUIICxS) 
Torturer In Algeria 

follower of Klaus Barbie 
His Ideas about Immigration 

remind me much about deportation 
'Special missions' and brutalities 

all with the ’Sleg Heir yells 
Hey! Here Is the National Front's program??!! 

LE PEN: FUCK YOUH(x5) 

MRR: Does the word “punk" mean anything 
to you now? 
C: When seing all the '77 punks who shouted 
’Destroy!’ and ’Fuck the rockstars*. and who have 
now renounced what they had done and have 
become businessmen...or when seeing all the skate 
punks, hardcore punks, drunkcore punks 
straightedge punks.when seeing that the word 
’punk* has been used for commercial goals in 
advertbing, that state-controlled journalists insist on 
describing punks as violent and inactive 
shitheads...well. PUNK doesn’t mean anything any 
longerl Anyway, all those labels have ben created 
only to divide people, to stir up hate between these 
groups and to prevent unity and the fight against the 
state. 
MRR: Do you think that unity between punks 
and skins is possible? 
C: In France. 90% of the skins are members or 
sympathisers of the F.N., bebng to hooligan gangs, 
come to shows only to fight and destroy everything, 
preach violence, racism and sexism—they are 
actually everything we hate and fight against, so 
how could we unite with such characters? Any unity 
is totally impossible, but relations can be made with 
the skins who are against fascism, racism, etc, 
Unfortunately, red skins are rare in France! 
MRR: What are your projects In the future? 
C: Two tracks from us. ’Holocaust Animal’ and 
"Macho Klan", will be on a French comp LP called 
Rnnsodle, and we will do several gigs In Holland, 
Sweden and Germany In August. We also hope to 
shoot a video for bcal French TV. 
MR: How can you be contacted? 
C: C/o Jerome Cornllleau/ 43 Rue de Turenne/ Lite 
59/ France 
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Look out for this release .its INTENSE! (BCRIO) 
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interested in upcoming compilations should 
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BOOKING INFO FOR FLINT SHOWS: CALL RUST 
BELT PRODUCTIONS - JOEL (313) 694-3084 

16SOND CASSETTE 
$3.50 ppd. 

c/o GARY MUELLER 
6494 S. LINDEN RD. 
SWARTZ CREEK, Ml 

48473 

REVIEWED IN 
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BE COOL....LIKE DAVE! 
GET "BROCCOLI RULES!" 
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SWAMP ROCK ALMOST RULES! 
MUSIC SUCKS! 

*GB/PS PLAYING MIDWEST 
PS: GARY- (313) 655-4071 / 

DATES NOW! FOR INFO CALL! 
GB: JOHN-(313) 629-7474 
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1 

ato a wider6scope 
chance we've had I to• expresswr thoughts^ ^ afe three mates 

wh^gp'undeMhe name PRO Pa/rIA ^okl _ think there's too 
Bands are not the be all ana ena ■?' , . not saying 

ther^6'no'1need^foMt; ^e^ten^S ^ou^s/gfgsf^ntil ^tt|e 

&UsUfc5&S»misic and * haiw“ar"d 

taking note of oth©rs thoug ••• c^ang6 can contribute to tthe 
what’s right, whats wrong. people (human beings, not asp^v.».-.*.w:-x.:.:. 

aax la&s'a.w w as'».P»«»r 

“""“-iSg each Cher to hits. »h»e > «•» s,l» P“"S 

strings". 
CLOCKWORK MIND 

You just don't think for yourself 
Your mind is not your own 

You head is just a fuckin' state 
Slogans implanted /nyou bra/n 
Turn your theories into pract/ce 

Because the two are not the same. 

LaeS1'5 WsTdortt" limit'ourselves"? iS plSfi'gm fhSST-»S 
Ifeel it to be contradictory. ,jty yVe should have learnl 
1 To waste our ,ivesJ® ^ 9ons yi/tw waste ourselves in body! 
Ithis by looking at past generations 2jnC) and why waste ourl 
Iwhen we're alre?^io^eLnr| already being wasted by this blood redl 
■ minds when our bodies are aireaay a h { |00King afterl 
lworld? We .f^estro^^th^ smtes m of trus, and unity 

Inumber one. It must achieve a true and lasting peace. .1 
h^^oMd^oo'd6 - ^taught to compete^ .ou^teachers 

rs"0" s&ss? ±A 
■compete - told us that c thp teachers were not allowed! 

teis1 as? “ 
■describe free thinking indiviciualsi sixteen - you can have! 

brTSSoS:1- oufo?the" prison coll into the prison yard, except! 

f “ ifJKr bbSe;d»i,:em,mi?ds""!o “gaK 
(oneself amidst a mass of because! there's no education,I 

IrisscBrt -riAiri. & 'd 
[dream come alive -cost - themo y shjt they pay with h e 
[The non-competitors stuck tirm^ nothing to like and did 

fe "g^^hrSaS'lo. a9haeio 
(We do have a 5-track tape 

the equivalent of £1 plus postal 
help distribute the tape, pleas 
commision can be taken as it i 

PRO PATRIA MORI /1 
Wokingham/ Berksh 



afs-nfi.-a" &n srjsasM4T Jrass 
THE QUESTION (Chains of Guilt) 

Prinll“dtnpe°P,e for downing your mind 
Princes to paupers, masters to mindless 

Aston6 in a siing will destroy 
tu llfe of freedom your right 
The path you choose, choose to follow 
Has many barriers, barriers to break 

Held in place by the chains 

Rut thu0wn aty°u from each side 

society" is stopped! 
lirr1*--1 ‘L- ■ 1 

'¥ 

■ Anything contradictory to "normal 

ass m 

becasue of the fools have a bard^mo0 fi°7ie!h,ng Positive> but 
'people only ,s« oK "»ny 
aPree°Plfoo°nlruiScke ^ « *«*««*£ notlTAh!°° 

l^eTciSwnoflal8 BEti & m 

really I 
form of I 

massive. 

tole ran’ce?^nderstanding te^sibttrfe a««^ 

ptf? jKS 

js® AfrS r? “ ”rMd Is a war- -as. ww«srss 
Read, think, do not follow 

Trapped inside its boundaries 

EfX W2n t, lel us even imagine an outside 

^/>/TounptshUof our children?*1 °* °Ur anCest0rs ' 
We? Se'M"? 

I than Te usual band info® record’s" &£ S ^ more inter^ting 
anarchist, some as s?5'id dreamed ’ ws wP°hm™tm?y 'fel u® 

to, "h° arsiriha.”,ha,,hsascobsaf “ s? 2i“4“ 
pretenses, step toward and realise W forget our 

SCALING THIS PIT 

As we stand on each other 
Scaling this pit, farce 

The topis the freedom 
Who says? 

For if we could see the shine 
Surety we could build a ladder 

Tor us all to climb. 
This man made pit 

I u Has been dug 

UrSaagassfas-i 
Freedon^There's A Place In You 

ie available for 50p + SAE (UK) or 
ige overseas. If anyone wishes to 
_ _  : L~ \A I*. nrn < kilt nrt 

BEWARE, MY CHILD 

Oh my brother an sisters take heed 
For th ey have come to take us away 

I 5J!!Ef5M8W® MHDLESS SERVANTS I 

sZ™THEDO>£% THEOWTV^ 
I »»^.»«fiSWCFwSg8g^| 

Watch their wall come crumbling down 
and how we win dance form dusk to dawn 

jgSafixsesifss. 
I | 

I 

se write. We are sorry{ but 
is a totally non-profit project) 

12 Riding Way/ Wosehill/ 
lire RG 11 9AH England 
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DESCENDENTS 
FLATULAJION punctuates the still NIGHT MC! 

JUNE 

27 PHOENIX 
28 TUSCON 
29 EL PASO 
30 ALBEQUERQUE 

JULY 
1 DALLAS 
2 SAN ANTONIO 
3 HOUSTON 
4 NEW ORLEANS 
5 ATLANTA 
6 MEMPHIS 
7 KNOXVILLE 
8 BIRMINGHAM 
9 TALLAHASSE 
10 ORLANDO 
11 TAMPA 
12 MIAMI 
13 GAINSVILLE 
14 RALEIGH 

JULY (cont'd) 

16 RICHMOND 
17 WASHINGTON 
18 PHILADELPHIA 
20 BOSTON 
21 ALLENTOWN 
22 MORGANTOWN 
23 PITTSBURG 
25 ALBANY 
26 NEW YORK CITY 
27 TRENTON N.J. 
28 PROVIDENCE 
29 MONTREAL 
30 TORONTO 

AUGUST 

1 DETROIT 
2 GRAND RAPIDS 
3 CHICAGO 

AUGUST ( cont'd; 

4 ROCKFORD 
6 MADISON 
7 MILWAUKEE 
8 GREEN BAY 
9 MINNEAPOLIS 
11 DES MOINES 
12 ST. LOUIS 
13 KANSAS CITY 
14 LINKOLN 
15 DENVER 
16 SALT LAKE CITY 
17 BOISE 
18 VANCOUVER 
20 PORTLAND 
21 EUGENE 
22 SACREMENTO 
23 SAN FRANCISCO 
24 SAN JOSE 
25 BERKELEY 

THE NEW DESCENDENTS ALBUM, "ENJOY" WILL BE RELEASED 

ON JUNE I ON NEW ALLIANCE RECORDS 

THE SUMMER TOUR EXPLOSION 

86’ TOUR 
FOR INFO OR FREE CATALOGUE WRITE TO: 

DESCENDENT CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS 
P.O. BOX 1224 LOMITA, CA 90717 • (213) 534-1790 

BOOKING: (619) 270-7256 

Group of Th£>ivi6u<x1s 
(WORLD CIVIL WAR/POLICE BEAT) 

marW5 

7" 45 
Cfotethe 

PROCEEDS OF THIS RECORD WILL BENEFIT THE HAYMARKET 86 GATHERING AS WELL AS 
OTHER ANARCHIST, HUMANITARIAN ANO ENVIRONMENTALIST EFFORTS. 

$1.25 (75C postage/foundling) 

TO: MICHAEL LAZUKA 
P.O. BOX 528200 
CHICAGO, IL 60652 
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WOODSHOCK 85 
OFFENDERS 

U-MEN 
POISON 13 
HICKOIDS 

ROOM CITY 
And 17 more captured live 
under Texas sun and stars. 
Double L.P. set with fanzine. 

|$8.00 postpaid US, CAN, MEXJ 
$10.00 overseas (surface) 

TO: EL JEFE RECORDS 
225 CONGRESS, SUITE #2031 

AUSTIN, TX 78701 
Write for free catolog. 



Now available, the new 108 page issue of 

FORCED EXPOSURE 
featuring a massive interview with 
Lydia Lunch (with plenty of drippin’ pics), 
Tesco Vee’s Meatmen Tour Diary, Steve 
“Shiny Ass” Albini’s interview with 
Die Kreuzen, a huge talk with car¬ 
toonist Gary Panter, S.F.*s fave hair¬ 
cut band Angst, the return of the N.Y. 
Scene Report, probably about 500 
reviews (records, shows, videos, 
books, skateboards) and you can bet, 
a lot more. For a copy, send $2.50 
(ppd) in the CJ.S./$4 overseas (by air). 

Or be real smart and subscribe for 
the next 4 issues, and get our free 
Dream Syndicate 7” giveaway 45 of 
them covering Alice Cooper and Or¬ 
nette Coleman. This is a limited edi¬ 
tion of 500 and only available to sub¬ 
scribers. The subscription and 45 is 
$9 (G.S.)/$18 (foreign). 

Also available: ROADKILL: Ex¬ 
cerpts From the Gary Panter 
Sketchbook, a 32 page mail order 
only booklet. $3 ppd. 

Send to: FORCED EXPOSURE 
P.O. Box 1611 

Waltham, MA 02254 

c/mes 
A Twelve-song 

Cassette 

On £r.G-.R.O- Records 

oniv %!•00 
or,-pai-c 

Yost c 

Write to:Circles 
c/o Ken Kurson 

4055 Michelline^Ln 
Northbrook IL 60062 

All Orders Will Be Shipped 
Immediately! 

Toxic Reasons Within These Walls (T. Reasons Rees TR001) 
This is it, Toxic Reasons have finally arrived. Though widely 
respected for a classic brand of old time punk rock with 
responsible lyrics, it was becoming clearer throughout their 
two previous longplayers, Independence and Kill By Remote 
Control, that these six year veterans possessed far too much 
talent to chain themselves to an old form they’d already 
mastered. Indeed, although they’d won over impressive 
international punk support, the band seemed poised to break 
beyond these markers, and with Within These Walls they’ve 
completely succeeded. Here they join a wondrous list of 
ex-punks who’ve taken the deciated sensibility along for a 
ride; stretching into the new music/rock market, they still 
provide thrills, it’s just that now it will last. Wheras before 
they were content to write simple, up-front, well-traveled 
Clash/SLE/DOA type punk anthems like their popular 
“War Hero”/Somebody Help Me” classic, the new LP crackles 
and burns indirectly, from careful guitar phrasings, subtle 
harmonies and a quieter feel in general; they’ve traded the 
bludgeoning approach for the talented craftsmanship 
approach, and the only surprise is that their found freedom is 
so exceptional as to render their back catalogue almost 
inconsequential. To really sum up just how important 
their new style is, on the 14th play it’s still sounding new, 
fresh, distinct and exciting, and there’s not one impulse 
to skip any of the varied tracks. The next time you comprise 
your list of the best American bands, make sure Toxic Reasons 
is on it and cite this LP as the proof; it’s a trememdous 
breakthrough LP for American rockers with a distaste for 
regurgitation and all that roots-rock nonsense. 

ROCKPOOL/ Jack Rabid 

Toxics would like to welcome their newest member on guitar 

TERRI HOWE (X-ZERO BOYS) 
Booking information (317)283-7865 
Toxic’s touring east coast starting in Chicago on July 13 
ending August 7th NYC European Tour after that. 

P.O. Box 30343 

INDIANAPOLIS 

INDIANA 46230 

X X X 

=Ta “KISS YOUR ASS GOODBYE” T 
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TERMINAL RECORDS / 2628 RUE VERON / 
75018 PARIS/FRANCE. 

Manu, from Paris, is the vocalist for the band, 
SHERWOOD. He was interviewed by Cynthia and 
Martin while he was staying with us during his recent 
visit to the United States. 

MRR: What are you doing here in America? 
M: I'm here because some friends and I are doing a 
record shop in Paris and we re trying to make a 
distribution label. The label is called Terminal 
Records. We try to get the most records for the 
cheapest price because there is only one other 
label in France that distributes records here, and they 
have a monopoly so they can put any price on the 
records they want. For example, an American punk 
import is about $16.00. T-shirts are about $12.00. 
MRR: So you're on a buying spree or are 
you here to set up contacts? 
M: I've bought some things, but I'm here to get 
contacts. 
MRR: What's in your impressions so far? 
M: My strongest impression is I don't like LA. very 
much. 
MRR: Why don't you tike L.A.? 
M: People don't want to know what's happening with 
you. They are materialistic. They're like statues. 
They haven't any sentiments or brain. They don’t 
look at you. Cold people. They don't try to 
communicate. It's the same everywhere in France 
and Europe. There is violence at the shows. In 
Europe, the music is different. It's a lot slower in 
Europe than here. 
MRR: You said its the same in Europe as it is 
here-yet the music is different. What is the 
sam e? 
M: For example, the people say they have ideas, 
they think about a lot of things: no war, peace and 
love-things like that; but when they try to put it into 
practice, there is nobody there. It's more like that 
than in other countries. 
MRR: Why do you think it's more like that in 
France? 
M: Because -I'm in a band and we playalot at 
shows and we see the people don't move-they just 
want to drink. 
MRR: There's no communication? 
M: Yeah. In Paris if you come across another 
punk-he doesn't want to know you., he doesn't give 
a shit. 
MRR: How are you trying to break these 
barriers? 
M: There are other organizations that set up gigs, like 
Paris Bar who try to set up shows that are really 
cheap. The kids sometimes don’t go though 'cuz 
they are scared of the skinheads. So they stay 
home, listen to records, buy badges and put posters 
on the walls. That's what I said about how when there 
is action and they must practice their ideas, I think 
coming to the shows is one of the most important 
ways to support the .scene. The bands rag.on other 
bands (that's the French mentality) •'hey make their 

own music in their flat or practice space, yet 
practically no one goes to see the bands. There are 
more bands in Paris than there are people who 
come to the shows. “Paris Bar Rock" are afraid to put 
on shows on the weekends because more people 
would probably go to the shows on the weekend. 
MRR: Out of a lot of these ideas, have you 
made any come to reality? As far as 
putting on a good show? Or are you still in 
the planning stages? 
M: I'm still in the planning stages. It takes a long time 
to change the mentality of the people. A very long 
time. 
MRR: Are you alone in this? 
M: No, no, there are alot of people but we aren't 
organized or unified together. There are people like 
Bunker that tried to organize gigs. There are so many 
fanzines. People just take the easiest route to do 
things. They don't want to make a huge effort to 
change things. They just work on fanzines, sell or buy 
records; they think they re doing something when 
they just step out of their flats. They don't want to 
take any risks in anything. They are safe and happy 
with it. That's not the way to change things. 
MRR: What are some of the good points? 
M: I think it'll change a lot. There are a lot of fanzines 
in France. It is really hard to do records because 
there is a 33.3% tax on albums (because they 
consider it a luxury to own records) and the kids don't 
understand that if we sell records here for more than 
in their countries- they think we re just trying to make 
more money. But it’s the tax that makes the prices 
high and they don't take that into consideration. 
They don't care; they just want the records cheaper. 
People don't think enough., they just think 
superficially. They just see the thing as it is and they 
stay with those views. They don't want to learn more 
about those views because they don't want to 
bother getting involved. They don't care. That’s the 

French mentality. We don't care. That's the way to 
be. It's not that I don't like Paris. There are good 
label, but they keep to themselves. The labels don't 
want to work together. They don't want to know what 
the guy next door does. They do their things and if 
the person next door does the same thing, they 
don’t care; they just talk a lot of shit about the other 
person or group because it's their competitor. The 
other thing that is really bad in France is there are 
many labels but they won't put the bands out unless it 
is their friends. If you don't know anyone and you are 
a good band you don't have a chance; It s just 
fucked up. For example, the label called New 
Wave: I’ve sent three letters and two tapes and I 
never have gotten an answer. I'm still waiting. It's 
been two years. They have got to answer. They 
have political ideas but where are they when there 
are gigs? If they have political ideas not anarchy, 
but atonomy, it looks like punk ideas. But I think the 

punks must have respect because we are different. 
They should respond to my letters. I'm sure I'm not 
the only person they haven't responded to . I'm sure 
the reason they haven't responded is because we 
aren't their friends. I don't know whether they've 
heard ny tape or the tapes my friends have sent. 
They don't get answers as well. 
MRR: What about French music now? Not 
to be stereotypical, but you say a lot of it 
isn't as fast as music here. A lot of it seems 
kind of pop-influenced. 
M: The sound of French bands is derived from the 
drummers, I think. They don't have that uptempo, 
the drive or the power. They learn to drum by rock 'n' 
roll. They never learn to play fast like hardcore 
music. I think the people just like that rock 'n' roll 
sound and that's why they play like it. They like 
melody and the '77 style. There are pretty good 
hardcore bands like KROMOZOME 4. HEIMATLOS 
and TROTSKIDS. Little by little, it’s coming. 
MRR: How does it compare to what you saw 
here? 
M: Last night I had a really bad experience at that 
show. All these people didn't move. They came 
with all these things on their jackets like "No War" or 
“No KKK" , but they don't do anything to support it. It's 
like it's just the fashion to wear the jackets. But the 
people aren't as cold here as in Paris. 
MRR: The violence really took you by 
surprise at that show. What about in 
France, does that happen there? 
M: In France there are way too many fights. It's not 
like what happened yesterday, because it was just 
one person against another with a knife. In France, 
when there is a fight., well, now the punks are really 
afraid of the skinheads because they're really united 
and they have one idea and that's violence. They 
practice violence. 

MRR: Like what you said the other day 
about the skinheads throwing acid on stage 
while your band was playing and you guys 
had to stop. 
M: They try to get on stage and fight with the bands. 
The punks don't do anything. 
MRR: Is there such thing as punks fighting 
punks? 
M: Not really, the punks are just happy to hear their 
music. I know skinheads who aren't facist. The way 
to identify a fascist skinhead is if they have a French 
flag on the sleeve of their right arm. You can't speak 
with these people, because they are too set in their 
ways. The National Front put out posters saying "The 
youth is the National Front" with an illustration of white 
people pushing Arabs out of France. Each poster 
from the Front has the French map and they use the 
red, white, and blue motif; they're trying to be 
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"patriotic’. W© mad© posters to counteract these 
posters. We get a lot of problems with the skinheads. 
A year ago I set up a festival in Paris with CHAOS UK, 
DISORDER, LUNATIC FRINGE. BOSKOPS, and ENOLA 
GAY. All French and German Bands. The gig was 
really fucked up by the skinheads and fascist 
people. 
MRR: Is there a strong political influence on 
the punks? 

M: No, not very much. Their priority is music. Politics 
is bullshit. It's like yesterday, everyone had jackets 
making all these political statements and when they 
must practice what they preach, there isn't anyone. 
Then what is politics? 
MRR: So, there aren’t any politically active 
punks? 
M:There are some, not like in Germany or anywhere 
else in Europe. 

MRR: Why Is that? They don’t want to get 
involved? 
M: Yes, once you get involved, you get in trouble if 
you leave your flat. Then you can only do things for 
the movement from your flat. In France, if you dye 
you hair blue and you go out on the streets alone, 
you get a lot of shit. If you are with a gang, you don’t 
get any shit. It's the French mentality. 
MRR: So the French community doesn't 
accept or understand punk? 
M: They don't understand it. They still have the 77 
image in mind that a punk creates violence, etc. 
MRR: How does the media treat punk? 
M: They think punk is dead. They don't even 
mention punk , only rarely. There are many people 
who listen to punk but dress normally in the streets 
because of all the shit they get from the Arabs and 

all. 
MRR: What about outside of Paris* does 
that attitude against punks exist? 
M: There is a pretty big punk scene in Lyon (south of 
France) but they also have skinheads. There aren't 
very many gigs outside Paris. Just Grenobles. Dijon 
has a good scene and had alot of shows but people 
petitioned against them and they have to do gigs 18 
miles outside of Dijon in the country. 
MRR: What do you see as the future of the 
punk scene? 
M: If we care a little bit more and we are more united 
(every organization and label) then we can do 

something good and strong. But if we exist like we 
are now, then there won't be any change for the 
better. 
MRR: Do you think its possible to improve? 
M: Yeah, I hope so. I really want to think ft’s possible. 
If I don't think it's possible, then I have no reason to be 
here and still have the record store. I really want it 
from my heart. 

Sex Bomb- *Why should bands take such firm 
stances in one direction? We just feel what we feel. 
We don't sit around saying, ’Now let's do a funny 
song or now let's do a political song.' It just turns out 
the way It is and if we like it, we keep it. ' 
Karl- 'It is just spontanious. It’s like you're living your 
life and it's not all political or all funny.' 

Karl- 7 think it's a political thing, it's an ethicai thing, 
and It's a healthy thing. It's proven that meat is not 
very healthy for you. I mean. Jesus Christ, they inject 
them (animals) with you don't know what kind of 
hormones, everything, chemicals... you don’t know 
what you are getting.' 

sir- tpai- Drum 

Interview by: Jim/ VATICAN COMMANDOS 
Since SEIZURE formed in the fall of 1983, they 

have gained a reputation for not only being one of 
Connecticut's funniest bands but also one of the 
more politically aware bands. This duality is present 
in their songs which vary from the very serious, like, 
"Slaughterhouse" to the absurd. "Evil in League with 
Santa’ - a cover of VENOM'S "Evil in League with 
Satin' with Christmas lyrics. Over the last couple of 
years SEIZURE has appeared on a good number of 
compilations but have never released any of their 
own vinyl. This should change late this spring when 
SEIZURE will release a four song EP tentatively entitled, 
"Songs of the Empire". The EP will Include such killer 
tunes as, "Pain is Pain is Pain", "Coming Home", Song 
of the Empire", and Nobody's Child". Upon 
completing the interview with SEIZURE, they asked 
me to present their Interview in a slightly different form 
than question and answer. The format that they 
wanted is more of a series of quotations with certain 
guidelines added by myself. Some of the quotations 
were from the interview, others were given to me 
later. 

On rumom 
Sex Bomb- 'There's some band called CRIPPLED 
TOOTH from CT that won't play any shows with us 
because Karl is an atheist. But I say that's totally 
ridiculous. How can Karl be an atheist, when he's the 
Anti- Christ?' 

You say you haven't HMed them 
And someone else did 
But your demand was enough 
To bring them to the slaughterhouse 
Chorus: The slaughterhouse (4X) 
"It is natural, it Is fine" 
You kin to stay alive 
But the change begins right now and here 
And not In a million years 
Chorus 
Big business, big money 
Is made off animal lives 
How long wHI you keep silent j!5nc2l 
7H none of them survive m Mom«n > 
Chorus •rtdo^ort.cn 

Everyone of us 
Can make the difference 
You don’t have to be a part 
Of the killing system. 

Sex Bomb- 'Connecticut bands never have gotten 
the recognition that they desen/e. That's OK 
because before this summer you will see the attack 
of the Connecticut vinyl and after all these records 
come out people will say. 'These guys rock It in 
Connecticut.' 

Sex Bomb- 7 have fooled around quite a bit with 
drugs but nothing get's me higher than music. Music 
is the ultimate high. It is reality. It Is there. It hits you in 
the face, you feel It. you hear It. you see It.' 
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This interview was done by Aidan Qfit 

\ Present were Matty flagpole (guitar), Dave 
I Aardvark (volte), Ricardo Monteblange 

(bass), and Ooret (drums). 
MRR: For the world out there, can V QUL 
describe your own music, because f can't. 
G: Ail purpose grind. 
MRR: What's that mean? 
Q: {saw It on a meat flyer once. 
M- We are an eccletle mix of a« 
musical tastes and abilities. 
MRR: And what might they 
M: MAHAV1$HNU ORCHESTRA-~ 
MATERIAL, to BARTOX SIX STRING QUAR 
rock to the MINU7EMEN. 
^ \ like punk rock, Jccz, funk, and do ba 
too. Oh yeah, the RHYTHM RIGS becaJ 

: d1 the rhythms. 
| D: BIRTHDAY PARTY, POP GROUP, NA 

POISON GIRLS, A.O.F., polkas. RIFLE $PC 
G: i would say that between the foui 
just about everything involved. 1 
MR*: But you dont sound tike 
M: That's because we can’t play 
why i said we’re an eclectic mix 
because I cant piay like JohrvM^ ~ 
important that band's have 
Influences because then you he 
If ali you listen to aH day is har« 

| probably going to sound like bote 
MRR: Are you enfrertainer* 
or amateur philosophers 1 

j R: We re definately not < 
: message... 

M: We re basically just doing 
We all decided we wanted to 
aH have an influence on tt 
expressing our feelings, cur 
MRR: WHy does Ottdw 
image cf being political 
alternative scene goes) 
really pathetic and apat 
have three people 
meetings and stuff. 
D; It's because the only peo. 
actually do anything, usually 
to go along with it. What 
people doing stuff with 
politics with it. Jhat's good t- 
M: Yeah, YCP and all the 
have always been political 
people are a lot more or 
music goes. A band cau^ mm **-»m v 
set of funk and a lot of people would probably en joy 
them. We piay with bands Hke FLUID WAFFLE and 
RAG of TRUCE and i don't think we could do that In 
Toronto or something. I m not putting Toronto down, 
but people generally go out to see hardcore there, 
When STIFF LEGGED SHEEP played here, they said 
they got the warmest reaction of their tour. It was 
even better than for TOXIC REASONS, who played 
with them 
MRR: Whet do you think th« reason tor thli 
m 
M: l think it s because the bands that have been 
around - us, and PORCELAIN FOREHEAD and bands 
before them, like SOMETHING RED and ANGRY 
RAISINS, have always been different. There really 
has never been a generic hardcore band in Ottawa, 
that's played a lot, and I guess people have just got 
used to listening to this different stuff and i guess they 
just sort of open tNer ears and enjoy It. 
MRR: But there are stifl people who only listen to one 
thing, 
Mr Oh yeah, I know 
t> There are some people who overdose on one 
thing and then they move an to something else. f 
guess this is why these trend things occu. first you re 
a *mod", then you're a W then you're a ‘punk*,,. 

; M; We at) go through different mu^cal dytes. YouTe 

always learning, you're always expanding your 
musical tastes. „ k , 
MRR; t guess we’d stltl be listening to 
Sesame Street otherwise, 
M; No, we d still be banging sticks on togs, if no one 
dared to experiment. If no one expanded their 
musical horizons, 
MRR: You guys are faWy otd tor Ottawa - 
Do you see all your Wends from say 5 years 
ago wearing business suits and listening to 
LIONEL RtTCHIE? 
M: A lot of my old friends from Hamilton, who were 
around the scene then, now work In factories. They 
just listen to rock and roll radio and are hoping to 
move up in the steel factory, A 
D: Most of my friends aieJ|ygC®^jfljLn fhe 
rock scene or whgtg^^^^EHF ci£|A 
MRR: 
Rock 

LASWELL and 
£TS to punk 

i pop music 
jse they hog 

ood fanzine, there 

G: If there weren't, it would b^yretty fucking 
don't like the Mounty withflSfe hockey 
mouth, nor the maple leafgjfih an @ sigh . nor 
with the combat booKWnor the kangaroo^gt 

M: And I don't like thdjK:ord reviews, but thosijl| 
personal things. SB 
R: Yeah, but they'rjJSnny though! \ 
D: I like the Pusheg^rones. 
M: I like hearinggner peoples views, I think peop. 
have this attjjgse that their opinions are the 
posessions. Ijgjpjiad of wanting to read somethin' 
different frojffiEneirs and learning, they always cut R^or having different opinions, and are 

arning or changing. I think it's important 
admit you're wrong. 
>t to listen. 
/'s got something to say. 
iy are you guys veg 
it wrong and so this i 
ay banter) 
all vegans anyway s, 
here and there 

n understan 
but not the vegan. 

been known 
Is afl been said 

Hhe vegetarian part, 

M: Bands are stiH practicing in our basement and our 
floors are stiH moving up and down. 
A: Do you think bands are justified in signing for a 
major label and/or changing their sound, so more 
people can read thier lyrics? 
D: They can do what ever the fuck they want!! 
G: It's when they claim to be something they're really 

M: Like DOA, who claim to be political, and redly 
cool activists and who support the scene when redly 
they're just a rock and roll band. 1 mean any band 
that Insists on drinking when they’ve been fold that It's 
an dfages gig, is just stupid. They don't care about 
our scene, they just want to play and move on to the 
next scene. 
MRR: Explain the arrow thingy, 
G: It’s supposed to do with the two hemispheres of 
the brain, one being analytical and the other being < 
creative, and they seem to be pointing in the same 
direction. In other words, put your head together... 
Mr A balance..equal. It’s sort of like a yin-yang 
sign...not exactly though. 
R: The arrow is also used to bug Gord. 
M- It can represent what ever you want It to 
represent, tt could represent male and female or 
whatever ' 
MRR: OK, Here's a realty cliched question: 
What's this about a record? • 
R: We play da fastest hardcore in da world - 5000 
beats per second! 
M: We have a record and It's recorded. 
MRR: How come It's taken so long for it to 
come out? 
M- What happened was we sent it to England to this 
Marcus Featherby guy - who was interviewed In 
MRR - who said he’d press it ar*JI he 
January but In the meantime THE EXPLOITED-chased 
him out of the country, bashed up Ns apartment and 

t he's now working as a missionary fn Africa. Ea that 
Lwerrt down the tubes. So we tried Rough Trade in 
England and that went down the tubes. So now 
\e ve done it ourselves. It was recorded on a 16 - 
track and some people don't like it because they 
say it's too unusual...sorry guys. We wish we coidd 
conform but we just got to experimented one time, 
think it's too consevative. 
MRR: Are there any other plans for the 
future?* 

. Tin Ottawaq 
./ reason. J think 

_ i here, as far as 
fup and play a whole 

M: i just do it because the meat industry is linked 
directly to the dairy Industry and poultry industries 
and I don't ike some of the things they do to the 
animals, rm not a fanatic about what I do. Say if I'm 
in a restaurant, l ordered something and it came 
back with a piece of butter on It 1 wouldn't send it 
back, they just throw it out anyways, it seems 
pointless from my point of view...! can live without it, 
so why not give it up? Maybe it isn't <*°ing much 
harm, maybe there are nice dairy farmers. 
Dr Yeah it’s the whole ethic - If you can live without it 
why not do it? I can personally see, from what I’ve 
researched, that there’s a lot of cruelty that goes 
along with dairy farming and how they take eggs 
from chickens and stuff. 
Mr i‘m pretty strong on the battery egg part. The 
main thing (8 to respect other peoples views. 
MRR: How* the Eceles Potato Faim doing? 
(see MRR R 25) u 
M: Two people moved out whBe one moved in, so it 
all evened out. 
0: Other than that I guess we'H all stick together... 

: G: Uke shit to a blanket t 

Mr Yeah, we re going to record again with the j 
money we make. 
G: Slap it out right after, 
Mr And we re going to help some other Ottawa 
bonds... 
R: But riot the TRAPT - cause they suckili 
M; No, not the TRAP! - we cant help themlll 
(Laughter) 
Mr Continue living and learnlng,„and having sex with 
each other... 
(More laughter) 
Dr 1 dont know about that. 
MRR; Anything else? 
Gr Get the big picture. 

You can contact them atrThe Eccles Potato 
Form/127 Eccles Street/ Ottawa. Ontario /Canada 
KIR 657 

The ROSENTHAL EFFECT E.P. is out. 12 song 12* 45 $5.00 
post paid (U S. in U.S. currency) $7.50 Foreign 
(cheques, money orders to MONE$T iNJUN)/P.O, Box 
2541 Stn. "D* /Ottawa,Ontarto/Canada KIP 5W6 





V^PropuctfoNS 
HARDCORE 

CASSETTES 

I w/Seizure, Stikky, Desecration, EMG, 
Hellhouse, Impotent Dildoes,Certain 
Death,Psycodrama,Painful Discharge, 
& Laggard_— 

loGlS Sli^rGflftcpV-O tcaSS 

*S£&s£$Si 
,COB| 

- oo^v 

.v^jr** 
I ALL TAPES $4PPD EACH!!’.’• ’• 

CANADA-ADD 50f par tap* 
OVERSEAS-Add $1.00 par tapa 

P & S PRODUCTIONS S 
403 GREENBRIAR ROAD £ 
CARTERVILLE, IL. 62918 3 

IS YOUR BRAIN CONTAMINATED!?! 
DO YOU ENJOY NAPALMING PUBLIC BUILDINGS!?! 

IF SO, READ THE ZERO ISSUE OF 

r WANT TO RAPE 
the pope:, x 

, NASTOR0ATE ALL , 
SmlOVER HIS CLOAK.V 

Ration records 
POST AG K RATES 

I 50*f = 1st 45 ~ flRBi 

Fsl.OO c 1st lp or tshirt 
50*on each addn’l item 

UPS= 1st itea= $1.50 

SO^each add. 

Canada add $1.00 

Poriegn orders add$2.00 
rAIX TAPES ARE POSTPATn 

AX/CTION DISTRIBUTING INCLUDES THESE TITLES, 

SCAPEGOATS—"KOPFLOS" 7"ep. . .. (W .Ger».) . . .$2 .SO+postage 

WHITE PIGS—1st 7"ep..•.8 rippin short tunes..$2.00+post 

MAIMED FOR LIFE.7" ep..(Salt Lake City)$2.50 +p „ 

RATTUS—1st ep reissued.only 500.$2.50 + post 

SINGLE TICKET TO PARADISE—7band international" $3.00+ ^ 

POWERAGE-*’Protest to Survive"• .7"(S.African HC).$2^50+ “ 

CERES IT-"? Gallows”, .lp. (W.Germ metal/tbrash) ...$6.00+,. 

CAPITAL SCUM-"Clutch the Flag"..7"...HOT THRASH.$2.50+ 

SS-20-*The Wealth Of Nations"...7"(Cinnci HC)...$2.75+ 
RATTUS—"Ihmiset On Sairaita".. .newest 7"..RIPS!!$3.00+ 

BLATANT DISSENT-"Is There A Fear"..7"!..$2.50+ 

,2-sided_6 tunes.....$1.00+posts- 

I YES*] WE* RE STARTING 

[THE VIDEO PROJECT...... 

so far it’ll include 

Cancerous Growth.Psycho 
|GG Allln.The Scan...... 

HERESY-FLEXI 

tmis; Z1NE? 7TWES ZINES ZPj 

G allin.dr KNCW,sacrilege, 

15 inc.-aTRE^t^080**** 
hawaian ZINE.eeal«» 
inc.SUICinALS,PSYCHO^KK 

~.SOD,ANTHRAX ,AOD..TONS MC 

SCAB BREATH #3inc, 
THOUGHTS 

IRON CROSS.. 
CITIZN’S ARREST # 

HETAL MANIA *17 1 

p' ■ still available 

AC4 CANCEROUS GRWth- 

AC3 t>sYCHO-"Son of 8 

£C2 CANCEROUS CROWTH- 

AX/CTION tapes 

NOSYSTEM-demo 
GG ALLIN AND TI 

PTL KLUB—"PSAlK 

OINGLEBERRY STE 

lJ*c Psycho, C G 
RSYCHO-"2any Ad 
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} Is an information source wirtiitour^publKaUon^^^I 

Dple with all kinds °£ P, , uniUst system, and service 

S^»SS?S3£fe£i£a 

.SstffftttaasBM 
Tfffi rPNTR,M i rnMMTTTEE- 

I "The CCCO is 
I Qhie^tor as one ” I referrals from congrei 

,m^ttt ft nRAFT 

"There's no way of knowing whet^eJ *^eer^\^50ofoM per year. 
iomicalty ^^^gtiglovehthore 

-’•■ i»w™ £<*c^S,JlfcK!:‘ »S>y <w «■ «* —1 
■ " ualTy areTn and ^^“pSint will have to declare a 

' In order for there to be a draft .the 0f the economic embargo 

..s-WH«s= 
legislation that w^d dunmate wherever he wanted to 

, would bo able to p Jc:s move. It’s being initiated 
e is a small ««»»«*•for tK mov^ c&rry ^ Senate 
which is majority Republican Congress over the 

institutional. I* Democrat and*there's more 
Iso, the House is majoritysenator^ ^ tf it gets past the 

economically viau. 
They have no nee< 

i is a <1 " * 
college or 

[of getting 
I wage war. 
I they actually are 
I In c-J-r— 
I national emergency. 
Ion Nicaragua. Hr”” 
I Once there is a 
I Congress to OK. a 
I trying to pass 1 

pass?' 

to 
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"The law says that within thirty ^da^s °^Q^ce an^ fill out 
eighteenth birthday, they re supposed to m“gP0 Seiective Service. 

a registration card which th P when you file that card vou 
Though the law doesnt duty.’ You haven't been classified as 
become officially available for a president goes through the process 
anything other than available. 11 *0Ks a draft, within ten 
of declaring a national emergency, ^er£,cl®eg Ul boot camp if they re 

to twelve days people 2XDected Under the present law people can t 
registered, lhats wnat is e p cxemption or conscientious objector 
apply for any type of deferment, ex P notice. Within two days of ] 
(£5)*) status until they receive an i duct ^n ^ notices and 

Congress instigating a dra^’Pe ^ order to file for an exemption of 

prosccuWoi/for iTon^rXn or failure to report for induction until 

you're 32." 

whether it be refusing 'pducUn0!Vnrf five vears in prison. The fine was 
maximum of $250,000 000 aH”art of a federal move to 
raised January 1, 1985 fro $ » Service crimes fit under. Th 
change the class of foe the Se!I t $10 000 fine is seldom given 

“'*• 1980 „ 

_ iVmv rin 

.“'uVb^SJSSoSS? So “«£SS? ff« i«»' 

arrs.'a £ A.. >&~TPSSS^oSfcS 

I'»™>»g ,su« iKrxh^VSSt 
and they get more threatening hatches of hundreds of thousands. 

I formulate! form letters sent.out in batches^ ^ the fact is 

Kj; "S’wSTmmS1Soopi. 

a" During the Vietnam era, the Sel^vByifthS'chancledoftEettirLg 

caught depends on the uumbers ui* of getting indicted are 

‘S.-ssrai 

or more of the people who receivea they can indict all those 
(that many PC0P?J don i??2 _ i~+ Kut nnlv a small percentage y 
people. They did 
comparison ” 

mrnirrFPmrB sijSMB1 lf~ >'m ™™:E 

. "All of the people who’ve been ^f^^Se^ice,^^aft^boards 

Inon-registration. David Waite was just released from 
I Nobody is in jail at.1 ^^-^ Rutt and Gillam Kerley are waiting 
■ six months house arrest. Dam selective Service figure of one 
I sentencing. Twenty of an •££•**<^tve been indicted. Nineteen of 
Imilion people who haven t rcSls^ A s a Laotian refugee who 
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^v^°^Tnd°<bi8gRer°eS'orts t^nakel 
Inon-registrants. There toTchool,, can't got jobsl 
I non-registrants into n0“'P^Xw vou to register for the military. 1 

_Ibecause your conscience won t allow you t t0 deny state aid tol 

*-* *“"XT th“ 1 

make it more comphcated^ A £P t create amendments to the 
Gerald Soloman has been ajampag ^ for non-registrants 

crhne^’I^c^^are^grmips cmnpMed^to1 wh^^e^^^^aUablet^ 

non-registrants. But it is ml^^_-vin2 they've registered. If you lie you 

Sszxszzsm5f2:»«« ™ssirfusiy!iKi«sS 
something people reallv need to con january 1986 is that the Dept. 
^ Another change CncTal aid recipients to tJhe 

lof Education began giving ™ tching in the hopes of starting to 
Iselective Service for data cross; match^ g ^ Dept of Education 

\,yif/it if ynu DO GET (lAUfiHU 
"If down the line a|e^ng.t^av^t from t^FBI^or a res 

tei ^t=^*ahsBssia,Rs ss 
to indict. If this does happen SCarch warrants, say I 
tell them what your name is. 11 they a ttorncv" and shut the door. 
only talk to the FBI in the presence of my att^n^ai ^ thre(j . 
You can spot the FBI pretty easy. Th(?y show you an ID and 
suits and drive plain-colored if people receive the whole 
introduce themselves as FBI investiga aboHut possible investigation 
series of warning letters and are cc rnpgl Seemingly innoccent 

they should let their family that they didn't already know about 
questions may confirm m.r“XcJYhat they ask your mother if she’s your 
the non-registrant. Even h not even know you actually 
mother and she answers y - ^ Don't talk to the FBI. Call a local 
exist. And that will give: them a lcad^iJ ^ regiQnal list of counselors 

draft counselor or CCCO. In y attorney contact the FBI, as 
throughout the U.S. Don t even h y ^ , this far means 

p:p “'X.. iXroativr^y Of financing their education. Training 
I ••Solomon 2" denies participation .n tho ^eae ^ ^ to 

■partnership Act programs to Mgrc^rtrant ^ That,s a llttle 

Ithe old CETA program that provides n0Jn.rcgistrants are people of 
Imore painful because the are the people participating in 
■ color. And in our society, people I ‘ socicty won't give them jobs 

■federal jobmPr°?raS* H^ a lot of people These programs can be 
■otherwise. Tnats affecting federal government and their 
■administered by city, county, ^XirnTmoncy. Youth centers that 

■distinction is tfU ^ 1^^reS'to haveTeop^ registered in order 

& ^piee placing and people being placed in conflict! 

Iwith their conscience. the Thurmond Amendment. 
I Affective in the X^dneftnator ^ denies federal jobs to 
l^trom Thurmond is another reaneex oex anybody working for 
Inon-registrants. That effects a lot of peo^e because any for ^ 

Ithe Forest Service doing ^federaf building...across the 
■ government will be affccted. Jobs rn any g ^ encourage 

■board will be affected. Anf P ^oUow4 the same guidelines What will 
■orivate sector employers roto loUowmg a lot of people too. 
Kappen with that remains to be seen 1 hat com ^ ^ people,™* 
I Elective Service keeps saying that the P t0 get prosecuted. The 
■to prosecute, but they keep better your chances of getting 
lmo% ^formation that work?in an ice cream shop and 

|„e mlglm.1 « y~r« *,511“ ” w>|»8 o“S 

there are two more sources of 
■ ~ Tf you’re a public non-registrant, < 

■One for medical professKMied , T study to find out how many I 
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••It is part of the military Selective' tato 

Vietnam era, this act was^spen q Q gtatug during a draft by law 
atemative service, but there stil n^rson-because of their religious 
under this act.) Under the law t person ^ war rf any form 1S 

training or belief—who s opp° , .Jp military service. But they are 
entitled to be exempted ^cedo^iKTouft»iXg, as defined by the 
required to do alternative ethical belief a person holds in the same 
Supreme Court, 1.1wy moral eth'cal beiieia^]P,iew. & # person doesnt 

position they might hold “orthodoxjel g Christian or whatever 

k ¥„5 ass- &»»“ 

proof. The first is.smce^^^eh® subjective. The only way to judge 
what you are saying, which 1S. v ^ , nrocess Saying the same thing i 
sincerity is consistency throughmatt 1P^^3 within the grounds of] 
orally and in wntuig. Secondly is ocing s the third thuig is to be 

the law, which is any moral be what the law describes as a 
opposed to war m any form. nonnle who are only opposed to 
"selective” objector. ^herea P were drafting for was an^invasion 

intervention's war%L* person objected only that they were 
of Central America, then u P ,, fj/rVit in other types of wars then 
invading Central ^c^'^tfirfTX pacifists see 

claim. You can believe in There is a difference between 
loved ones or community - difference between use of force and 

s'z K.T™rTtaSr.i~fsSrt»i ,„d 

of the use of force in ® been a right under the law 
Conscientious ob^° q * kerg baJ to buy their way out or get 

In the Revolutionary War, Quakers^na^ere igyn0 difference m going 

someone to go in u£lk tke Korean and Vietnam Wars has 
yourself. Only since W VAVI you were in custody of the military 
the law been put down. During_Wl^y tried by court martial and 

if you had registered. So ry people sentenced to death for 

military law. There ister Nobody was killed but people 
refusing induction or failure to regis • f^eTe was a continuing 

served ten year terms for failu Prison is not an attractive 
duty6to register which rights and it has 
thought. Our country rants and rave ^ ^ the military. Amazing 

sentenced people to death historically been responsible for many 

things.”_——^1^BMW 

WHAT'S BEHIND 

draft registration? 

lift \ ni11 i.*™1"- I 

••Alternative service U J«PPg*^'intere’sToutsideofI 
benefit fo the community, the benetit 01 » worked at everything 1 

the military. Duri“f_^ VeK’s Adminfstration hospitals. There I 

alternative service in the past. 1_ from the private sector. People! 

isRsa a « W® 

&.. i.'. 

The idee “1VSS 

Canadian economy is much worse no Mcxic0 What people need to 

though it'd probably be easier t g ^ country, their chances ot 

^l^i^itu^ Sed 

[S^asU—^There^s thTpoI* 

SES theU^lot^volved hi a Con 
America, countries would open «voir t0 count on that as 

States. There’s been huits fbouldn? m^enbe considered. The chances of 
a way to avoid the draft shouldn gweden (wb0 absorbed a lot of 

be considered. , 

The CCCO puts out 
were given to us in stacks. Subs ar $ • PdeDth articles about resistance 

SSJiS; *5o,lS™S’ai.v*™m°i'“ 

YOIIH LIFE 

fTwoetn wma* * 
...an 4MOOM#TCOJNtfUM 

recruitment ideas, i rttuu are no homosexuals m 
S s gay rights issues, < Thc/iGn1f0f other stuff. They also have 

^JtosrsaaBi'ISB—Y» - 

ecco ,—d. nisbco ( Na»tXhS'”aSS™ 
Board For ConMionLious Obi*^f^^ “ leagues all around if ?re 

ST.SI i1 woK» »■«“•tot “ “ yo”llh'’,” DC 
N,SBCO 5S.Wa^inelonB.d8.J&»dN<»Vo,kA»a.NW, W.-rDC 

B.ur.1.^ hy Cynlh|a Connnlly and Bu- ^ 



TIM'S WANT LIST 

I know that this is pretty 
skimpy compared to 

Steve's list, hut there are 
but a few really hard to 

find 7" records I'm looking 
for. Will pay cash or trade. 

Rotters-Sink the Whales-45 
Shit Dogs-History of Cheese-45 

Lost Kids-any EP's (Denmark) 
Victims-Human Turd-45 (Australia) 

Germs-Lexicon Devil-45 
Chronic Sick-12" 

Tim c/o MRR 
P.O. Box 288 
Berkeley CA 

94701 

oar now! OUR FIRST FULL LENGTH 

COMPILATION LPI1HI 

Featuring. 

LUDIC HR I ST/BORN Ml THOUT A FACE, THE BURNT, 

VATICAN COMMANDOS, P TL KLUB, DAMAGE (NY), 

DISORDERLY CONDUCT, DEAD SILENCE, SACRILEGE, 

SACRED DENIAL. LEG ION OF DOOM, ASSAULT, LIFE 

SENTENCE. A MAZING GRACE, BOREB SUBURBAN YOUTHS, 

SLOPPY SECONDS, PSYCHO, ULTRA VIOLENCE,AND 

direc T action I 19 BANDS!! 20 CUTS!!!!!! 

18 OF THE 20 CUTS ARE UNRELEASED OR 
HAVE NEVER BEFORE BEEN ON VINYL!!!! 

ONLY, 

S3 6.0 O ppd , 

send cash,check,a.o. to, 

PH.ANTOH RECORDS 
P.O. BOX 39275 CT5SI 
NORTH.CONT.STA. 

CHARLESTON,S.C. 29*07 U.S.A 

[overseas add $*.00 AIRMAIL) 

Dlacrlbutora call Wally f 

(803) 763-9331 

You Have Nothing To Fear.But... 

COMING 

SOON 

THE NEW RECORD. 

Y STYLE \ 
■LIVE AT SUN CITY" * 

amazing performance, featuring 
e full Doggy Style entourage (back 

up singers, horns, bongos etc...) A full 
30 minute LP featuring these songs: 
"Looking At Myself*', "Bend Over", "Too 
Much" (featuring Brads brother Spike), 

"Side By Side", "Ladies From Neptune", 
"Support And Believe", "Emotions", 
"She's On It" (a cover of the Bestie Boys 
classic tune), "Yo Baby Yo" and "Do It 

THE NEW TOUR.... 

6/27 San Jose, 6/28 San Fran., 6/29 Eugene, 7/1 Portland, 7/2 
Seattle, 7/3 Boise, 7/4 Salt Lake City, 7/5 Denver, 7/6 Kansas, 
7/7 Omaha, 7/8 Milwaukee, 7/9 Green Bay, 7/10 Madison, 7/11 
Mpls., 7/12 Rockford, 7/13 Chicago, 7/14 Peoria, 7/15 St. Louis, 
7/16 Louisville, 7/18 Grand Rapids, 7/19 Detroit, 7/20 Cincinnati, 
7/21 Columbus, 7/22 Pittsburgh, 7/23 Buffalo, 7/24-26 New York, 
7/27 Boston, 7/28 Providence, 7/29 Stanford, 8/1 Albany, 8/3 
Phila., 8/4 W.DC, 8/5 Richmond, 8/6 Raliegh, 8/7 Gainsville, 8/8 
Tampa. 8/9 Miami, 8/10 Orlando, 8/11 Tallahasee, 8/12 Atlanta, 
8/13 Miss., 8/14 New Orleans, 8/16 Dallas, 8/17 Okla. City, 8/18 
Tulsa, 8/19 Amirillo, 8/20 Albaquerque, 8/21 El Paso, 8/22 Tuscon, 
8/23 Phoenix, 8/24 L.A. etc.... 

ALSO FROM DOGGY STYLE... 
"SIDE BY SIDE" 

The LP that started it all! Now in 
it's second pressing (first 5000 are gone!.), 

with a new, brighter, gioss cover! 

THEM DOCS BE TOURIN' 
So call Brad and do it in your town: 

714-773-5017 

ANTI SCRUNTI FACTION 
"DAMSELS IN DISTRESS" 

Their debut 18 song LP is out now! And 
don't miss the tour! June 6 ASF 

assault San Francisco, June 7th and 8th 
in Los Angeles! 

DETOX 
THE TOUR, THE LP... 

The new LP is in the works right now! 
For summer tour dates call 213-650-4344 

"UBOATS ATTACK AMERICA" 
GERMAN HC / PUNK / THRASH COMP. 

Featuring: Blut + lsen. Neurotic 
Arseholes,“Torpedo Moskau, Razzia, 
Daily Terror, Upright Citizens and 

Cretins. Out very soon. 

VICIOUS CIRCLE TOUR 
Vicious Circle will be on thier 

first U.S. tour starting June 6th in L.A. 
Be prepared, pick up their split LP 

with Perdition. Out now!! 

AUSTRALIA PART 2 
DEPRESSION / C.A.S.H. 

Just like our Vicious Circle / Perdition 
split LP, but with 2 more of Australias 

finest. Due by mid summer. 

FLIPSIDE VINYL FANZINE 
NUMBER THREE! 

Number 1 and 2 are still available with 
all of your favorite bands, and number 3 
will be a knockout as well. Due by fall. 

FLIPSIDE VIDEOS 
All ten are now in stock. Number 11 

"A Hard Dogs Night" in the works now 
with an undisclosed band... (!) 

SUMMER CATALOG 1986 
Send a stamp for your own record, video, 

and Flipside fanzine catalog: 
P.O. Box 363, 

Whittier, CA 90608 



POSTAGE PAID 
CANADIAN ORDERS ADD .50c PER RECORD 

FOREIGN ORDERS ADD $ 3.00 

demand THEM ! 

" VpuSMORT RECORDS 
available in stores 

< everywhere, or thru 
MAIL ORDER! 

COMING IN APRIL 

POISON IOEA NEW LP. - - 
KINGS OF PUNK*._- .3 6-00 

• r G K^jooestoun akiba!1 
•OFFENDERS ^ 
•D.R.L *C2 D 
•M DC -'smoke signals 

*—-MiortS oPaeaq 

•NOG WAI I - Tear 
•DICKS-'PEACE?' 

• D,RJ ."violent “pacificatton 
> M DC-fchickensquawrk* 

-multi-death corner. 

VERBAL ABUSE 
SUBHUMANS-tbe Aa 

•the country ale 
D.R.I. 
DICKS 
SKATE GORILLA 

•MDC-chiclwnMiwrk-. 
-dtaA cops - muttidefttn 
corporation - stertrboarder 





as soon as possible. Finally, an address correction 
from a past review: the correct address for Guilty Face 
fanzine is : Flat 4 Acacig House / IBett Road / 
Hands worth Wood / Birmingham / B20 INS England. 
I apoligize for any hassles that might of come about 
from this misprint. 

That about wraps it up for this issue, until next time, 
take care - Martin. _ 

10D #14/51.50 Wi 
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SPUD MONTHLY #2/ 50* ppd. 
5 1/2x 8 1/2-xerox-12pgs. 
Stupids, reviews, info 
5 Milwakee Rd. / St. Maries ID 83861 

lofTprotes Bengt, Herraids, 51/2x81/2-ofg^ 
Vicious Circle, Cra. 
reviews, photos 
Sofia DahlbergsGatJ 

SALT SUBSTITUTE #4 / $1.00 & 39* 
8 1/2 x 11 - xerox -16 pgs. 
local news, reviews, info 

POSITIVE DISSENT #1 / 50* ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - xerox - 20 pgs. 
Dicks, 7Seconds, Inbred, AOD, editorials, poerty 
P.O. Box 4064 St. George Utah 84770 

MIDWEST SIDE STORY #3/75* ppd. 
8 1/2x11 -xerox-10 pgs. 
The Mess, reviews, editorials, opinions 
1046 Hall / Bettendorf 1A 52722 

LOOKOUT! #15/22* postage 
8 1/2x11 - xerox -14 pgs. 
editorials, reviews, opinions 
P.O. Box 1000 / Laytonvillp CA 95454 

§8,£C*MARKET 
V 1 - offset-4t 
fc „/\Subs. Vandals, Vi 
i Photos, poetry, art 

!S?,n?212/405w.w 

LOOKOOT! #17/22*postage 
8 1/2 x 11 - xerox - 10 pgs. 
articles, opinions, reviews 
P.O. Box 1000 / Laytonville CA 95454 

*s« comics, jjy 

Diego CA pj 

(ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED 
| 40* & 39* postage 
I 8 1/2x11 -xerox -16pgs. 
§ editorials, poerty, reviews 
^ 701 Orange Ave. / Cranford NJ O'Olo 

VULGAR BULGAR #3 / 75* & IRCs 
7 x 8 1/2 - xerox - 24 pgs. 
editorials, opinions, reviews, comics 
1963 Melrum Ave. / Gloucester ONT. / K1J 7V6 
Canada 

MOTTENPOST #2 / $2.00 ppd. 
« 8 1/2x12-offset-64pgs. 
SSW Pissed Boys, Nick Lant, Chur 
I* vfcl Ignorent, photos, scene reP°T*f• ^ 

Hans-Forster-Bogen 17 / 2050 Ha 

R@D #36 / 50* & 39* postage 
7x8 1/2 - xerox - 30 pgs. 
The Burnt, articles, reviews, comics, n 
P.O. Box 867 / Morro Bay CA 93442 

43 DEAD FISH #4B / $1.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 14 - xerox -18 pgs. 

hH No Trend, Beefeater, Scream, Forced Anger, 
letters, photos, info 
P.O. Box 994 / Royal Oak MI 48068 

thirdrail#1^' s 

niM™'r chronicles #i/5(«pn 
8 1/2 x 11 -.xerox - 22 pgs. 

?sril?1xiVsSaU,,t*cExcc1' GSD, Poerty, rev 
4813 M°ntauk St' / Orlando FL. 32808 

UNDERGROUND 
nomadic dland #1/ $1.°° 

-12 pgs- * Ens118*} 
ltion on Polish puric- 
04-320 Warsaw / 1 

ft hardcore PC 
K 8 1/2x11; xemx 
flg news and infonna 
H Darck Krywal / 
H Poland _ 

editorials, 

m&m OBITUARIES *10 /. ** * 
58 1/2x11- xerox - 8 pg»- 

>. f. 

BETWEEN THE LIONS 

FAMZIHE reviews. 

Welcome to another chapter of “Between the Lions . ^ 
£ Just a few reminders for those of you interested in 

sending in your zinc for review. First off, please make 
all the needed information clear (address, price, 
postage and issue number) to help avoid mix-ups. ■ 
Secondly, you will get a copy of MRR that contains ■ 
your review but theres one catch, all free copies are 
sent bulk rate so try to be patient. They will get to you 

possible. Finally, an address correction l 

i 
mm 

•®RKSM“iSl!g 

BANG #12/$1.00 ppd. 
8 1/2x11 - offset-28 pgs. 
Descendents, Pandoras, Toxic Reasons, Ed Gein's 
Car, reviews, photos 
77 Newbem Ave. / Medford MA 02155 

# 

BIG CITY #9 / 50* & 44* postage 
1/2x 11-xerox-28 pgs. 

,, Sheer Terror, The Mob, reviews, info, photos | 
Vance St. / Bronx NY 10469 

I Scab, 
2329 

COMMON LEVEL #5 / $1.00 pdd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - offset - 26 pgs. 
Fright wig, Raw Power, reviews, photos, letters, 
editorials 
101 Woodmoor Cove / Clinton MS 39056 

„ sp. nner in the WORKS *1 / 50* & IRC, 

| *—• — _ 

W editorials Stanfield / Burslem / Stroke On 

PEACE bimonthly / $2.00 ppd. 
8 1/2 x 11 - offset - 32 pgs. 
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THE TOURING BANDS 

Placebo underground music hallucination #2. Live 
songs with cuts of nand doing other activities, (interview 
segments, skateboarding ana other delectible goodies.) 
Images seem out of focus or blurred at times. Bands 
include BUTTHOLE SURFERS, DOA, TSOL, TALES OF 
TERROR. FACTION. AGENT ORANGE, RAW POWER, 
45 GRAVE. JFA and CORROSION OF CONFORMITY. 
Good sound, (that’s an average—sound quality fluctuates 
greatly.) approx. 40 mins, color, paper case. (Placebo 
Products / P.O. Box 23316 / Phoenix, AZ 85063.) 

DICKS--"Fun with DICKS and Jane" 

The DICKS in their final form (both musically and 
personneLwise) performing 13 songs live at the Stone in 
San Francisco. Amusing interview with the band is 
interspersed between songs. Approx. 45 min., color, 
quality sound, footage, ana packaging, printed cardstock 
box. 
(Ace Video) 

Mike Duf field's Chrlst-The Movie 

Three films that were shown at CRASS shows. (78-84) 
Super 8 film converted to video. The three films are 
similar. Each has a variety of short (very short) film clips 

. , -:-*4%-- Some parts of 
keep your eyes 

ig visually tnrougn contrast of grain 
and quality of individual clips. Over dubbing of voices and 
souna from original movie and TV clips. The last film has 
the "Yes sir, Twill” LP as sound. I expected the whole 
thing to be more intense, coming from CRASS. Each film 
would probably be more effective when watched at 
different times. 82 mins., color and B&W, excellent 
sound, professional packaging, plastic case. (Exitstencil 
Films / P.O. Box 279 / London N22.) 

SEX PISTOLS 

A straight live shoot of their last performance (in SF, 
I at Winterfand, ’78). 13 songs in ail, a top-notch 
documentation of this infamous group. Approx. 1 hr. total, 
with 45 min. of the PISTOLS’ snow and Is min. of Target 
trailers, B&W (trailers in color), quality footage and 
packaging, verv good sound, plastic case. 
(Target Video 7.6^8 South Van Ness / SF, CA 94110) 

SCREAMERS 

This is one tape I can’t remain objective about. Simt 
the best I’ve seen so far. 7 songs performed live at the 
Mabuhay in San Francisco, Sept. 2, 1978. Fast-paced 
editing and up-close camera work captures the electricity 
of this event amazingly well. Only documentation now 
available (aural or visual) of this unparalleled musical 
contingent. Totally intense. Approx. 30 min., color, great 

I sound, footage, and packaging, plastic case. 
(Target Video) 

SONIC YOUTH 
Selected live songs taped at Stache’s in Columbus, OH. 

8/1/85. Not much editing just a lot of cool creative visual 
effects. Good sound (not much bass though). Approx. 40 
min., color, professional packaging, plastic case. 
(Atavistic video, c/o Kurt Kellison / 627 Kerr Street / 

,)OAA htehrtialitv straight live shoot of DOA performing 

printed cardstock box. 
Tee Video / 1316 Folsom St. / SF, CA 94103) 



BEV15WER? 
' (JB) Jeff Bate 

(MB) Murray Bowles 
(Dog) Dogtowne 
(WG) Walter Glazer 
(Pus) Pushead 
(RS) Ruth Schwartz 
(SS) Steve Spinall 
(MS) Martin Sprouse 
(TY) Tim Yohannan 

■ Send MRR your record or tape for review. 
Ilf possible, send*2 copies of records (one I 
■ for review, one for radio airplay). With j 
I tapes, only one copy is necessary, but it 
[must be a "for sale" tape to be reviewed. | 
|The address is: Maximum Rock'n'Roll 

P.O. Box 288 
Berkeley, CA 94701 

A-BONES - "Tempo Tantrum" 10” 

Miriam Linna (original CRAMPS drummer and 
ex-ZANTEES) and other ex-ZANTEES and ex-DMZ/ 
LYRES team up to provide some pretty mediocre and I 
unexciting rockabilly. (TY) 

1 (Exile Records, W. GERMANY) 

Around for jn.n, 
a thrash hand, but are a^^^a&£dP,ound quality, 
classic punk riffs and aml falrlv fun. Could have done 
decent tunes and power, ana iatny iun* 
without ”Sweet Jane1' cover though. (TY) 
anfra Sonic, 2835 Sacramento St., Sai 

94115) 

V 
San Francisco, CA 

AGNOSTK^RONT- "Cause for Alarm" LP 

I With their debut LP, I liked the music, liked the 
lvrics, had doubts about certain contradictions. With this 
followup, I like the music less (way more metal), the yncs 
are largely good (though the anti-welfare Public 
Assistance" attacks minorities as the problem), and again I 
am not convinced -even less so. (TY) 

1 (Combat Core Records, New York) 

BATS - cassette 

Driven bj ftuW. 

iSSVl- WKW do „1 wan. lo bear 

iffi iBP&todRt K Arbor, Ml 48104) 

BEAST - "...Has Arrived" LP 

FSS'cfv) , j., 
(Dutch EastTndia) 

|BLU^ROO^^^^h^Wagesof Fear" EP 

Blues overtones are what make these five songs great. 
|"Hard on You" i-- “A/SAWSc""" wh,le 
|"Plaved to Death” 
I Wild" has a ska beat mat ium» “ "l.,vv“wvv—y; 
lAnednowhere except maybe KILLDOZER have I heard 

isirn tViic Thpv’rp hot. (RS) 

Tones are wiidi maivt mvov * *; - --» 
a" is a rockin' PAGANS-style song, while 
ath" is loping, sleazy blues. Cair ot the 
ka beat that turns into a knockout rocker. 

■ Anednownere except maybe KILLDOZER have I heard a 

“fUiao, Cb,..8n. IL 
160647)- - 

BONELESS ONES - "Skate for the Devil" LP 

Mptal mink both in music and attitude. Hey, if ypu're 

|Rm^rRecords^P|O|Box 208LBerkeley, CA 94702) 

CANNIBAL - "Tryin'/Wasted Lives" 

The A-side is a good power-punk song with some I 
metal licks, while the flip is a metal song with some punk 
influences. I obviously prefer the top side, but both nave I 

(SS'suEXe Records, 2006 35th Ave. W., Seattle, WA 
98199) 

I CRASH COURSE - "Pilgrimage to Hell" cassette 

Basic bone-crushing, change-the-pace thrash with 
good production. 27 tunes, both punk and thrash, raw I 
guitar drive, and snotty vocals. Good start. (TY) 

[(Richman Top-Ten, P. O. Box 911, Dennis, MA 02638) 

CRITIC EYES - "Blind as a Bat" cassette 

, Seven songs of tuneful but forceful ’77-ish punk with 
unique guitarwork in the vein of early MIA. The lyrics 
deal with the ups and downs of the opposite sex, and the 
overall product nere is quite enjoyable. (WG) 
($5j5^^P^^boxl39^Morro Bay, CA 93442) 

CRUEL LYES - cassette 

A slower but tense attack a la TSOL. The sound shifts 
back and forth from the melodic to the powerful, which 
makes for interesting listening. Didn t think I d like this, 

($2 tV Pk(l. lfojPl8152, E. Hartford, CT 06118) 

p0R^5OMBA^^^Boun^an^Gagg^d/Alon^^^^ou" 

Great noisy record with former members of SIC I 
KIDZ. CRAMPS meet GUN CLUB with swirling sheet of 
guitar distortion. The flip is not as great, but itps hard to 1 
match the aggression of the first track. Interesting. (Dog) 

I j|SjD^te^Plastic Records, 611 Cedar Ave., Collingswood, 

I FEARLESS IRANIANS FROM HELL - EP 

Four pounding punk tunes with great, shouted vocals. 
From San Antonio, Texas, this bunch pokes fun at both 
Khomeni fanaticism and the U.S. Excellent recording. 

ffier Records, P. O. Box 2081, Berkeley, CA 94702) 

GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS - "World Civil War/Police 
Beat" 

I 
This is a benefit single for the International 

Haymarket (May Day) gathering in Chicago and is 
decidedly anarchist, freedom-fighting, and information 
oriented. I think that describing the melodic, punchy songs 
would minimize the amount of info and sincerity involved 
here. I’m overjoyed that people are still putting out 1 
records to inform and communicate. (RS) 

1 (P. O. Box 528000, Chicago, IL 60652) 

| JUNGLE STUDS - LP 

This is a side-project with various members of the 
JDK’s, FLIPPER, ana SLUGLORDS. That’s probably the 
only reason for buying this mess. Basically, real dopey, 
hokev male bravado rock and funk — something like RlCK 
JAMES playing with GRAND FUNK RAILROAD. Punker 
beware. (Dog) 
(Alternative Tentacles, P. O. Box 11458, San Francisco, 

| CA 94101) 1 

DIE KREUZEN - "October File" LP 

This is a fucking boring record. This is a fucking 
bor... nah...pretty unmemorable stuff. The speed is down, ] 
but so is the spark, leaving those still-raggea vocals and a j 
REM meets LED ZEP sound. Wish I could be excited, but 
I’m not. (TY) 
(Touch & Go, P. O. Box 433, Dearborn, MI 48121) 



I MAGGOT SANDWICH - "Suckcesspool" EP 

Really basic but well-done garage punk. Improved 
I production boosts the power on this, and the snotty vocals 
and classic punk add cnarm. Fun. (TY) 
(KML Records, P. O. Box 9391, Pensacola, FL 32513) 

MASTERSOFTHEOBVIOUS^Th^enn^p?^assett^^L£i22i2i!i^£5S« 

^NTOL^FABLE^^^vcr^Mother^^Nightmare" LP 

Debut LP from this L.A. fuzz band who take more 
than just a nod from the early PRETTY THINGS sound. 
Still, it's better than the MORLOCKS but not as good as the 
CHESTERFIELD KINGS. And that's a pretty good place 

t*. Cool sno.y voc.k JDjgj97Si B„rbantt CA ,i50^ 

A cross between '60's punk and a '77-ish sound, with 
some cool '50's vocal harmonies. Way too long (90 
minutes), but energetic and fun. Song title of the month: 

My Penis is Made of Cheese.” (WG) 
($4 to Motoverm, P. O. Box 53133, New Orleans, LA 
70153) 

MICRONOTZ - "40 Fingers” LP 

While there's decent power here, and the vocals are as 
great and gruff as ever, there's a sameness to their largely 
mid-tempo tunes that lulls me to sleep. Outside of the title 
track and one other tune, I didn’t perk up much. (TY) 
^Homestead Records, Box 570, Rockville Centre, NY 

MOD FUN - "Dorothy's Dream" LP 

in. I ms nas Caicnj ndriiiuiiicsj ihlv iiiviuuiv5« diiu idw ui 
influences from the '60's — namely ZOMBIES and early 

i STONES. Nice second LP. (Dog) 
^Crv^tovision Records, P. O. Box 1812, New York, NY 

I OUT OF ORDER - "Paradise Lost" LP 

Hard and fast and in your face. Great big thunderous 
sound with maniacal gravel-style vocals. All this is coupled 
with very good musical ideas that keep away from the 
boring tried and true riffs. Excellent debut record. (Dog) 
(Walkthrufyre Records, c/o I.L.A., P. O. Box 594M, Bay 
Shore, NY 11706) 

[RAMONES - "Animal Boy" LP 

I This album pushes the RAMONES' style into catchy I 
straightahead HC (which they manage to do better than the 

I vast majority of bands going), with a smattering of rockin 
loop (which has been their Forte for a while now). This lsl 
I another extraordinary RAMONES LP (nothing but.great! 
I cuts here), and it’s about time we all recognized that 
I they're great American band. (SS) I 
I (Sire Records) 

I RITUAL TENSION - "I Live Here" 12" 

Quite out of the ordinary — at times almost No Wave, 
sometimes lyrics set to intense doodling, sometimes moody 
like TSOL, sometimes like BIRTHDAY PARTY. (TY) 
(Sacrifice kecords, P. O. Box 488, New York, NY 10009) 

SONIC YOUTH - "Evol" LP 

Not all that different from their last LP. There's not a 
i lot of maniacal guitar noise -- more concentrated on *be 
low, somber sound. More spooky weirdnes from these 

| [sSTj^jcor^s^P^)^o)^^awndale^A 90260^ 

SUBHUMANS - "Incorrect Thoughts" LP 

The same great debut LP by this defunct Vancouer 
outfit, but with two additional songs. High class punk, 
^reat lyrics, a must if you missed it the first time around, 
flay be released without the ex-members' permission. (TY) 
CD Presents, 1230 Grant Ave. #531, San Francisco, CA 
4133) 

UZI - "Sleep Asylum" 12" 

A posthumous _„ „ _ 
not-so-exciting post-punk, or maybe it is exciting for 
jaded, over-tne-nill aging "I never was a punk" types. 
Actually, "Ha-Ha-Ha’r has fine power and moments of 
madness, but that only pales the rest of the tunes. (TY) 
(Homestead Records, Box 570, Rockville Centre, NY 
11571) 

release, a five-song job of 
J *0 for 

VARIOUS ARTISTS - "Exposure to Conviction" cassette 

A good introduction to today's up-and-coming I 
hardcore bands (most from U.S.), though a few lack in the 
innovation department. The emphasis is on thrash and 
speedcore, and the MAIMED FOR LIFE and LUDICHRIST 
cuts really caught my ear. Great effort. (WG) 
(New Force Records, 15641 Pensacola St, Westminster CA| 

I 92683) 

VARIOUS ARTISTS - "Lethal Noise" cassette 

An hour of some of the best old and new talent from 
I the Bay Area including SHORT DOGS GROW, CLOWN 

ALLEY, VICTIMS FAMILY, RHYTHM PIGS, plus many, 
many more. Mostly from demo tapes, it's overall a good 
sampler of what the Bay Area has to offer. Booklet 
included. (MS) 
($3 to 531 Buchanan St., San Francisco, CA 94102) 

VARIOUS ARTISTS - "Positively United" cassette 

A thrashaholic's dream come true, with 17 songs 
blaring through two to four quick songs each. While some 
cuts fall into that dreaded generic category, the EXCEL, 
CLOWN ALLEY, and BORIN WITHOUT^A *FACE materiaf 
is worth the price along. Hot tape! (WG) 
^5429) ^os*tlve ^out*1> Box 29810, Brooklyn Center, MN 

VARIOUS ARTISTS - "That Was Then, This is Now!!" EP 

Four songs from four Philly standouts, including 
RUIN, ELECTRIC LOVE MUFFIN, SCRAM, and *017. 
Each band hold their own creative ground which challenges 
the listener. Some noise thrash, post-punk, reggae, world 

j beat - it's all here, and all four songs support a hard edge. 
1 Well put together musical document. (MSI 
1 (325 GolfhiHs Rd., Havertown, PA^9083j^ 

^ARIOU^^mT^^VU^inyl, Vol 1 & 2" LP 

ranging from 
' classic "I 

by the RAVING MADD. Far out, 

(High Noon Records, Old Chelsea Station, NY, NY lOOLjj^ 

Slightly above average '60's comps, rangi §arage punk to pop punk. Vol II contains the < 
am On No No*No’" by the RAVING MADD. 

m 
£ 

^ARIOU^RTISTs7''Woodshock 85" 2LP 

Double LP that documents a big Austin music festival 
with bands like the OFFENDERS, P(3lSON 13, HICKOIDS, 
NOT FOR SALE, and more. It's a good record - just kind 

I of hard to sit through the whole thing — like Woodstock, I 

Jefe(DR0egcords, 225 Congress #203, Austin, TX 78701) 



VIOLENT CHILDREN - "Rock Against Spindlers" cassette 

Strong thrash similar to the older Boston bands. The 
lyrics cover straightedge, unity and personal politics, as is 
expected With this genre. Although the guitar acrobatics 
get on my nerves, tney mosh! Contains their EP, plus 
new material. (WG) 

ox 3151, ($4 to P.O. Box Danbury, CT 06813) 

IWOOLIES - "Basic Rock" LP 

Contains this '60's Michigan band's distinctive cover 
of "Who Do You Love" as well as ten others. Influences 
run from YOUNG RASCALS to LOVIN' SPOONFULS to 
early STONES. (TY) 
(Eva Records, FRANCE) 

WIPERS - "Land of the Lost" LP 

International/ International/ International/ International/ International/ International/ International/ 



Ifleshed-out arrangements: the bass and drums interplay 
[while sung vocals drone over all six songs on this EP. 
[With more energy or musical invention, this could have 
been intriguing. As it is, I had the feeling of 
incompleteness. (SS) 

I (Juha Kaski, KP 13 62200 Kauhava, FINLAND) 

DREAM POLICE - "In Combat" EP 

After a six year layoff, this Danish combo presents 
four tunes in a qumtessentially "rockin'" mode - and I 
me.an * Guitar leads abound over mid-tempo metalish 
guitar riffs, and although there is a punkish power in the 
songs, all fours tunes here are clearly "rock." Quite unlike 
J* CONCRETE s previous efforts, and basically okay for 
what it's doing. (SS) 1 
(No Aarhus, Postbox 3, 8381 Mundelstrup, DENMARK) 

IDIOTS - "Emmy Oh Emmy" EP 

. A three-songer, one a "classic" punk tune, the other I 
pair are thrashers with neat raving guitar and gruff 
Japanese-like vocals. Good sound. (TY) 6 

fe»nBjrw.S’GlRMli!NY?Cll,nl<11- (llelnS,r' 4600 

INFERNO - "Hibakusha" LP 

Above average speedmetal. Lots of power, quite a bit 
of imagination, and really nice packaging (as well as white 
vinyl) add up to something special. (TY) 

I (Rise and Fall Productions, Ludwig-Ottler Str. 13c, 8900 
Augsburg 23, W. GERMANY) 



LEGENDARY GOLDEN VAMPIRES - "Troublebound" 
10" 

A wide variety of ’60’s sounds — spaghetti western, 
pop. punk, psych. Third release, all good. (TY) 
(Exile Records, Lintruper Str. 39, 1000 Berlin 10, W. 

I GERMANY) 

^lAS^IAAGAZ^cassettr1 

, A generous 12-song tape. Wild stuff: screams and 
I laughs, tempo changes everywhere. Neither straight- 
I forward singing nor your basic screaming; the singer runs 
I amok and the band chases after. Good sound, loud guitars. 

I ^Harcicore Tapes, c/o Mats-Ola Gustafsson, Box 104, 545 
I 02 Algaras, SWEDEN) _ 

' OUTO - "Half Wit Life" EP 

I u £ sHP1*enl? invasion of grinding feedback rammed with 
chunkv distortion from the Osaka havoc masters of Japan. 

| 1 h.,s *.buI°us s.econd release thrusts all the chaos into a 
I nmetr -0 C G JJg “ ’ *** 

ass and 
-: jumps 

(Pus) 
^(Hold-up Records, JAPAN) 

PARTY KIDZ - "Shock Treatment" 12” 

Italy) Ciari> Via Vassal,i Eandj 24> 10138 Torino, 

NEW ROSE - "Circus of the Human Race" EP 

Melodic rockish pop is NEW ROSE's stock-in-trade, j 
and the slow-to mid-tempo tunes on this release show fair 
promise. "Run for Cover" is upbeat and pleasant, and at 
least two of the other four tunes show an adeptness for 
very understated hooks and adequate songwriting. No great 
revelation, but okay. (SS) 1 
/LSlamMRecords^Myrkantsv. 1, S-802 38 Gavle, SWEDEN) 

^IKOTEEN^^'Hardcor^^tolocju^^^^* 

Divided into a "Romantic" side and a "Realistic" side, 
this band pull off an out-of-the-ordinary LP. Their punk 

(TY) 
(Starving Missile Records, Allee 30/VI, 8000 Munich 83, 
W. GERMANY) __ 

| NIRVANA DEVILS - "Twisted Tales" 

Pretty quiet stuff with female vocals, not really very 
I inspiring except if vou’re laid out on ludes and can’t get up 
to turn it off. (TY) 

1 (Exile Records, W. GERMANY) 

I NO ALLEGIANCE - "Mad” LP 

From the ashes of PORNO PATROL comes this full I 
force four-piece that holds back on nothing. A great 
combination of abrasive vocals (in English) and high 
power thrash, German style. The lyrics are clear, angry, , 
and rebellious, and enhanced by shouting choruses. Loud 
and powerful. (MS) 
(Destiny c/o David Pollack, Winterfeldstr. 36, 1000 Berlin 

130, W. GERMANY) 

| OI POLLOI - "Resist th^Atomi^Menace^EP 

, Blazing, hard-hitting guitar thrash from the long time 
Scottish band. Five songs that do their best to break walls 
by the use of the band’s loud, powerful 3D music combined 
one? 5v?S)elly V0Cals‘ Definitely active in more ways than 

[ipC^aE^GeLAND)ik, Station Rd’ Brize Norton> 0xon 0X8 

^N^HUNDRE^NAME^^Hnsid?M5 

These guys remind me of early TUBEWAY ARMY 
which means that they border on a wimpy, electropop 
sound and have commanding lyrics. Just enough drive to 
make you listen. I don’t like the A-side, but "Stop USA” on I 
the flip is okay. (RS) 
(Wishnone Records, Werherstr. 21, 4630 Bochum 1, W. 

1 GERMANY) 

[PRIMITIVES - "Through the Flowers" 12" 

Imagine the catchy, female vocal guitar pop of the 
SHOP ASSISTANTS melded with the simple songs 
structures of the RAMONES, and you end up with 
something that sounds like this excellent release. Four 
songs, air snappy and memorable, with hooks galore. A 
complete surprise! (SS) 

1 (Primitives, ENGLAND) 

RA^OWE^Screams^? 

IREVELL^^Swa^^S^^P 

tapwJflWUSttS firtssra.»| 

SATANIC MALFUNCTIONS - "Legislate to Liberate" EP 

I «mmrfIalliaS sPe®dcore terror bursts out with a garage 

content HESS? SSjk 
ffiA'CSTES ndteh°o! 

1 Y011°2Cdl^G^D£|0n Rd-’ Scarbor«uV >1 &rks, 

I SCRAPS ^Aparthefcr^P 

‘I16 music is not the slickest thrash I’ve ever 
Comh’mlhetrh!,tS»wi,Ur8e7cy t0 U,that;s most compelling. Combine that with raging vocals of a highly political 
?jaiUDC’ aJd Jou ve 8°t something special. (TY) * P 

|_(43_^iie_de_Turenne, Lille 5900(^ FTtANCE) ’ 

[SHINE SHINEDA^^Jar^e^BH^P 

A send-up on GBH, the key word "Baka” (meaning I 
"foolish") appearing frequently. Hilarious music, as well 
as the funniest back cover I’ve ever seen. Great Big1 
Haircuts, indeed. (TY) 

1 (No address, JAPAN) 

| SHINY GNOMES - "Sex Maniac" EP 

Another real cool psych record from Germany. This 
one is a little more keyboard influenced, but is you like the 
early sound of the SALVATION ARMY, it shouldn’t be 
that hard to get used to. (Dog) 
(Glitterhouse Records, Lange Strasse 41, 3471 Lavenforde, 

IW. GERMANY) 



SHOWER SCENE FROM PSYCHO - "Exploding Hits" 12" 

I don't know where these characters come from, but I 
what we have here are six innovative cover versions (with f 
great femme vocals) of classics like "Purple Haze," 
^Georgy Girl," and "One (is the Loneliest Number)." 
Strong guitars and semi-tasteful use of effects make this 
one a winner. Completely hilarious. (SS) 
(Elvis Records, U. K., no address) 

Us" EP J 1 

Brian Walsby-ish hardcore? Actually, his drawine 
gracing the cover sums this up well - good fun punk 

A fine yoSnf bind.'ixY) d° haVe a ^ot of meanin8- 

0ERMANY)C°rdS’ ®“ller St‘ 5’ 7277 Wi,dberg W. 

|SLAUGHTE^^Las^ileii?^^^^^™^™M,ll^™^—— 

ln,.nJroT8Sca^e rock PunH> wbile a Pair are straight-on 
1 fmOrum^eco^ds? bUt g°°d at both- ^ 

SOUP DRAGONS Know" 
Everything" 

These guys have been compared a lot to the 
BUZZCOCKS, though I hear a lot of the early 
UNDERTONES as well in here. Both tunes are bouncy 
pop-punk, with good melodies, pounding drums, and 
up-front guitar. While this is a good start, the tunes 
weren’t as instantly memorable as their aforementioned 
prototypes, and I hope they don’t lose the grit in their 
attempt to "make it." (TY) 
(Subway Organization, ENGLAND) 

|SWANKYS - "Rock'n’Roll History" flexi 

More great punk, really ripping powerful stuff, hot I iviore great punk, really rippi 
bass and singing. Tight band. (TY) 

I (Kings Worm, JAPAN) 

UK SUBS - "Left for Dead" cassette 

While this live tape (recorded in Holland, ’86) doesn't 
pack the punch of a bunch of adolescent loonies, the upbeat 
mid-tempo singalong punk showcased here is pretty 
impressive, even by modern standards. SUBS fans will 
definitely dig this. (WG) 

| (ROIR, Suite 725, 611 Broadway, New York, NY 10012) 

| UPROAR - "Never Forgive" LP 

A big sound, classic Britpunk sound -- lots of | 
production, accent on vocals ana choruses. Professional 
punk from England. (TY) 

npama, Dettinger Str 95, D-7312 Kirchheim/Teck, W. 

| VARIOUS ARTISTS - "A Farewell to Arms" LP 

, Two to four songs each from GAUZE, GHOUL, 
EXECUTE, LIP CREAM, OUTO, and GASTUNK. Lots of 
great stuff, especially by LIP CREAM and GAUZE, though 
there are very few slouchers at all here. Hot. (TY) 
(Selfish Records, JAPAN) 

VARIOUS ARTIST^^Emm^^P 

If, 58.7 
xy.'SSSa 

that s been performed live and in the studio there Thirtv 

Thereak°|,ifiran2dc ♦Mryin£ styles and rccording qualft’y. 1 
ciUff.6 illJitera ,y something for everybody here divided bv 

hardcore, pop, post-punk, noise, etc. This is a erea? 
effort and worth getting. They're an example to u# 111! 

joLLANDTrent’ P°StbUS 14598’ 1001 LB Amste«-dam,| 

I VARIOUS ARTISTS Jgienfed Ganrif" LP 

TK - "The Horse" LP 

Aka TERVEET KADET, this latest release has taken 
quite a while to get pressed. They've slowed down a tad, 
but still maintain their characteristic intensity. You get I 
twenty songs, mainly mid-tempo noise thrash, a heavier 
sound than usual. Catch 'em live this August-Sept, on tour 
in the U.S. (They need a van for two bands; can you help? 
Write...) (TY) 
(Barabbas Records, Box 483, 90101 Oulu 10, FINLAND) 

THAT PETROL EMOTION - "Manic Pop Thrill" LP 

go«.^«K2Ei' 
S as I oLnTfi ,afteJ th? S°od recommendations 

I dynamic. (TY) f d * acklng ln Punch and focus. Not 
[(Demon Records, ENGLAND) 

^OXT^EPHE^^Tun^A^Fuck" EF 

Outside: a plain, homemade, obviously "punk" sleeve. 
I Inside: a three-song, well-produced, hot sounding record. 
Powerful punk, both fast and medium-paced. Quite a 
refreshing surprise — no hype, iust the facts ma'am. (TY) 
(Green vomit Recoards, c/o Aberdeen Community Arts 

I Ass'n., 5 W. North St., Aberdeen, SCOTLAND) 

This label Anhrefn is dedicated to alternative bands 
who pride themselves in their Welsh identity, culture, and 
language, and this comp contains two tracks each from five 
bands. Two are punk (YR ANHREFN. ELFYN PRESLI), j 
while the other three are best described as folk punk, post 
PTVnkj> ?,nd technopop. An interesting array. (TY) 1 

SK WALESt0l/k)° Sonald Rd’’ NewP°rt> Gwent NP9 7GF, 

VARIOUS ARTISTS - "Raw Cuts, Vol 2" LP 

Vol. 1 covered French neo-60's garage, and this latest I 
volume covers Sweden. The bands emerge from punk to I 
pop punk, to power rock, all with that zesty garage 
undertone. Grittiest stuff comes from the SLAMMERS and 
SLOBSTER, though fine stuff by HIDDEN CHARMS, 
SINNERS, and BOTTLE-UPS (among others) are welcome, I 
too. Good work. (TY) I 
^r^min^^Damage Records, 91 Swansea Rd., Reading RG1 

^ARIOU^ARTISTI^^'Var^^^^^O^V^^^^^^e 

Eight bands, mostly murky sound, mostly thrash stuff. 
I Standouts for me were the spastic psychotic thrash of 
BRAIN DEATH and DISACORT), who spread thick swirls I 
of distorted guiter on an early-DISCHARGE base. (MB) 
(Hardcore Tapes, c/o Mats-Ols Gustafsson, Box 104, 545 
02 Algaras, SWEDEN) _ 

TROTSKIDS - "A Mort! A Fond!!" LP 

Most of the tunes here rip right along at a rapid clip, 
combining good tunes, that classic French chorus singing 
and hot production. There are a few change-of-pace tunes, i 
which are decent though they tend to be longish. BLITZ 
influence, but uniquely French. Watch for more hot | 
records on this label. (TY) 
(Terminal, 26-28 Rue Veron, 75018 Paris, FRANCE) 

| VORTEX - cassette 

With this 24-song tape, VORTEX seems to be coming 
from BUTTOCKS-y ^roots'', but has speedmetal 
tendencies: frenzied guitar outbursts pop up for no 
apparent reason, then just as suddenly disappear, and many 
songs have intricate slow introductions. Not bad. (MB) 
(M. Extraz International Produkts, c/o Savary Kanahl. 6 
Rue Paul Langevin, #51, 94120 Fontenay/Box, FRANCE) 



12" VINYL 

THE AFFLICTED -Good News About Mental Health . $6.00 
ASF -Damsels In Distress .5.50 
BARK HARD -Lp .6.50 
BUTTHOLE SURFERS -Rembrandt Pussyhorse .6.50 
CRAMPS -A Date With Elvis .7.00 
D.O.A. -War On 45 .5.50 

DIE KREUZEN -October File .6.50 
DOGGY STYLE -Live At Sun City .6.00 
FAITH -Subject To Change .5.00 
GRONG GRONG -Lp (colored vinyl) .7.00 
HUSKER DU -Everything Falls Apart ..7.00 
METALLICA -Master Of Puppets .7.50 

MIA -Notes From The Underground .6.00 
MISFITS -Legacy (colored vinyl) .8.50 
NAKED RAYGUN -All Rise .6.00 
OUTCRY-Lp ..5.50 
P.I.L. -Album .  7.50 
RIGORMORTIS -Conveyed Message .5.50 
SCRATCH ACID -Just Keep Eating .6.50 

SEPTIC DEATH -Now That I Have Your Attention ... 5.00 
SLAM -Ingens Slav .6.00 
THE STUPIDS -Peruvian Vacation .6.00 
THELONIUS MONSTER -You're Bummin' My Life .... 7.00 

UNTOLD FABLES -Every Mother's Nightmare .7.00 

VANDALS -When In Rome .6.00 
WHATEVER WE WANT -Comp, w Raw Power .6.50 
YOBS -Lp .   5.50 
THE (YOUTH) BRIGADE -The Dividing Line .6.00 

10" VINYL 
CRAMPS -Can Your Pussy Do The Dog? .$6.00 
DRUNK INJUNS -Crimes Against Humanity (live) ... 7.00 
SEPTIC DEATH -Time Is The Boss (live) .7.00 

7 VINYL 

AGENT ORANGE -Secret Agent Man (clear vinyl) . . . $5.00 . 

BIG BLACK -El Duce .2.50 
BIG STICK -Drag Racing .2.50 
THE CYNICS -Painted My Heart .2.50 
D.O.A -Burn It Down . 2.50 
END THE WAR ZONE -Comp, w Attitude Adjustment . 2.50 
GAY COWBOYS -Owen Marshmallow .2.50 

J.F.A. -Movie .2.50 
JESUS AND MARY CHAIN -Upside Down .2.50 
MDC -Chicken Squawk .2.00 
MISFITS -3 Hits From Hell (limited) .5.00 
POWERAGE -Protest To Survive .2.50 
THE PROLETARIAT -Market Place .2.50 
RAMONES -Something To Believe In .3.00 
RAW POWER -Wop Hour .2.50 
SLAM -Tragedy .2.50 

SLAM -Welcome Home .2.50 

CASSETTE 

BUTTHOLE SURFERS -Rembrandt Pussyhorse .$6.50 
DEAD KENNEDYS -In God We Trust .5.00 
DEAD KENNEDYS -Plastic Surgery Disasters .6.00 
DIE KREUZEN -October File .6.50 

LOVE CANAL -Lp .6.00 
MIA -Notes From The Underground .'. . . 6.00 

NOTA -Nota .6.00 
THE OFFENDERS -Endless Struggle .6.00 
P.I.L. -Cassette .7.50 
VANDALS -When In Rome .6.00 
THE (YOUTH) BRIGADE -The Dividing Line .6.00 

PRINTED MATTER 

BOWL OF CHERRIES -Murray Bowles MRR .$2.00 

VIDEO 

BUTTHOLE SURFERS / Blind Eye Sees All .$35.00 
FUTURE PRIMITIVE (BONES BRIGADE VIDEO II) 

w Caballero, Guerrero, etc.25.00 
LOUDER FASTER SHORTER -w/Avengers, Dils, etc. . 25.00 
PHOENIX SUN DAMAGE -w/JFA, Zany Guys, etc. . . 30.00 

THUNDER TRUCKS 

THUNDER BLASTERS - 169mm 
-Polished .$15.00 ea. 
-Black .15.75 ea. 

THUNDER CHARGERS - 159mm 

-Polished .14.50 ea. 
-Black .15.25 ea. 

$1.00 for first 10" or 12" Lp, $ .50 for each additional Lp. 
$ .50 for each 7" single or cassette tape. 
$1.00 for each t-shirt or video tape. 
$2.00 per pair for trucks. 
California residents add 6.5% sales tax. 
Please print your orders on a separate paper and include 

the following: Items you wish to purchase, total price of your 
order, postage, your name and address with a check or 
money order to: 

DELUXE P.0. BOX 883311 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94188 (415) 822-7277. 



RECORD RELEASE PARTY' 
T9 RAW POWER “AFTER YOUR BRAIN 

NEW LP U.S. TOUR 
at a record store near you 

WANNA BOOK! 
RAW ROWER 
or DAYGLOS 
1oh.± s srimme nr 

call Randy 

OTHER SXDE 
609—392 — 557' 

Distributed by Toxic Shock 

~7 West (714-620-6265), 

and East (504-523-4593). 

and other fine distributors. 

in Europe: TOXIC SHOCK 
Box 59 London N22 England 

DAYGLO ABORTIONS Feed Us A Fetus LP 
Out of the womb and on your plate! 21 songs of Canadian hard- .--- 
core with something to offend everyone! EAT HARDY PMRCILP 113 tor aali'oi:der uPdate 
"on dayglo vinyl" or Casssette "with two bonus tracks" $6.00 n (tour shirts available) 

postpaid. ^ yOUr favorite shop won't order these releases, there is always Mail Order -Toxic Shock. Box 242 Pomona. CA 91769. 

April 24, 1936 lnternacional 

International Weakly of the Sandlnlata National Liberation Front Editorial 
Fanning the flames of war 
Agenda Nueva Nicaragua. - The Reagan 
administration is attempting to use the surge of 
patriotism and the U.S. people's overall support of 
Its attacks on Libya to promote its troubled policy for 
Nicaragua. In short, he is trying to identify.Nicaragua 

if with Libya in the minds of the U.S. people. On April 
17, three days after the bombing of Tripoli and 

4" Benghazi, a conservative congressman took the 
u lloor in the House of Representatives to show, 
* without commentary, a photograph of Kaddafi with 
* Daniel Ortega. Thus, the White House attempts tQ 

present the war against Nicaragua as part of its 
4- witch hunt to eliminate “terrorism." 

. The following day in Congress, a legislator 
* presented a draft bill to facilitate the rapid 
if deployment of U.S. military forces in cases of 

“terrorism” abroad; terrorism was defined as any act 
4- of political violence against a U.S. citizen. 

But apparently, public support of the attacks on 
* Libya does not extend to Reagan’s policy toward 
. Nicaragua. By a margin of two to one, U.S. citizens 
* oppose backing the counterrevolutionaries and any 
* future direct Intervention by U.S. troops in 
^ Nicaragua. The administration's intense and 
-k enormously expensive propaganda campaign has 

not produced the desired results, although 
undoubtedly some of the official lies have 
influenced the image of the Nicaraguan 
government. 

In attacking Libya, the United States has opted 
for the Israeli policy of attacking its most vulnerable 
opponents militarily and paying whatever 
international political price this may entail. But 
within the domestic political scene the power circles 
will have to move with more caution asthey fix their 
sights on the November legislative elections and the 
1988 presidential elections. 

Due to this, time is running short for 
administration hawks, who consider the overthrow 
of the Sandinistas one of the most important goals of 
Reagan’s foreign policy. For these politicians, the 
delays in approving the funds for the contras and the 
lack of bipartisan consensus represent increasingly 

^ annoying problems. 

"Ronald Reagan sized up the 
malignancy in Managua' as a ‘second 
Libya, right on the doorstep of the 
United States’..." 
Newsweek.. March 31, 1986 

But the question is not whether the Democrats 
oppose the President’s aggressive policy in 
principle. They are also anti-Sandinista and fear 
___„t un;n/. “rn/t nn rnmnumicm ” In fart accusations of being “soft on communism.” In fact, 
they support pressures on Nicaragua. They are 

WAR IS NOT PEACE 

seeking^way to isolate and co-opt the Nicaraguan * jSf E* I D E AS _ MAKE 
Revolution through the Contadora Group and don’t * 
think that Reagan will achieve this through the FDN ^ 
mercenary army or via military maneuvers in the ^ 
Central American region. 

D°UBT@EQ<h shirl we print is 
BtL h“o «rock in the woll** 
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THE DIFFERENCE 

RARE, RADICAL &| 
REVOLUTIONARY 
■SHIRT DESIGNS 

Latin Americans that the united states win respect ^7- S&gftXY f ~ 1 **&4m*m 
the terms of the Peace Agreement. Traditionally, *II J c*n '*.‘*1#/ r iVl\M t / : 
each time discussions are held on funds for the TFDDAP . 
counterrevolutionaries, the White House promises . * £ *\KUl\ f 
to support Contadora’s diplomatic efforts, and later, *»o FZ&.h B fpBtfgi1 : • 
conveniently forgets this pledge. *2! !i‘ 

On this occasion, Habib's letter explicitly says 
that the United States will not make legal 
commitments. In other words, it will not sign the ^ < 
protocol to the Peace Agreement, as Nicaragua has ▼ 
requested, nor will it recognize the document’s -fc 
terms if Nicaragua does not “democratize.” Clearly, ^ 
for the United States, democracy in Nicaragua 
means turning over power to those who held It * 
illegally before July 1979: Washington’s Somocista * 
surrogates. (7^ 

But this will never happen. f|||REDj_ 

★ ★★★★★★★ *¥■ 4^ j||[pRINT 
Many colors of shirts L inks (/ 
to choose from: T-shirts $8 V* 
butbon8 75* J U.S* postage included 

A note from RTPi Thanks 
to all the people who 
have taken the trouble 
to read such tiny print 
as we have to use in 
these articles. We do 
appreciate your supportive 
letters. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Send a self-addressed*** 
stamped envelope^Sftff*-- 
FOR A FREE MAIL-ORDER CAtTlOoM 

I RED TABLE 3PI2.I3NTTS 

*330 JR. W. TTI3STXJS.il #224 % + 

‘COLORiLBO SPR.ILTGS, l + M 

ICOLORADO 80305 l* + 

■ --- *- •* 
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P.O. BOX 288 BERKELEY,CA 

BERKELEY, CA 94701 PERMIT NO. 1153 

It’s Summertime — which means new releases from: 

Fartblossom Enterprizes 

BOTH 
THESE 

RECORDS 
WILL BE 

AVAILABLE 
BY 

AUGUST 1st 

HO NOR ROLE 
“The Pretty Song” 

NEW L.P. -$6.00 
On Tour This Summer 

JUSTICE LEAGUE 
“Shattered Dreams” 

NEW L.P.-$6.00 
On Tour This Summer 

BRAVE NEW WORLD 

■■INITIATION-—■ 

BRAVE NEW WORLD 
“Initiation” 

12”E.P. -$4.00 

EMPTY SKULLS Vol. 2 
“The Wound Deepens” 
Compilation L.P. - $6.00 

PILLSBURY H.C. 
“In A Straight Edge Limbo’ 

7”E.P. -$2.50 

SUBCULTURE 
“I Heard A Scream” 

L.P. - $6.00 

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST: 
EMPTY SKULLS Vol. 1 Compilation Tape 60 min. $4.00 
PILLSBURY HARDCORE “Poppin’Fresh” Demo Tape 30 min. $3.00 
I POMONA Compilation Tape 60 min. $4.00 
JUSTICE LEAGUE “Think or Sink” 7”E.P. $2.50 
A NUMBER OF THINGS “Toasterhead” L.P. $5.00 
PUBLIC HUMILIATION “Gooney Tunes” 7”E.P. $2.50 

* TERMINAL FUN “Worm Party” Demo Tape 30 min. $3.00 
* GRIT IN MY HAIR Tape 90 min. $5.00 Industrial weirdness that is really wild! 
* PILLSBURY HARDCORE “Live’85” 90 min. $4.00 Stuff from the first year - You may be surprised! 

T-SHIRTS: PILLSBURY H.C., JUSTICE LEAGUE, SUBCULTURE $6.50 each 
State size: Small, Medium, Large orX-Large 

All prices postpaid in the U.S.. — Canadian orders add $2.00 per order for Airmail delivery. 
Make checks and money orders payable to: 

FARTBLOSSOM ENTERPRIZES • P.O. Box 818 • Pomona, CA 91769, U.S.A. 
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(We do have a 5-track tape available for 50p + SAE (UK) or 

the equivalent of £1 plus postage overseas. If anyone wishes to 
help distribute the tape, please write. We are sorry, but no 
commision can be taken as it is a totally non-profit project) 

PRO PATRIA MORI /12 Riding Way/ Wosehill/ 
Wokingham/ Berkshire RG 11 9AH England 
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